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University of Washington

Abstract

THE ROLE AND PERFORMANCE OF HERODOTUS 
AS NARRATOR OF THE HISTORIES

by Cynthia Lois Claxton

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: Professor Lawrence J. Bliquez
Department of Classics

This dissertation examines the importance of Herodotus as narrator 

of the Histories. !t is noted that Herodotus assumes the stance of both an 

overt and covert narrator. Herodotus narrates most of the H is to rie s  in a 

very overt fashion. There are sections, however, that Herodotus relates in a 

much more covert manner by withdrawing his own persona as investigator 

and historian. In these passages, he narrates the events in such a way that 

they are presented as virtual mimetic reenactments of their original 

occurrence. In type of presentation, Herodotus keeps his presence as 

narrator as minimally detectable as possible so that the reader w ill have 

the impression that he has been shown what happened rather than merely 

told.

Chapter One discusses overt and covert narration and Herodotus' place 

in the development of Greek historiography. Chapter Two discusses 

Herodotus' use of overt narration and the types of personal statements made 

by Herodotus are noted. Additional examples of these types of personal 

expressions are listed in four appendices. In Chapter Three, Herodotus’ use 

of covert narration in the telling of a traditional tale is examined. The 

analysis of three passages reveals how a covert narrator may shape his
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readers’ perceptions of a character without directly intruding into the text, 

how important dialogue is in mimetic presentation and how direct speech 

may be used to present information directly from the points of view of the 

characters. Herodotus’ use of covert narration in his account of historical 

events is discussed in Chapter Four. Through the analysis of three passages, 

it  is seen that Herodotus adapts the techniques of covert narration 

discussed in Chapter Three to his account of certain historical events. 

Herodotus effaces his presence in order to give the impression that a 

mimetically accurate account is being presented. He recognizes that this 

type of narration provides a self-explanatory picture of the event. The 

historian/narrator allows the historical personages to te ll their own story. 

The points of view of the individuals and the conflicting issues in the event 

thus avoid the appearance of having been filtered through the eyes of the 

historian.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Most narratives presuppose the existence of a narrator.1 This is no 

less true for a factual work than it  is for a fictional one. To put i t  simply, 

if  the reader feels that he is being told something, there must be someone 

who is doing the telling. In a fictional work, the story may be told by the 

author himself, by any one of his characters or by a separately conceived 

figure who acts as narrator but who is not a participant in the action. In a 

factual work, such as a biography or history, the narrative is generally 

related by the researcher himself. However, the historian or biographer 

must make many of the same choices that a writer of fiction makes in 

respect to the manner in which the work is to be narrated. Chief among 

these decisons is the choice of whether the narrator's persona should be 

overtly manifested or one more covertly active. That is to say, the author 

must ascertain what stance he wishes the narrator, whatever his identity, 

to take. He must decide whether the narrator's position should be bold and 

intrusive or self-effacing and unobtrusive. The overt narrator is free to

^ome modern writers try to effect the illusion that the story is entirely 
nonnarrated. Such a work gives the impression of being "untouched 
transcripts of characters' behavior" that record "nothing beyond the speech 
or verbalized thoughts of characters". See S. Chatman, S tory  and 
Discourse, N arra tive  S tructure  in  F ic tion  and F ilm  (Ithaca, 1978; 
Cornell Paperbacks, 1983), pp. 166-69.
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make comments in his own person, to pass judgment upon the actions of the 

characters or to offer his own interpretations of the event. The covert 

narrator, however, keeps his own presence as narrator as minimally 

detectable as possible while telling the story. He avoids personal 

commentary of all sorts and tries to remain behind the scenes.2 There are, 

of course, many points along the line from overt to covert narration and the 

designation of one narrator as covert and another one as overt is, to some 

degree, a relative one. In addition, the techniques employed, by narrators of 

both types are as much dependent upon their authors’ historical periods as 

they are upon sty lis tic  preferences. These generalizations, however, reveal 

the basic ideas behind the concepts of overt and covert narration.

There are three distinct moments discernible in the composition of a 

historical work.3 The historian must f irs t read the documents or, in the 

case of oral history, interview his informants. Once he has familiarized 

himself with all of the evidence, he then evaluates and criticizes that 

evidence in order to reconstruct an accurate picture of the particular event 

or period he is investigating. The final step comes in the retelling of what 

he has learned and it  is at this point that the historian must decide how he 

wants to narrate the work. Among the choices that the historian must make 

is the decision whether he w ill take an overt or covert stance as narrator of 

his history. In a historical work, the personae of the author and narrator

2For a discussion of covert and overt narrators and narration, see Chatman, 
S tory and Discourse, pp. 196-262.
3P. Veyne, W riting  H isto ry: Essay on Epistemoiogy, trans. M. Moore- 
Rinvolucri (Middleton, Conn., 1984), p. 292, n. 10.
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are, at least in general terms, identical4 and so the author is, in essence, 

deciding what image of himself as researcher, historian and narrator he 

desires to project.

A historian's role as narrator of his work is an immensely important 

one whose significance should not be minimized. For it  is the historian as 

n a rra to r who not only decides what image of himself to project but who 

also sets the tone for the entire work and directs the attention of his 

readers in a particular pre-determined manner to each event reported or 

individual mentioned. In addition, the historian as narrator must decide 

what elements of the story or event to emphasize or omit; determine 

whether to compress some points for the sake of dramatizing others; and 

select the perspective or point of view from which the story should be told 

or the event recounted. Now the importance of these considerations is 

influenced by the degree to which a particular historical piece is valued as a 

work of literature by its original audience. Few modern historians would 

put matters of style before historical considerations, but to historians 

from antiquity to the nineteenth century, literary concerns were as

^Modern literary critics would argue that the persona of the actual author 
does not enter into any work of literature, fiction or non-fiction, at all. 
What is present is the persona of the 'implied' author, who is really a 
calculated projection of the real author. The narrator, even when identified 
w ith the 'implied' author, is thus even further removed from the real author. 
These distinctions, though perhaps true in an absolute sense, do not seem to 
be helpful in the study of Herodotus and indeed, introduce an unnecessary 
degree of complexity to this examination. The term 'implied' author w ill 
consequently be avoided. For a general discussion of the concept, cf. W. 
Booth, The R hetoric o f  Fiction, 2nd ed. (Chicago, 1983), p. 151;
Chatman, S tory and Discourse, pp. 147-51.
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important to the compositional process as the subject matter itself.

Literary fashions and preferences had nearly as much influence in the 

composition of history as they did in the writing of fictional works.5 For 

example, a characteristic feature of both fictional and historical writings 

of the eighteenth century is the ironic distance set up between the narrator 

and the narrative and the complicity between reader and narrator that 

results from the establishment of this ironic distance. In the nineteenth 

century, however, writers of fiction and history replaced the overt persona 

of the eighteenth century narrator with one who operated in a more covert 

fashion in order to present an unproblematic and more harmonious work.6 

While it  would be an overstatement to claim that the historians of antiquity 

exhibited profound self-awareness of their role as narrators, i t  is true that 

these authors paid attention to the various narrative techniques they might 

employ and to their own activity as narrator of their works.7 For, the 

ancient historian was acutely aware that his popular success depended not 

only upon his abilities as a competent researcher of his subject matter but 

also upon his skill as a narrator who must be able to present a masterful 

and compelling account of the historical event. Consequently, the 

recognition of the importance of this aspect of the ancient historian’s task 

results in a finer appreciation of the historical text.

5For an interesting discussion of the varying relationships and 
correspondences between the writing of history and fiction, see L. Gossman, 
"History and Literature: Reproduction or Signification" in The W riting  o f  
H isto ry: L ite ra ry  Form and H is to ric a l Understanding, eds. R.H.
Canary and H. Kozicki (Madison, Wis., 1978), pp. 3-39.
6Gossman, “History and Literature: Reproduction or Signification,” pp. 22-24.
7See, for example, Thucydides, 1.22.
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This study actually began as an examination of the personal 

statements made by Herodotus throughout the H is to ries  and gradually 

evolved to an investigation of the historian’s presence in the work as 

narrator of the course of events. The evolution grew out of the recognition 

that the techniques used by Herodotus while narrating the work vary, 

depending upon the subject matter under discussion and his intent behind 

relaying each item of information. It was noticed that while Herodotus 

frequently makes comments in his own person and generally narrates the 

text in a very overt fashion, there are certain passages in which he refrains 

from personal commentary and assumes the persona of a covert narrator. 

Many commentators have noted Herodotus' willingness to inform his readers 

when he observed something personally, whom he questioned and whether or 

not he regarded the information he received as reliable evidence.8 However, 

it  has not been recognized that there are moments in the course of the 

H is to rie s  during which Herodotus is not as willing to put his scholarship 

and evaluative abilities on display through the inclusion of the types of 

personal commentary that are typical of overt narration. These passages 

are generally those that are presented in a scenic fashion, much in the 

manner of epic or drama. In such passages, the tempo of the passage is 

slowed so that each step in the event may be presented as an individualized

85ee, for example, H. Verdin, De h is to ris ch e -k ritis ch e  Methode van 
Herodotus (Brussels, 1971); V. Hunter, Past and Process in  Herodotus 
and Thucydides (Princeton, 1982), pp. 50-52; R. W. Macan, Herodotus, 
The Fourth, F if th  and S ixth  Books, Vol. I. Introduction, Text with 

Notes (London, 1895; reprint ed., New York, 1973), pp. c ii-cvi; W.R. Connor, 
"Narrative Discourse in Thucydides" in The Greek H istorians.
L ite ra tu re  and History. (Saratoga, Calif., 1985), p. 5.
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moment. Direct speech plays an important role and the actions, words, 

thoughts and feelings of the historical participants are presented in the 

fullest detail. Because this type of presentation may seem natural for those 

passages that fall more firm ly into the category of folktale9 than into that 

of pure history, it  is surprising to find this method of narration used 

selectively in some passages that relate historical events. These passages 

are presented with such vividness and in such detail that Herodotus' readers 

are le ft with the impression that they have just witnessed a mimetic 

reenactment of the original event.

In his book, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in  Ancient Greece and Rome, 

C. Fornara recognizes and discusses the mimetic nature of ancient historical 

narratives. He specifically credits Herodotus with adapting what is, in 

origin, a Homeric technique to the needs of historiography.10 He observes 

that a consequence of this tendency to present events mimetically is "the

9E.g., Solon and Croesus (1.29-33); Atys and Adrastus (1.34-45); the birth of 
Cyrus (1.108-22); Polycrates and Amasis (3.39-43); Demaratus and the 
questions regarding his birth (6.61-70).
10C, Fornara, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in Ancient Greece and Rome, 
(Berkeley, 1983), pp. 31-32. Cf. W.R. Connor, “Narrative Discourse in 
Thucydides," p. 15. Conor notes the ability of Thucydides to recreate events 
and moods "through the dramatic interplay between abstraction and sudden 
flashes of vividness" that produces "the illusion that we are ourselves 
present, witnessing events," but he does not recognize Herodotus' ability to 
achieve nearly the same effect. He sees Herodotus as one who keeps the 
"problematic" of history always before the eyes of his readers by sharing 
w ith them the various d ifficu lties he had in his research (p. 5). This 
generalization is certainly true for most of the H is to rie s  but there are 
specific passages in the work in which Herodotus' presentation approaches 
Thucydides' ability to recreate events and moods.
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fusion of the factual basis of the record with its imaginative reenactment 

by the w rite r"11 and also notes,

The need for imaginative recreation and inferential elaboration 
from the facts was a necessary consequence of the demands 
placed on all subsequent historians by Herodotus when he 
decided, following Homer, to present events with 
verisimilitude. Everything from needful circumstantial detail 
to the virtual reproduction of the thoughts of leading figures 
was injected into the historical narrative, often on the mere 
grounds of probability.12

Fomara's work has been enormously helpful during the course of this

research and his influence w ill be evident throughout this examination.

However, Fornara does not recognize the important part Herodotus himself

plays as narrator of this type of mimetic presentation. It is around this

point that the following discussion w ill focus. In a mimetic presentation,

Herodotus assumes the stance of a covert narrator whose omniscience

allows the reporting of all details but who keeps his own persona behind

the scenes in order to present the event as a seamless whole that

mimetically recreates the entire scene. Examples of such passages are:

Cyrus and the Massagetae (1.204-14); the false Smerdis and the death of

Cambyses (3.61-67); the seven conspirators and the massacre of the Magi

(3.68-84); the prelude to the Ionian revolt, including the recall of Histaeus

to Susa (5.23-24) and the actions of Aristagoras (5.30-34); Aristagoras and

Cleomenes (5.49-51); Demaratus and Xerxes (7.101 - 105); the Greek embassy

to Gelon (7.153-63) and the advice of Mardonius and Artemisia to Xerxes

after the battle of Salamis (8.100-102). Other sim ilar examples may also

11 Fornara, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in Ancient Greece and Rome, p. 135. 
1 l lb id .,  p. 134.
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be found. And while these passages have been studied for their 

contributions to our understanding of the historical events, l it t le  attention 

has been paid to the manner in which they have been narrated and how this 

differs from the way in which Herodotus relates the greater portion of the 

Histories.

This investigation w ill thus examine Herodotus’ role and performance 

as the narrator of the H is to ries  and the different techniques he used. It 

w ill show that while Herodotus prefers an overt stance as narrator for most 

of the Histories, he reserves a more covert stance for certain passages 

for which he desires a more specialized presentation. Chapter Two w ill 

begin the discussion with the consideration of Herodotus' activity as an 

overt narrator. Since the primary characteristic of an overt narrator is his 

tendency to make comments in his own person, the various types of personal 

commentary that Herodotus makes w ill be examined. It w ill be seen that 

though Herodotus most often makes comments in his own person in those 

passages in which he is relating ethnographic or geographic information, he 

does generally feel free to make sim ilar comments in passages that treat 

historical matters, provided he has not assumed the stance of a covert 

narrator. In these passages of overt narration, Herodotus keeps his persona 

as narrator in the forefront of his material by frequently informing his 

readers of the difficu lties he encountered in his researches, where his 

investigations led him and the relative re liability of his evidence. His 

stance is that of a researcher who is fully in control of his evidence and 

who desires to share with his readers not only what he learned but the 

scope and progression of the entire investigative process.
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Chapter Three w ill examine Herodotus' activity as narrator at its 

most covert. It w ill be seen that Herodotus assumes his most covert stance 

when relating stories in which traditional or folkloric elements13 dominate 

whatever historical kernels may be present in the tale. Three of these 

passages w ill be examined in order to determine how Herodotus sets out to 

tell a tale. While it  is true that most of the material is traditional, 

Herodotus certainly operates with enough freedom so that he may determine 

what aspects of a story to highlight and what techniques to use to create 

desired effects such as irony, suspense or humor. In fact, it  is Herodotus' 

activity as covert narrator that is responsible for guiding his readers' 

perceptions of the story. He is there behind the scenes at every step of the 

story, shaping and coloring the tale so that his readers w ill receive it  in the 

manner he desires. But because Herodotus keeps his own persona hidden, 

the reader is unaware of his influence and has the impression that he has 

been presented with an unmediated recreation of the original tale. It w ill 

come as no surprise to note that Herodotus owes far more to the epic poets 

and dramatists than to the logographers for the manner in which he relates 

a traditional story or tale.

Chapter Four w ill approach Herodotus' use of covert narration from a 

different angle. The particular focus w ill be the use Herodotus makes of 

covert narration in passages that deal with the events of the Persian Wars. 

It w ill be noted that there are certain historical events for whose narration 

Herodotus assumes a covert stance. Rather than remaining at the forefront

13For a study of the specific folktale elements in many of the stories in the 
Histories, see W. Aly, Volksmarchen, Sage und Novelle be i Herodot 
und seinen Zeitgenossen. 2nd ed. Gottingen, 1969.
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of his material, informing his readers when one source disagreed with 

another or whether or not he fe lt that he could believe a particular story, 

Herodotus withdraws from the account and presents the event in a manner 

more akin to that which he utilizes while telling a traditional tale. The 

account is a finished product; all notice of the discrepancies between 

sources and other problems have been removed. He works behind the scenes 

in order to shape his readers’ perceptions of the event rather than overtly 

revealing his presence and his own opinions. He relates the event from the 

points of view of the actual participants by giving fu ll and direct expression 

to their words, thoughts and motives. This omniscient stance leaves his 

readers with the feeling that they have observed a recreation of the event 

that is mimetically accurate and convincing. There is thus no need for the 

historian to explain what has happened. The event is self-explanatory 

through the manner of its presentation. In addition to examining Herodotus’ 

use of covert narration in three specific historical passages, particular 

attention w ill be paid to the narrative surrounding these sections in order 

to see how Herodotus integrates a covert stance as narrator with a more 

overt one. The difference between the two stances and how they affect the 

entire narrative w ill be able to be appreciated more fully as a consequence.

To apprehend fully the achievement of any author, i t  is necessary to 

consider his work in comparison to that of his predecessors and 

contemporaries. For only in this manner w ill one be able to detect whether 

or not the author has followed the conventions of his genre and if  he has not, 

what changes or developments he has made, It is indeed unfortunate that 

the work of the Ionian logographers has reached us in such fragmentary
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condition and that there is some debate over the dates of several of these 

authors. The matter is complicated further by the general unwillingness of 

Herodotus to mention his predecessors and contemporaries by name.14 With 

the exception of Hecataeus, whom Herodotus does mention,15 it  is, as a 

consequence of these various factors, impossible to be absolutely certain 

whether or not Herodotus was acquainted with the work of specific 

logographers. However, i t  does appear likely that in addition to Hecataeus, 

Herodotus was also fam iliar with the work of Xanthus.16

Hecataeus of Miletus is considered to be the f irs t prose-writer in the 

fields of geography and mythology and he is credited with two works, 

variously called the Teyo^Aoyvai, 'HpwAoyia or laTopia and the 

neputyqais or IlepCo6o? rqs. His period of activity seems to have been 

near the end of the sixth century.17 As with all of the logographers, his 

work survives only in fragments; there are th irty-five  fragments remaining 

from his mythological work and nearly four hundred from the nepiTtyqais. 

Most of the fragments from the nepnrjyqois consist only of a phrase or two. 

It is, as a consequence, d ifficu lt to come to any definitive conclusions 

regarding subject matter as well as style.

^Herodotus prefers to refer to these individuals in more general and 
somewhat disparaging terms. E.g., ''EAA'qv’fs  Aeyouai aAAa re  jiaTaia 
noAAa tcai tbs... (2.2.5); Ei Sv pouAop£0a yvco ^a i r f ia i lawajv xpa<J0ai> Ta 
nepl Aiyuirrou... (2.15.1); ’AAAa ’EAA’qvtov pev Tiveg c ii(o t) |io i 
pouAoj^voi yeveoQai eAe4av...( 2.20.1). Cf. L. Pearson, Early
Ionian H istorians, (Oxford, 1939; reprint ed. Westport, Conn., 1975), p. 13.
152.143; 5.36; 5.125-6; 6.137.
15The evidence for Charon of Lampsacus and Hellanicus of Lesbos is less 
certain. See Pearson, E arly  Ionian Historians, pp. 139-235.
17Pearson, Early Ionian Historians, pp. 25-26.
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That Herodotus used Hecataeus as a source is certain not only because 

Herodotus himself mentions his predecessor, thus revealing his 

acquaintance with his work, but also because ancient authorities comment 

on this dependence'8 and because there are several passages in the 

H isto ries  that resemble closely extant fragments from Hecataeus' work.19 

In addition, there are certain passages in the H is to ries  for which
i

Hecataean influence may be inferred because of sim ilarities in subject 

matter or ideas.20 However, for the purposes of this investigation, the 

question of whether Herodotus used Hecataueus' work as a source for his 

material is not as important as whether or not he was influenced by his 

predecessor's style of narration. And it  is in this respect that the 

fragmentary nature of Hecataeus' work is especially regrettable. For, the 

extant fragments do not provide enough material for an adequate evaluation 

of Hecataeus' techniques of description and style of narration. One can only 

note what the ancients said about Hecataeus in this respect; it  is not 

possible to test accurately the re liability of their claims. Hermogenes 

noted that the pure and clear style of Hecataeus is simpler and less varied 

than that of Herodotus2' while Demetrius indicated that the sentences of 

Hecataeus were short and abrupt22 For the purposes of this investigation, 

however, the most interesting ancient testimonium is a statement made by

,8See F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der Griechischen H is to r ik e r  (Berlin, 
1923), 1 T 1, 18, 22. Hereafter cited as "FG rH isr.
' 9See A.B. Lloyd, Herodotus, Book i t Vol. I: in troduction  (Leiden,
1975), pp. 128-29. For a complete discussion of Herodotus' use of the work 
of Hecataeus, see pp. 127-39.
20Lloyd, Herodotus., Book iI, 1:129.
21 FGrHist, 1 T 18.
V-FGrHist, 1 T 19.
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the author of On the Sublime 23 who quotes a passage of Hecataeus to 

illustrate how both Homer and Hecataeus abruptly introduced the direct 

speech of their characters. The author writes,

"E ti ye n.T|v lore ot£ nepi TTpoacotiou 6iT}yovnevos o 
avyypa4>ei)s UatyvTjs nap£V£x©eW els to  ocuto irpdaawov 
dvTijieeiaTaTai, Kai I<m  t6  toiovtov el6os iKpoAq t is  
uaOovs.

vEktcdp 61 Tpafeaaiv Ik£kA£to (mxpov auaas,
VT|va\v Imaaeveaeai, lav  6 evapa pporoevra. 
ov 6 av lyAv anavevQe ve&v |0lAovTa voqatD, 
outou oi edvarov |iT|Tiao|jiai.

ovkovv tt)v \ikv Svqyrjaiv aT£ npenovaav o hoit|tt|s 
upoafj^ev lavTtp, tt|v  6 andropov direiAf|v Ttp 9u|Mp tov  
Tiyejidvos liam v^s ov6lv upo&rjAriioas nepieOriKev l^ x e T o  
yap, ei uapeveTteei* * lAfye 61 Toad Tiva Kai Toia o 
'"EKTtOp’ ’ VUVl 6 £<$>GOK£V d<J>V0) TOV [i£TapaiVOVTa f) TOU 
Aoyou jieTapaois. 2. 6io Kai f) irpoxpTjois tov oxf|}xaTos 
Tore, T|viKa o4i>s o Kaipos fiv 6vafi£AA£iv Ttp ypa^ovri p.f|
6i6tp, dAA £v0us | lnavayKdtfg }A€TapaiV£iv I k TTpoacorajv 
els updocoTia, As Kai napa Tip 'EKaTaitp* Kfjvfc 61 Trarra 
6eiva noiovjievos auriKa iKeAeve tous 'HpaKAeidas 
Itrvydvovs !Kxa)p£iv* ov yap ufiiv 6vvaTos el(ii apfjyeiv.
As jiT| Sv avToi T£ dudAiioOe koja! TpAaiyre, Is  dAAov Tiva 
6fj|iov duoixeoOai. 24 (27, 1-2)

(There is further the case in which a writer, when relating something about a 
person, suddenly breaks off and converts himself into that selfsame person. This 
species of figure is a kind of outburst of passion:

Then with a far-ringing shout to the Trojans Hector cried,
Bidding them rush on the ships, bidding leave the spoils blood-dyed-

23The attribution of the work to Longinus is not universal. See W.R. Roberts, 
Longinus, On the Sublime with text, introduction and translation, 
(Cambridge, 1935; reprint ed. New York, 1979), pp. 1 -23.
24Cf. FGrHiSt 1 F 30.
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Aral whom so I mark from the galleys aloof on the farther side,
I w ill surely devise his death.

The poet assigns the task of narration, as is fit, to himself, but the abrupt threat 
he suddenly, with no note of warning, attributes to the angered chief. It would 
have been frigid had he inserted the words, ’Hector said so and so.' As it is, the 
swift transition of the narrative hss outstripped the swift transitions of the 
narrator. 2. Accordingly this figure should be used by preference when a sharp 
crisis does not suffer the writer to tarry but constrains him to psss at once from 
one person to another. An example will be found in Hecataeus: ’Ceyx treated the 
matter gravely, and straightway bate the descendants of Heracles depart; for 1 am 
not able to succour you. In order, therefore, that ye may not perish yourselves 
6nd injure me, get you gone to some other country.’2**)

This passage from On the Sublime reveals that Hecataeus used 

o ra tio  rec ta  in his genealogical work. It is impossible, however, to 

determine to what extent he employed the technique and whether or not he 

also included direct speeches in his ethnographic work. Throughout the 

course of this examination, the importance of Herodotus' use of o ra tio  

re c ta  w ill be noted and discussed. Because of Herodotus' undoubted 

acquaintance with Hecataeus' work, it  is reasonable to ask whether or not 

Herodotus' use of ora tio  re c ta  owed anything to Hecataeus'. Again, the 

fragmentary nature of the evidence makes a definitive answer to this 

question impossible. Since the fu ll extent and nature of Hecataeus' use of 

o ra tio  re c ta  is uncertain, i t  cannot be determined whether Herodotus was 

influenced more by Hecataeus' use of direct speech than he was by Homer's.

The ground is even less certain in respect to Xanthus the Lydian and 

his influence upon Herodotus. Works attributed to him include a AvxaiKd in 

four books and possibly a Mayuox and a work dealing with the life  of

25The translation is Roberts' who notes that the verse translations in his 
volume were done by Mr. A.S. Way. See Roberts, Longinus, On the 
Sublime, p. 113.
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Empedocles.26 He is thought to have been a contemporary of Herodotus and 

his period of activity may have extended down to the time of Thucydides 27 

Whether or not Herodotus used Xanthus as a source is a matter for debate 

but there are several subjects that both authors treat. Both Xanthus and 

Herodotus include the story of the industrious woman who spins her spindle 

while walking to the spring to fetch water and to water her horse, though in 

Herodotus' version she is a Paeonian not a Mysian.2* In addition, there are 

versions of the stories of Croesus on the pyre and of Gyges in both works 29 

It is, of course, impossible to prove that Herodotus was dependent upon 

Xanthus for these stories since both authors could have used the same 

source that is no longer extant.

As is the case of Hecataeus, there is a testimonium concerning 

Xanthus that is particularly tantalizing. According to Ephorus, Herodotus 

got his 'starting-point' from Xanthus. The statement, preserved in 

Athenaeus, claims,

..."E<f>opos o ovyypa^eite jxvr^ovcuei outoO tos uaAaiorepou 
ovtos xai 'Hpo6oT(Di t &s a^opjias SeStoK&ros.30

26Pearson, E arly  Ionian H istorians, pp. 117-19.
27Dion. Hal., De Thuc. 5.
28Xanthus’ version is preserved in the history of Nicolaus of Damascus 
whose work is generally believed to be based on that of Xanthus. See 
FGrHist 90 F 71. For Herodotus' version, see 5.12-15.
29For the Croesus story, see FGrHist 90 F 68 and Histories, 1. 86-88 and 
for the account of Gyges, see FGrHist 90 F 47 and Histories, 1.13. For a 
discussion of whether or not Herodotus is dependent upon Xanthus for these 
stories, see Pearson, Early Ionian Historians, pp. 128-34.
3° FGrHist 765 T 5 (Athen. 12, II, p. 515 DE).
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What Ephorus meant by the word 'a$opp4s' is uncertain. Pearson suggests 

that "Herodotus found inspiration in the work of Xanthus; that he took his 

idea of historiography, his combination of historical narrative with 

anecdote, from the Lydiaca of Xanthus; that Xanthus gave Herodotus a 

’starting-point1, 'something to go on', even ’provided him with a model’."31 

But did this ’starting-point’ or ’model’ have to do with subject matter or 

means of description and narration? It is impossible to decide. Most of our 

information about Xanthus comes from Nicolaus of Damascus whose 

histories are thought to have been based on the work of Xanthus. It is 

difficu lt, however, to determine whether the sty lis tic  features and 

techniques of narration in Nicolaus’ work were also influenced by Xanthus or 

whether they are Nicolaus' own. Nor do the fragments of Xanthus’ work 

itself allow for any conclusions in respect to Xanthus' influence over 

Herodotus in matters of style; they are simply too fragmentary to provide 

any really firm evidence. We are thus le ft with the notion that Xanthus 

provided some sort of starting-point to Herodotus, but what precisely that 

entailed remains a matter of speculation.

Another predecessor of Herodotus has already been mentioned.32 It 

is, of course, Homer. The Homeric qualities of Herodotus’ work have been 

noted since antiquity 33 While discussing sim ilarities between the two 

authors, C. Fomara notes.

31 Pearson, E arly Ionian H istorians, p. 109.
32See above, p. 6-7.
33Cf. 'Longinus’, On the Sublime, 13, 3: \i6vos ,Hp<56oTos VtyTjpiktiJTaTos 
eyeveTo;
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The most fundamental sim ilarity linking the two works, 
however, concerns the means of description employed, for 
Herodotus accomodated Homer's instruments of poetic 
representation to his prose work.

Nothing in the tradition of Ionian h is to r ia  suggested to 
Herodotus that he turn the results of his inquiries Into 
narrative pictures of events that he had never seen, thus 
cutting himself free from his sources, especially in books 7-9, 
to create the illusion that he was the observer of the deeds 
under description. Our habituation to books and to the 
quotation of speeches they contain dulls our appreciation of 
this remarkable artis tic  innovation.

He continues,

Herodotus’ H is to rie s  represent a fusion of prose and poetry, 
of the Homeric epic and now an utterly transformed Ionian 
historiography. History thereafter remained a mimetic genre, 
devoted to the description of the memorable actions of men.34

But upon reflection, it  must be acknowledged that only portions of the

H is to ries  are truly mimetic. The exceptions are not just the ethnographic

and geographic passages of the H is to rie s ; much of the work that treats

historical events cannot be said to be wholly mimetic. Those sections of

the H is to ries  that are related in overt narration, especially those in which

Herodotus makes comments in his own person, are not mimetic. The obvious

presence of the narrator keeps the readers from experiencing the passage as

a mimetic reenactment of the event. It is only when Herodotus narrates an

event in covert fashion by keeping his own presence behind the scenes that a

truly mimetic effect is achieved. For in such a presentation, the reader has

the impression that he is being shown what happened rather than simply

34 C. Fornara, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in Ancient Greece and Rome, pp. 
31-32.
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told. Much of the focus of this investigation w ill be upon how Herodotus set 

about to achieve this effect.

Before beginning the discussion of Herodotus as narrator of his work, 

it is necessary to consider a few ancillary points which have relevance for 

any study of Herodotus and his Histories. Firstly, one must always keep in 

mind that because Herodotus stands at the beginning of the development of 

Greek historiography, one can only speak of the tendencies found in his style 

and technique rather than of unswerving and dogmatic practices. Rather 

than this being an excuse for the lack of consistency on the part of 

Herodotus, it  is a recognition of the difficulties he faced in the composition 

of a work on such a large scale, particularly since no single adequate model 

existed on which he could pattern his work. In addition, the fact that 

Herodotus most certainly lived and worked during a period of transition 

from a society more accustomed to oral literature to one familar and 

comfortable with works composed with the full potential of writing in 

mind35 surely is responsible for much of the flu idity of Herodotus' 

technique and style. The H is to rie s  simultaneously looks backwards to

35For a discussion of the work of Herodotus as a transition point in the 
movement from oral to written literature, see V. Hunter, Past and 
Process in  Herodotus and Thucydides, pp. 294-95; E. Havelock, 
Prologue to  Greek L ite ra cy  (Cincinnati, 1971), p. 60; M. L. Lang, 
Herodotean N arrative and Discourse  (Cambridge, Mass., 1984), p. 52.
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works orally composed36 and also provides an inkling of all the thematic 

complexities and sty lis tic  sophistication made possible by the written 

form.

No serious student of Herodotus may undertake any sort of 

investigation of his work without having to face, in some fashion at least, 

the question of how the H is to ries  achieved its final form. It is no small 

triumph, however, to be able to state that Herodotean studies no longer 

seem to be dominated by the opposing and mutually exclusive theories of 

composition as proposed by the two schools known as the Separatists and 

the Unitarians. The Separatist theory, formulated chiefly in the landmark 

study by F. Jacoby in 1913,37 suggested that Herodotus underwent some sort 

of developmental change from a geographer/ethnographer in the Ionian 

tradition to a full-fledged historian of the Persian Wars as an explanation 

of the varied texture and apparent independence of many parts of the work. 

Such an approach is not now seen as an obstacle to the appreciation of the 

final cohesiveness the work does seem to possess. Similarly, the Unitarian

36Some indications of the debt of Herodotus’ work to the techniques of oral 
composition are self-conscious interruptions and asides, repetitions, and 
phrases which indicate what the narrator is about to relate (e.g., 1.192.1: 
r^ v  6£ 6uvap.iv tS v  BapvAtovCwv noAAotoi ka\ SAAoiai 6-nA<6ao) Sot] 
t i s  £Gt(, kv 6k 6f| Ka\ T$6e.) See A. Scobie, "Storytellers, Storytelling and 
the Novel in Graeco-Roman Antiquity," RhM 122 ( 1979): 255, 257. For a full 
discussion of Herodotus’ debt to oral composition, see Lang, Herodotean 
N arrative and Discourse.
37F. Jacoby, “Herodot” in Pauly-Wissowa, et a!., eds., Realencyclopadie 
der classischen A ltertum sw issenschaft, Suppl. 2 (Stuttgart, 1913), 
col. 205-520, especially col. 341-43, 352-60, 379-80. Others who espouse 
the Separatist position in some form or another are K. von Fritz, "Herodotus 
and the Growth of Greek Historiography," TAPA 67 (1936): 315-40; J. E. 
Powell, The H is to ry  o f  Herodotus (Cambridge, 1939).
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viewpoint, as expressed in its extreme form by M. Pohlenz38 who not only 

emphasized the clear subordination of the H is to r ie s ' many parts to the 

whole but also claimed that Herodotus conceived its entire plan and scope 

from the very onset of his investigation, cannot be considered the only way 

to recognize and understand the overall design of the Histories. The 

current trend is far from an instance of wanting to have it  both ways - a 

situation not uncommon in classical scholarship - rather, it  stems from the 

recognition, as noted by C. Fomara, that "the 'unity' of a work need imply 

nothing as to its genesis."39 Whether Herodotus in itia lly  was inspired by 

the logographic tradition and then later began to compose actual history and 

edit his previous material to f i t  in with that history or whether he 

underwent no change at all and composed the work in the order i t  now 

stands matters very little . Indeed, it  is the result of the process of 

composition which ought now to be the object of critical attention rather 

than the steps which formed that process. A likely scenario may, of course, 

be created for the composition of the H is to rie s  but such a scenario, 

whatever its merits and probability, needs must remain in the realm of 

speculation. In this particular study, attention w ill be focused not so much 

upon the compositional problems of the H is to rie s  or even upon the

38M. Pohlenz, Hero dot, cfer erste Geschichtsscreiber cfes 
Abendiandes (Leipzig, 1937; reprint ed., Darmstadt, 1973); Other scholars 
professing the Unitarian viewpoint include Sir J. L. Myres, Herodotus, 
Father o f  H is to ry  (Oxford, 1953); P.-E. Legrand, Herodote, 
in troduction, 2nd ed., (Paris, 1955); H. R. Immerwahr, Form and Thought 
in  Herodotus (Cleveland, 1966).
39c. Fomara, Herodotus, An in te rp re ta tive  Essay (Oxford, 1971), p. 6. 
Cf. K. H. Waters, Herodotos, the H isto rian: H is Problems, Methods 
and O rig in a lity  (London, 1985), p. 55.
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meaning and wider significance of what Herodotus relates, though these 

latter questions of course have particular value for any study of Herodotus. 

It w ill, rather, be centered around one of the means Herodotus utilized to 

convey that significance, viz. his role and presence as narrator of the 

account
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Chapter Two

The Researcher and his Evidence

One of the results of Herodotus' use of overt narration is that his 

readers are able to get a firm picture of how he went about his research. 

Though we may confidently assume that Herodotus utilized the some 

methods for his investigation throughout the entire work, it  is through an 

examination of the passages that Herodotus narrates overtly that the 

clearest picture of Herodotus, the researcher, emerges. In these sections, 

Herodotus is quite explicit about his role as both the investigator and the 

narrator of the account. He frequently makes comments in his own person, 

telling us where he travelled, to whom he spoke, what he saw, what he 

accepted as reliable evidence and what he did not and how he reasoned and 

arrived at his conclusions. These passages give the impression that 

Herodotus is trying to establish his credentials as a researcher by making it  

clear to his audience that his methodology is not only sound but also firm ly 

rooted in his investigative procedures from the very outset. This chapter 

w ill examine some of these passages with a view to highlighting Herodotus' 

use of overt narration. The specific topics which w ill be discussed are 

Herodotus' indications of his reliance on personal observation and inquiry, 

his admissions of the lim its of his knowledge, his criticisms and judgments 

regarding his sources and informants and other expressions of personal
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opinion and his tendency to include variant versions of a particular event. 

Evaluations of whether or not Herodotus correctly interpreted his evidence, 

or whether he is accurate in the various assertions he makes, w ill not be a 

part of this investigation. Rather, attention w ill be given to the particular 

types of statements made and to the image of Herodotus as the investigator 

and narrator of his research these statements create.

It is in Book Two1, the Egyptian Acryos, that Herodotus' use of 

personal observation (aV ro fia ) and inquiry (io rop fri) as his predominant 

methods of research is most clearly delineated2. Herodotus places a great 

deal of emphasis upon what he himself saw in the course of his travels in

^ o r  the most recent commentary on Book Two, see A. B. Lloyd, Herodotus. 
Book //, 2 Vols. (Leiden, 1975-1976).
2For a select listing of the passages from the entire H ist ones Vc&t are 
indicative of Herodotus' use of observation and inquiry, see Appendix One.
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Egypt.3 Thus he states two times that he believes the account of the 

priests regarding the geography of Egypt because his own observations 

support their statements:

T ro m |s  S v  1%  Tfls  f iip r ip ii'n s  f| iroAAfj, KaTa irap o i  
ip ees  eA eyov, edoKee Kai auTtp fio i £?vai fn iK Tryros  
A iy v t r r io ia i .  tcov y a p  opecov Tffiv eipTjiravcDV twv virap  
M £|A$IV UoAlV K£l(l£VQ)V TO Jl£T04U £4><WV£TO JlOl £?vai KOT£ 
koAttos GaAaacnqs, Satrap r d  T£ irap i " iA io v  Kai T fuepavvqv  
Kai "H fye o ov  T£  Kai M a ia v $ p o v  iraS io v , Ss y e  £?vai a |U K pa  
Todrra jra y a A o ia i avfipaA fiiv . ( 2 . 10.1)

Ta n£pi AiyuuTov &v Kai ro ia i Aeyovai avra irai0o|juu Kai 
avTos our to KapTa 6 ok£(0 ftvai, I8a>v T£ t t )v  AvyviTTov 
npoKei|i£V£v rqs £xon£Vt]s yijs KoyxdAia T£ ^aivo^eva In i

^.K. Armayor has recently published several polemical articles in which he 
actually charges that Herodotus is lying whenever he says that he has 
visited a specific place. See "Sesotris and Herodotus' Autopsy of Thrace, 
Colchis, Inland Asia Minor, and the Levant," HSCP 84 (1982): 51-79; "Did 
Herodotus Ever Go to the Black Sea?" HSCP 82 (1978): 45-62; "Did 
Herodotus Ever Go to Egypt?" JARCE (1978): 59-71; "Herodotus’ Catalogues 
of the Persian Empire in the Light of the Monuments and the Greek Literary 
Tradition," TAPA 108 (1978): 1 -9. In his most recent publication, 
Herodotus' Autopsy o f the Fayoum: Lake Moeris and the Labyrinth  
o f Egypt, (Amsterdam, 1985), Armayor questions Herodotus’ autopsy of 
Lake Moeris and the Labyrinth and the very existence of these monuments.
He notes, "Lake Moeris and the Dodecarchs and their Labyrinth do not belong 
to history at all, but rather to the story-tellers of Ionia who built on Homer" 
(p. 7). Because Armayor’s views regarding Herodotus have not been widely 
accepted (cf. W.K. Pritchett, "Some Recent Critiques on the Veracity of 
Herdotus" in Studies in Ancient Greek Topography, P art IV  (Passes) 
(Berkeley, 1982), pp. 234-85), I prefer to take the traditional view that 
Herodotus is telling the truth when he makes a claim of autopsy. For a 
discussion of autopsy as a fundamental element in the methodology of fifth  
century Greek historians, see G. Schepens, L"au tops ie ' dans !a methode 
des h is to rie n s  grecs du V s iec/e  avant J. -C. (Brussels, 1980).
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ro ia i Speai Kai oA ^v cuaveeovcav, S<jt£ Kai tas 
irvpafi(6as 67]A^ea0ai, Kai f  dpfiov jioOvov Aiyvirrov opos 
touto to  vuep M f^ io s  £Xovp tipos de tq  x©PTI ovt£ tq  
’ApapvQ irpoaoupq) eoua^ rf|v  AiyuiiTov upoaeiKcAijv ofrre 
tq  Aip%  ov (i£v ov8e tq  IvpiT) ( lijs  yap ’Apapvqs ra  napa 
OaAaacav Zupioi vejiovTai), dAAa fi£Aayyai6v tc  Kai 
KaTappTiY WfA£VT]V 5<7T£ £oOaav iAvv T£ Kai upoxuaiv £4 
Al0lOH<T1S KaT£TO£iy|l£VI]V VITO TOV IfOTOflOU. (2.12.1 -2)4

In several other passages, Herodotus makes the distinction between what he 

himself was able to see in contrast to what he was told by others. He 

admits that although his information as far as Elephantine is based on 

autopsy, his account of places beyond this area is based only on what others 

told him (2.29.1);5 he states later on that the f irs t half of Book Two 

resulted from his own observations, inquiries and opinions and that the 

remaining portions w ill include what he heard from the Egyptians, 

augmented by autopsy when possible (2.99.1); and he freely acknowledges 

that he was only able to see the upper floor of the labyrinth near Lake 

Moeris and that what he relates of the lower floor is founded on hearsay 

(oko^) alone (2.148.5)6 The recognition by Herodotus that his audience may 

want to know on what source his account was based contributes greatly to

4Cf. 2.5; 2.7 for other observations of Herodotus concerning the geography of 
Egypt.
5See Lloyd, Herodotus, 2: 115-17 for a refutatior ine argument that 
Herodotus never visited Elephantine.
6lt  is clear that Herodotus distinguished between material gathered from 
reliable sources (e.g. the Egyptian priests) as compared to that based on 
hearsay evidence alone. In addition, Herodotus does often attempt to test 
both types of accounts by the application of his own reasoning and logic.
Cf., Waters, Herodotus, the Historian. H is Problems, Methods and 
O rig ina lity , pp. 25, 90.
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the overall impression that Herodotus was a careful researcher who 

understood the variable worth of different types of evidence. To Herodotus, 

information derived from his own personal autopsy had the greatest 

authority and that gained from the inquiry of a reliable source was 

reasonably trustworthy, especially if  substantiated by autopsy, either his 

own or that of some other eyewitness7. Evidence collected through hearsay 

possessed the least degree of reliability but if  used judiciously, could 

contribute meaningfully to t:he topic under discussion.

Herodotus’ reliance upon inquiry is also very evident throughout the 

whole of Book Two. Herodotus tells us that he travelled to Tyre to get as 

much information as possible concerning Heracles from the priests of a 

temple there that was dedicated to that deity. Herodotus asked the priests 

how old the temple was (2.44.2: ks Aoyous 6c cA0cbv to io v  ipeCcri t©0 

©eov eipojxTiv okocfos XP°V°S cviq k i o5 to  Ipov i6pvT<u) and le ft 

satisfied with the priests' answer (2.44.3)8 He also asked the people of 

Chemmis why they alone of the Egyptians were visited by the god Perseus 

and why they had established games in his honor (2.91.5: eipoivevou 6e [vcv 

o t i  <?4>v jvouvoiav ctoOe 6 nepoeiis em^afrcaGai Kai o tv  KcxwpvSaTav 

A iyu im ajv tS v  aAAtov ayffiva yvivviKov tvQcvtcs). In answer, Herodotus 

was told that Perseus’ ancestors were Danaus and Lynceus who were 

Chemmites by birth. At 2, 150.2, Herodotus indicates that he asked the 

inhabitants around Lake Moeris what was done with the soil which had been

7That Herodotus sought eyewitnesses is clear from 3.115.2 and 4.16.1 where 
he states that he was not able to locate anyone who could give him an 
eyewitness account of the sea beyond the northwestern boundaries of 
Europe (3.115.2) or of Scythia beyond the region of the Issedones (4.16.1). 
8Cf. 2.44.5.
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removed when the lake had been excavated (ei?£iT£ 6e tov  opvyjxaTos 

tow ov  ovk Sptov to v  xovv ovSajJiov covTa, emucAes yap \io\ ?jv, 

£lpo|AT)v tous SyxvaTa olxfovTas t^ s  Av|xvqs okov elf\ 6 xovs o 

e4opvx<tefe). He then states that he had no problem believing the 

inhabitants’ account because of sim ilar method was used at Ninevah 

(2.150.2-3). It is important to note that Herodotus' inquiries, however, do 

not always produce results as in the instance when he asked the priests 

questions concerning the inundation of the Nile (2.19.1: to v  trorafiov 8e

4>VOlOS 1T£pl OVT£ T l T&V ip£(DV OVT£ aAAoU OV$£VO$ TTOpoAapdv 

eSvvdafrnv).9

Many commentators have noted that Herodotus, while conducting his 

inquiries, granted a considerable amount of authority to the Egyptian

9Cf. 2.19.3; 34.1.
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priests.10 He frequently contrasts their accounts with those of the Greeks 

whom Herodotus often fe lt were not reliably informed After relating the 

priests’ version of the language experiment performed by Psammetichus, 

Herodotus gives the Greek account, with a strong cautionary note prefacing

i°Much of the discussion concerning Herodotus’ use of the Egyptian priests 
as sources revolves around the question of their rank, particularly because 
not all of their information as reported by Herodotus is absolutely accurate. 
See Lloyd, Herodotus, Book II, 1: 92-100 for a refutation of the theory 
that Herodotus' Egyptian informants were priests of a very low ranking. To 
Lloyd’s mind, there is no reason to expect the Egyptian priests, whose daily 
lives concerned matters of ritual, to have an acute knowledge of their 
country’s past. Hunter, Past and Process in  Herodotus and 
Thucydides, also discusses the trust Herodotus has in the Egyptian priests 

as reliable sources, though she overstates this point at times. See, 
especially, her second chapter, "The Discovery of "Historical Space": 
Herodotus and the Beginnings of Human History in Egypt,” pp. 57, 60, 65, 76, 
85. Though it  is true that Herodotus generally preferred the accounts of the 
Egyptian priests to the Greek version of the story or event, Hunter is 
overemphasizing this tendency when she suggests that one of Herodotus’ 
purposes in writing Book Two was to correct "tradition and history in the 
light of the genuine knowledge he had gained in Egypt" (p. 85). If this had 
been Herodotus’ purpose behind the composition of Book Two, we may be 
well assured that he would have devoted more than four passages to this 
goal. For an earlier and opposing viewpoint, cf. W. A. Heidel, "Hecataeus and 
the Egyptian Priests in Herodotus, Book II," Mem. Am. Ac. A r ts  & 
Sciences XVI11 (2) (1935). Heidel believes that the bulk of Book Two 
derives not from the accounts of the Egyptian priests as Herodotus claims, 
but is merely an inadequate reworking of the work of Hecataeus. For a brief 
discussion of the unlikelihood of Heidel’s claims, see W. Sieveling, "Herodot, 
1928-1936," JAW  263 (1939), p. 137. Slevekinginotes that the statement 
of Porphyry that specific chapters in the H is to rie s  are literal adoptions of 
passages in the work of Hecataeus makes it improbable that the entire book 
was dependent on Hecataeus. Sieveking also argues that the Egyptian trip  of 
Herodotus would have been entirely superfluous if  it  did not result in any 
new information for Herodotus’ work and that the excursus on Egypt is 
hardly justifiable if  i t  does not present a wealth of previously unknown 
facts.
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the story (2.2.5: ''EAA'qves Aeyouoa fiAAa re naTava noAAa Kai ©s 

yuvaiKtov ras  yAcoaaas o 'PamMjrixos eKTajjubv.. . ) .  Similarly, Herodotus 

prefers the Egyptian version concerning the age of Heracles (2.44.5) and 

finds the Greek story that the Egyptians attempted to sacrifice Heracles 

ridiculous (2.45.1: Aeyovai 6e noAAa Kai fiAAa dveniaKeirrcos ol 

vEAAT)ves.. .  ) J 1 For, he argues at 2.45.2, how could they have intended to 

sacrifice Heracles when they only sacrificed those few animals which 

religious custom permitted?

Perhaps the most discussed passage in which Herodotus prefers the 

Egyptian version of an event to a Greek one is the story of Helen (2.112- 

120),12 and even in this instance Herodotus disparages the Greek account as 

being foolish (2.118.1: ^idTaioy Aoyov). Herodotus says that he asked the 

priests what they knew about the story of Helen (2 .113.1: eAeyov 6e jio i oi 

Ipees iaTopeovTi ra  nepi 'EAcvtjv yeveaOai SSe) and they told him that 

Paris and Helen had been shipwrecked on Egyptian shores while on their way 

to Troy and were sent for by the Egyptian king Proteus who had learned of 

their arrival from a man named Thonis. Paris was asked by Proteus who 

they were and where they were going and when Paris began to dissemble 

concerning the reason for Helen’s presence with him, the entire story was 

revealed by his slaves. Proteus, angered at Paris’ betrayal of Menelaus'

11 Cf. 4.77 for another example of a Greek story that Herodotus finds foolish.
,2For a discussion of this passage, see J. W. Neville, "Herodotus on the 
Trojan War," G & R 24 (1977): 3 - 12; F.J. Groten, Jr., "Herodotus’ Use of 
Variant Versions," Phoenix 17 (1963): 79-87; H. Verdin, “Les remarques 
critiques d’Herodote et de Thucydide sur la poesie en tant que source 
historique," in H istoriographia Antigua, (Louvain, 1977), pp. 53-65; 
Hunter, Past and Process in  Herodotus and Thucydides, pp. 52-61.
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hospitality, sent Paris out of the country and said that he would keep Helen 

and her property in Egypt until Menelaos came for her. Herodotus believes 

that Homer knew this version of the story but rejected it  as unsuitable for 

epic poetry and his a rtis tic  aims13 (2.116.1: aAA’ ou yap ojioiajs ks r f|v  

cuouoivqv eunpetnjs fjv Ttp erepcp Tip irep expfjaaro) but le ft evidence of 

his acquaintance with the story in U iad  Vl.289ff. and Odyssey IV.227ff.; 

351-2.'4 Herodotus then goes on to state why the Egyptian version of the 

story must be the correct one. He constructs an elaborate argument from 

probability to prove that the Homeric version of the Trojan War is 

historically unreliable by reasoning that if Helen had been at Troy, Priam 

would have returned her to the Greeks as it  was unlikely that he would have 

risked the well-being of the city and that of his own family simply for the 

sake of Paris who was not even heir to the throne (2.120). The Trojan War 

then, whose historicity Herodotus does not doubt, was the result of the 

Greeks' refusal to believe the Trojans when they stated that Helen was not 

at Troy. This refusal was brought on, Herodotus believes, by the gods in 

order to demonstrate that evil deeds w ill be punished by the gods (2.120.5: 

. . .  ©5 Tffiv neyaAcov aG iKT j^cnw  jicydAai e ia i Kai a i T ijiw p ia i napa  Tffiv 

Oeffiv).!5

Why is it  that Herodotus granted the Egyptian priests such a great 

degree of reliability as sources? He certainly did not concede such

,3Cf. Verdin, "Les remarques critiques," 59-61.
,4These lines from the Odyssey are thought by most commentators to be 
interpolations. Cf. W.W. How and J. Wells, A Commentary on Herodotus, 
2 vols., corr. rpr. ed. (Oxford, 1928), 1: 224.
,5This resort to the divine to explain the occurence of an event is not 
infrequent in the Histories. Cf. 7.137.1.
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authority to his other informants concerning whom he is considerably more 

critica l.16 One of the reasons for his confidence in the priests is his 

recognition of the obvious care they took in preserving their traditions. In 

Herodotus' mind, such care guarantees the reliability of the information.17 

There is, however, another reason for Herodotus' trust in the priests that is 

even more important. At the end of their account concerning the events of 

the Trojan war, the priests state that some of the facts they related 

resulted from their own inquiries and that the others were clearly known 

because the events had occurred in their own country (2.119.3: toutov 6e 

Tct [lev ia ro p i^ a i Ityaaav emaTaaeai, ra  6e irap canrroiai yevo^eva 

&TpeK€(os cm ard|i€voi AeyeuO. This statement reveals why Herodotus had 

so much trust in the Egyptian priests as reliable sources. Both Herodotus 

and the priests used the same techniques of investigation, viz. personal 

observation and inquiry. Herodotus has a great deal of confidence in his own 

methodology and the Egyptian priests have gained his trust chiefly because 

of their use of similar methods.

There are also passages from books other than Two which are 

indicative of Herodotus' reliance on autopsy. He relates that the shield and

16Cf., for example, Herodotus' attitude toward the Scythians' own account of 
their origin at 4.5.1.
,7Cf. 2.77.1: Autiov 6c 6f| A iyv im tov o i jicv irepl tt|V  aueipojUvr\v 
AvyunTov oixeovai, jjtvfjnr|v dvOpamaw ndvTcov enaaKcovTes jidAiCTa 
Aoyi(DTaTo( d<n fjuiKpqp tcdv cya> ks 6tdueipav diriKdjwiv. Cf. Hunter, 
Past and Process in  Herodotus and Thucydides, p. 60, 74, who also 
emphasizes the antiquity of the Egyptian civilization and the care its 
priests took in preserving records as elements which helped to produce 
Herodotus' trust in the priests as reliable sources. See also, Groten, 
"Herodotus' Use of Variant Versions," p. 81.
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spear of solid gold dedicated to the shrine of Amphiaraus by Croesus were 

s till to be seen in Thebes in the temple of Ismenian Apollo (1.52: rd  c t i  Kai 

dji^oTepa ks kyik fjv Keijieva kv ©'nPgai Kai &($etov kv v i$  tou

'iaHTjviov 'AnoAAtovos) and that the chains brought by the Spartans to bind 

the Tegeans in slavery were preserved in Tegea in the temple of Athena Alea 

as a memorial of the Tegean victory (1.66.4: a i 6e tie6at a&Tai ev rg c i 

cSeSearo e r i Kai ks k^k fjaav aoai kv TeycQ, irepi to v  vt)ov tt\s ’AActis 

'AGr^ai^s KpenqievaiJJB Herodotus has seen the gold mines on Thasos 

(6.47.1: et6ov 6k Kai outos Ta piTaAAaTauTa.) and considers the 

Phoenician mines on the island the most remarkable. A more extraordinary 

sight were the Egyptian and Persian skulls that Herodotus saw on the 

battlefield near the Pelusian mouth of the Nile which differed dramatically 

from one another in thickness (3.12.1: 9ffl(ia 6e |ily a  eT6ov mi0o|ji€vo? 

Trapa tcov eiuxa)pia)v) and Herodotus adds that he saw a similar 

phenomenon at Papremis (3.12.4. cT6ov 6k Kai aAAa opoia to u to io i kv 

nanpTifAi Tffiv ajia ’Axaijievcl AapeCou 6ia4>0apevTO)v vno ’Ivapa) top 

Aipvos).

Herodotus also indicates in books other than Two when his method of 

i<rropCi) has yielded material for his work. At the end of his discussion of 

the animals in the area of Libya inhabited by nomads, he states that he has 

reported such information as his inquiries permitted (4.192.3: ...oaov f|(X€is

,8The phrase ks k[L£ or a sim ilar construction does not necessitate autopsy 
but does imply it. Cf. How and Wells, Commentary, 1: 18. For other 
passages in which Herodotus uses this phrase, see 1.92.1, 181.2; 2.130.1,
181.5; 3.97.3; 4.124.1; 5.77.3, 88.3; 8.39.2, 121.1.
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laxopeovTes I t t i  jJUXKpoTaTOV o to i re  eyevo^ieQa l£iKea0ai).i9 He has 

learned through inquiry that the temple of Aphrodite in Ascalon is the most 

ancient of all the temples of this goddess (1.105.3: &$ l y © iruvOavo^vos 

cvpiaK©) and that the Gephyraioi were really Phoenicians in origin rather 

than Eretrians (5.57.1: ©s 61 ey© &vairvv0avon£vos evpiax©). Thersander 

of Orchomenos told Herodotus about the famous dinner party between the 

Thebans and Persians (9.16.1: rd6e 61 ti6t| ra  Im  Aoimat)kovov 

0epadv6pov av6pos jacv ’Opxopiviov, Aoyfyov 61 Is  Ta irp©Ta Iv  

’Opxonevcp).20 Herodotus also heard stories while conducting these 

inquiries which he clearly considered hearsay and not necessarily 

trustworthy. At 7.35.1, Herodotus relates that he heard a story which 

claimed that Xerxes ordered the Hellespont to be branded in addition to 

being whipped. He writes,

TjSr| 6e fjKoucra ©s Kai <myeas apaTOUToici ducne^e  
<m£ovTas tov  'EAAijoiTOVTOv. IvereAAeTO 6e tov 
paui^ovTas Aeyeiv pappapa tc  Kai dTao0aAa. (7.35.1)

l9lt  is interesting to note that this is the only occurrence of the verb 
iaTopetD used by Herodotus outside of Book Two to refer to himself in the 
process of conducting his research. In these other passages in Two, the verb 
occurs in the singular, usually participial, form. Cf. 2.19.3, 29.1, 34.1,
113.1. Herodotus prefers to use irvv0dvofjiai or one of its  compounds to 
refer to his process of inquiry in books other than Two. Cf. 1.22.2, 92.2, 
105.3; 3.12.1; 5.9.1,57.1. It is not impossible that the usage of laTopoa in 
Book Two and the exclusion of it  in the other books might be indicative of an 
earlier (or even later) period of composition.
20cf. 2.55.3; 3.55.2; 4.76.6 for the only other passages in which Herodotus 
specifies the name of his informant.
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The words 6e 5v indicate that while Herodotus believes what is stated in 

the Sv clause to be an unquestionable fact, he does not find the story 

regarding the branding credible. The adversative 6e "marks opposition to 

what preceded and implies that the foregoing statement is uncertain and 

liable to dispute."21

A notable characteristic of Herodotus' understanding of his role as a 

researcher is his willingness to admit the lim its of his knowledge of any 

particular subject. Just as he thought i t  important to inform his readers 

and audience what he did learn through his inquiries, he considered it  

equally important to declare what he could not find out. Such remarks are 

found throughout the entire Histories i 22 Common phrases used by 

Herodotus to indicate the lim its of his knowledge are ovk ex© eiueiv 

&Tp£K£©£, OVK £)(© fypaGOX, OVK 0?0S  T£ £y£v6|XTlV &Tp£K£© £ H V 0 £ O 0 a i, 

etc. Thus Herodotus states that he cannot speak with any degree of 

confidence regarding the Pelasgian language (1.57.1); that he cannot decide 

whether the Caunian dialect was influenced by the Carian or vice versa

(1.172.1); and that he could not get any reliable information in Egypt 

concerning the god the Greeks worship as Heracles (2.43.1). Several times, 

Herodotus expresses his inability to get much information of value 

concerning the source of the Nile (2.19.1; 28.1; 34.1; cf. 4.53.5). He cannot

21H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammer, revised by G. M. Messing (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1956; 7th printing, 1972), p. 664. It appears, in fact, that the phrase 
fj6r| 6k fjKovcra ©s Ka( and its variants are signs of Herodotus’ distrust of 
the report. Cf. 4.77.1; 7.55.3; 9.84.1, 95 for usage of the phrase. It is clear 
in context that Herodotus does not believe what he has heard.
22For a lis t of select passages in which Herodotus admits the lim its of his 
knowledge, see Appendix Two.
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speak with certainty of the geography of the far west of Europe (3.! 15.1), of 

the country north of Thrace (5.9.1) or of the population of Scythia (4.81.1).

Herodotus also reveals the lim its of his knowledge and information 

in the more historical sections of the Histories  though it  is important to 

note that these instances tend to lie outside the main lines of the narrative 

and usually refer to events about which there is some question or 

controversy.23 He refuses to believe that the Alcmaeonidae were 

responsible for the shield signal to the Persians after Marathon (6.123.1) 

but states that he does not know who did give the signal (6.124.2: os 

fievro i o &va8e4<*s, ovk exu irpooarrcpco eliretv tovt©v). He expresses 

an inability to determine whether or not Boreas himself set the storm 

against the Persians at Sepias ev^n though this what the Athenians claim 

(7.189.3)24 Regarding whether or not Artemisia rammed the Calyndian ship 

because she had some quarrel w ith its king, Herodotus states that he is not 

able to say (8.87.3: d  jiev Kai t i  vsikos upos ovtov eyeyovcc e n  nepi 

'EAXfjaiTOVTtov covtnv, ov \Uvtoi fx© ye d u d v ). The adversative j i Iv to i 

indicates that there was some controversy concerning the motivation of 

Artemisia for ramming the ship. Herodotus, however, does not intend to

23This point w ill be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four.
240ne should note the skepticism expressed by Herodotus regarding this 
entire incident and the participation of both Boreas and Thetis. Though 
Herodotus often included a divine explanation for the occurence of an event, 
he does express some degree of doubt concerning the participation of 
individual deities in human affairs. Cf., 7.19.2.
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make a judgment on something about which he has no firm  evidence.25 Nor 

can Herodotus relate who it  really was who buried Mardonios, despite the 

number of stories he heard:

...Map8ov(ov 6evT£pxi fmefyg o V£Kpos T|4>dviaTo, vn’ orcv 
|l£V dvOpiDTKDV, TO fcrpCKCS OVK Cy© filueiV, HOXXOVS 6c 
Tivas t]6t| Kai iravTo8airovs rjKovaa 0a^ai Map8oviov, Kai 
6tDpa |icyaXa o?6a Aapovrcis raoAXovs irapa ’ApTovTea) to u  
Map5ov(ou iiai6os 8id t o v t o  t o  cpyov o o t is  {acv to i ^ v  
avTffiv o vircAojicvos T£ Kai ©atfras t o v  vexpov t o v  
Map6ov(ov, ov Svvafiai aTpeKcus nv0£a8ai. (9.84.1)

In addition to admitting the lim its of his knowledge, Herodotus at 

times indicates that he does not believe an informant or that he has doubts 

concerning the truth of his account. He refuses to believe the Chaldaean 

priests at the temple of Bel in Babylon who claim that the god, in human 

form, enters the temple and sleeps upon the couch ( 1.182.1: $doi 6c o i 

avToi oStoi, £(ioi jicv ov mcrra XcyovTcs, to v  0edv avrov 4>ovrav T£ ks 

to v  vt)ov Kai avanav£a0ai cm  Tfjs kXivt)s).26 Those who relate the 

alternative story about Mycerinos, his daughter and the statues with the 

missing hands are merely talking nonsense (2.131.3: Tovra 5e Xcyovai 

4>Xvi]peovT£s, tbs cy© 5ok£0)...) as are those who attribute the erection of

25M £ v to i here appears to be used as a balancing adversative, i.e., two 
alternatives are stated (or implied, as in this passage) but neither one is 
eliminated or invalidated. Cf. J.D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 2nd 
ed. (Oxford, 1954; reprinted with corrections, 1959), pp. xlix, 405.
26The priests’ implication is, of course, that Bel has intercourse with the 
woman who supposedly spends the night in the temple. Herodotus refuses 
to believe the story in this passage though he apparently did not question 
the possibility of such an occurrence at the temple of Zeus in Egyptian 
Thebes. Cf. 1.182.1.
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the pyramid actually built by Mycerinus to the courtesan Rhodopis (2.134.1). 

He refuses to believe the story recounted by non-Greek speaking peoples 

concerning the existence of a river called Eridanus (3.115.1: ovtc yap 

eyaryc evSexonai...), or the one about the existence of the one-eyed men 

(3.116.2. ovSe touto, ok<os |«>vv64>0aA|JW>i avGpes

4>uovrai...).27 Herodotus does not accept the Scythians’ own version about 

their descent from Targitaus, the son of Zeus and a daughter of the river 

Borysthenes (4.5.1) or the story, told by bcth the Scythians themselves and 

by the Greeks in Scythia that the Neuri change into wolves for a few days 

each year (4.105.2). The miraculous story told by the Aeginetans 

concerning the statues of Damia and Auxesia (5.86.3) is rejected out of hand 

by Herodotus, but he allows for the possibility that someone else - less 

critical than he - might want to believe it  (5.86.3: ...qjioi jiev ou mcrra 

Aeyovres, aAAcp 8e rap...). He also expresses skepticism that the diver 

Skyllias could have swum under the water the entire way from Aphetae to 

Artemisium (8.8.2: ...0to|Jid£(o Se el t & Aeyo^ievd £<m aA^ca).

It w ill be noticed that in most of the examples given above, Herodotus 

is rejecting stories and accounts which exceed the lim its of credibility or 

probability.28 While it  is true that in the majority of the cases in which 

Herodotus refuses to believe a source, he is rejecting an account which few 

people would be credulous enough to accept, Herodotus does, on occasion, 

indicate in the more historical sections of the work that he does not believe

27cf. 4.25.1 where Herodotus is equally skeptical about the existance of 
goat-footed men.
28cf. L. Pearson, "Credulity and Skepticism in Herodotus," TAPA 72 (1941): 
340; R. W. Macan, Herodotus, The Fourth, F if th  and S ixth  Books, 1: 
ciii.
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a certain account or that he has doubts about its veracity. As was the case 

with Herodotus' admission of the lim its of his knowledge, these instances 

tend to be limited to those about which there apparently was some debate 

and they usually are not found within the main frame of the narrative. It is 

important to note that in most of these cases, Herodotus offers an argument 

or reason why the account cannot be true. When Herodotus rejects an 

account which exceeds the bounds of possibility, he usually rejects it  

outright and does not feel obliged to offer any proof of its impossibility or 

inaccuracy. Thus, Herodotus fla tly  rejects the story that Xerxes returned to 

Asia by ship and when caught in a storm, suggested to the Persian noblemen 

who were on the deck that they jump overboard in order to lighten the boat's 

load and thus save their king (8.119). Herodotus finds the whole story 

ludicrous and reasons that if  Xerxes had actually returned to Asia on a ship 

and had been caught in a storm, he would have ordered the Phoenician 

oarsmen overboard long before he would have suggested such a recourse to 

the Persian noblemen.29 Similarly, Herodotus does not believe those who 

claim that it  was Onetes of Carystus and Corydallus of Anticyra, not 

Ephialtes, who revealed the mountain track to the Persians at Thermopylae 

(7.214.1: eoTi 6e ercpos Aeyojicvos Aoyos.. .  ovSajwite I(jw>iy£ u ic to s ) 

and offers as proof the facts that the Amphictyons put a price upon 

Ephialtes and not upon the other two men and that Ephialtes fled to Thessaly 

because of the accusation (7.214.1 -2). Herodotus also expresses serious

29Cf. 6. L. Cooper, III, "Intrusive Oblique Infinitives in Herodotus," TAPA 
104 (1974): 55. Cooper notes that the intrusion of the infinitives 
unoAapeiv, xetjurfveaSai, eipeaOai, etnai where one would expect finite 
forms indicates Herodotus' distrust of the story.
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doubt that (legates' daughter was ever betrothed to the Spartan Pausanias 

(5.32.1: ...cl 6f) ye eatv o Aoyos...). And as mentioned above,30

Herodotus does not believe that the Alcmaeonidae gave the shield signal to 

the Persians (6.121.1: OffljJia 6e |aoi «ai ovk £v6cko|uxi t 6v Aoyov...) and 

goes on to illustrate that their hatred of tyranny makes them unlikely allies 

of the Persians (6.121-24 )31

In several of the instances in which Herodotus expresses skepticism 

or disbelief concerning the veracity of an account, he also disavows any 

responsibility for what he is reporting. Most of these remarks are found in 

Books Two and Four, the sections of the H istories  most characterized by 

the ethnographical and geographical point of view. In 2.123.1, at the end of 

the story concerning Rhampsinitus' descent into the underworld and the 

religious ceremony the Egyptians later practiced to commemorate this 

event, Herodotus baldly states:

t o ic i  \ iiv  w v  inr’ A iyvim tov Aeyonevoiai xpac©® OTecp t<i 
ToiotuTa meava ecm- e^oi 6e irapa iravTa [tov] Aoyov 
vnoKcvrai o n  tc i AeyojJieva vn' eKaaxajv okcq ypa4>(o.
(2.123.1)

Herodotus feels obligated to report what he has heard but not necessarily to 

believe it. Regarding the wooden statues standing in a room near the burial 

chamber of Mycerinos' daughter which were said by the priests to represent

30See page 36.
31The attempt, however, is not at all successful. Cf. How and Wells, 
Commentary, 2: 115. and Macan, Herodotus, The Fourth, F if th  and 
S ix th  Books, 1: 376. Chapter 122 is regarded by most commentators as an 
interpolation.
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Mycerinos’ concubines, Herodotus says that he cannot vouch for the truth of 

this identification (2.130.2: avrives pivToi el<ri, ovk tx© elneiv, nAf|v fj 

Ta AcyojAcva) .32 in 4.173, Herodotus recounts the story of the march of the 

Psylli upon the South wind and their subsequent destruction by the w ind.

At the most fantastic point in the story (4.173: korparevovro env to v  

votov), he adds parenthetically, as if  in his defense for relating such an 

absurd story, Aey© 6e TcarraTa Acyovoi Aipves. Similarly, after 

including in a lis t of the types of animals found in eastern Libya dog-headed 

men and headless men with eyes in their breasts, Herodotus again protects 

himself against the charge of excessive credulity by stating, <bs 6t| 

AeyovTai ye utio Aipvtov (4.191.4)33

There are three passages outside of Books Two and Four in which 

Herodotus disavows any responsibility for the truth of what he is relating 

which are marginally different in tone from the examples discussed above.

In these instances, Herodotus s till feels obliged to relate what has been 

told to him but he avoids accepting responsibility for their truth not 

because of their fantastic nature and the desire to avoid giving the 

impression of excessive gullib ility  on his part, but because he did not have 

enough information to determine the truth of the report. The passages are 

historical in content and reveal that a certain amount of dispute must have

32|t is interesting to note that Herodotus does not always believe what the 
priests tell him, Cf. Hunter, Past and Process in  Herodotus and 
Thucydides, Ch. II, passim. Hunter does not acknowledge this fact and 
generally reads too much into Herodotus’ reliance upon the priests as 
sources. See above, note 9.
33cf. 2.146.1; 4.96.1, 187.3, 195.2 for similar disclaimers of responsibility 
for what Herodotus is reporting.
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existed concerning the events. In 6.82, Herodotus states that he does not 

know whether or not Cleomenes was speaking truthfully when he claimed 

that he thought that he was fu lfilling  the oracle when he took the temple of 

Argos rather than the city itself (6.82.1: ...ofrre ei fevSoyevos outc el 

dA^Sea Aeytov, ex© aa^vetos elirai). In chapter 137 of the same book, 

Herodotus gives two accounts, those of the Athenians and of Hecataeus, 

concerning the expulsion of the Pelasgians from Attica . He prefaces his 

remarks with the statement that he could not determine whether or not they 

had been expelled justly or unjustly and that he could only relate what he 

was told (6.137.1: ...gvtg 5v Sf| Sixaius gvtg aSiKtos’ tout© yap ovk tx© 

4>pdaat, uAf|v ra  AcyonGva...). In 7.152.1, Herodotus states that he cannot 

say with certainty whether or not Xerxes sent a message to Argos or 

whether at a later date Argive messengers in Susa asked Artaxerxes if 

Argos and Persia were s till friends. He confirms that he is only relating 

what the Argives say and not his own personal opinion. Herodotus then 

continues:

ey© 6e 6<|>e{ A© Aeyciv Ta Aeyojieva, n£i0£o©a( y£ ytev ou 
uavranaaiv 64>eiAto, xa( |io i t o u t o  t o  It io s  gxItco ks vavra  
Aoyov. (7.152.3)

This remark and the others discussed are significant as they reveal that 

Herodotus was sensitive to the possibility of appearing not only excessively
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credulous but uncritical as well.34 Herodotus may have believed accounts 

that a modern historian, accustomed to all the comforts and aids of today's 

research methods which easily allow verification, would not have believed. 

Herodotus may not have been as skeptical as modern sensibilities warrant, 

but the fact that he was at least aware of the image of himself that he 

might project while relating the results of his research is, given his place 

in the development of Greek historiography, certainly to his credit.

Perhaps the most common occurrence of personal expression are the 

instances in which Herodotus directly asserts his own opinion. Examples 

may be found throughout the entire Histories  and are spread fairly equally 

throughout all nine books. Upon examination, i t  w ill be discovered that 

Herodotus has much more in common with Thucydides in this respect that 

has been previously acknowledged.35 Though the tendency toward excessive

34Cf. Fornara, Herodotus, An In te rp re ta tive  Essay, pp. 21-22, n. 34. 
Fornara suggests that Herodotus' disclaimers in 6.82, 137 and 7.152 are a 
result of “Herodotus’ desire to have the audience judge cautiously what he 
tells them". While this is, of course, quite possible, it  is necessary to note 
that Herodotus does not state that his audience may believe the story or 
version if they like, as he does in other passages. Cf. 2.123.1, 146.1. See 
alsoMacan, Herodotus, The Fourth, F if th  and S ix th  Books, I: c iii who 
notes that Herodotus' tendency to question the veracity of certain reports 
helps to establish Herodotus as the “father of criticism" as well as the 
"father of history". Macan does caution, however, that this does not mean 
that Herodotus was always the best critic.
35See, for example, the two articles by L. Pearson: “Credulity and 
Skepticism in Herodotus," TAPA 72 (1941). 335-55 and "Thucydides as 
Reporter and Critic," TAPA 78 (1947): 37-60. In the latter article, an 
otherwise excellent discussion of Thucydides' expressions of personal 
opinion, Pearson does not notice that many of the characteristics and 
tendencies displayed by Thucydides when expressing an opinion are also 
found in Herodotus.
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credulity may, at times, be a justified criticism of Herodotus,36 the 

historian is, nonetheless, quite capable of expressing his opinion in a 

reasoned and critical manner. Herodotus, like Thucydides, at times offers 

his opinion systematically and without argument. In other instances, he is 

more tentative and often adds the phrase a>s lyun Soxeei or a similar 

expression and may support his opinion by logical argument, by citing 

evidence (rciqjiTjpiov, jjiapTvpiov) or by appealing to probability (to  

cikos).37

Although Herodotus tends most often to qualify an expression of 

opinion by the words ©s jjicv £|aoi Soxeei or a sim ilar phrase, there are 

numerous passages in which Herodotus dogmatically declares his opinion. In 

1.2141, he asserts that Cyrus’ battle against the Massagetae was the 

fiercest ever to occur between foreign nations (1.214.1: Tcu/rrjv r ijv  

|xdxT)v, oaai 6f) pappapwv avSpffiv |Aaxai eyevovTO, xpiva) ioxvpoTarqv 

yev£a8ai...). Herodotus has decided that it  is the sun that is responsible for 

both the evaporation of the Nile water in winter and summer (2.25.5) and 

also for the general dryness in Egypt as a whole (2.26.1). He is absolutely 

certain that Cambyses was insane (3.38.1: iravTaxf) 3v |aoi df\Xa £<m o t i  

eiidvT) nfyaAcos o KafJipuaijs); that the strength of the Athenians rested 

upon their democratic government (5.78); and that the Athenians and their 

refusal to come to terms with the Persians were the chief factors in the

36E.g., 2.125.6. For a favorable estimation of Herodotus' general lack of 
credulity, see B. Baldwin, "How Credulous was Herodotus?" G & R 11 
(1964): 167-77.
37Cf. Pearson, "Thucydides as Reporter and Critic," p.37.
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victory of the Greeks over the Persians. Herodotus prefaces the discussion 

of this opinion with the remark:

kvOmrra avayicaOg e^pyopxu y  v©jjw]v auoSe^aoecu
|A€v irpds rfflv nAcovrov av0pdiiTa)v, ojxcos 6e, t \\ ye

^oi 4>aiV€Tai ctvai oAt̂ cs, ovk fimaxtjaa). (7.139.1)

Herodotus is keenly aware of the unpopularity of such a stance, but he w ill 

express his beliefs nonetheless.

Herodotus often expresses his opinion authoritatively in regard to the 

relative value of certain barbarian customs and practices. He praises the 

Persian educational system and the custom which denies the Persian king 

the right to in flic t the death penalty (1.136.2 -  137.1). Similarly, he 

considers the Babylonian practice of auctioning off young girls of 

marriageable age extremely clever (1.196.1: o jicv ao<|»©TaTOs o6e Kara 

yvwjrnv tt)v f||A£Tepiiv...) and ranks their treatment of disease as second in 

ingenuity (1.197.1: SevTepos 8e 0o4>vg ofi£ aAAos vo^ios kcit£<?tt|K£). 

Their most disgraceful practice, in Herodotus’ mind, is the forced 

prostitution of all Babylonian women in the Temple of Aphrodite (1.199.1: o 

6e 8f| aioxiaTos tcuv vojwgv ea rl toicu BapuAcmoiai o$£). The 

Egyptians, according to Herodotus, have made themselves the wisest of men 

through their care in record-keeping (2.77.1); the Libyans are the most 

healthy (4.187.3);38 and the Aithiopian cave-dwellers are the sw iftest

(4.183.4). In a tone similar to that later found in Thucydides, Herodotus 

states that the Thracian people could be the most powerful race i f  they

38Herodotus admits that he doesn't know why the Libyans are so healthy but 
agrees, nevertheless, that they are the most healthy of all men (4.187.3: £l 
| i lv  6i& toOto, ouk £x® &Tp£K&os d u a v , vyvnpoTaToi 6* Sv £iaO.
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were ruled by a single individual or were like-minded (5.3.1: el Se vir’ evos 

apxoiro fj 4>poveoi KaTdrtDUTo, fyiaxov t  av evq seal iroAAtp KpdnaTov 

uavTcov eGvercv K a ra yvcojjctjv r f jv  ejwrjv).39 In a more historical vein, 

Herodotus states that Aristides was the best and most just man of his time

(8.79.1) and that Aristodemus proved himself the best soldier at Plataea

(9.71.2). After declaring that Xerxes' invasion of Greece was the greatest of 

all such attempts (7.20.2), Herodotus compares this expedition to those of 

the past to support his statement.

Another expression used by Herodotus to indicate a dogmatic opinion 

on a certain matter is his use of a form of the verb <yvp|ldAAonai, especially 

when accompanied by evpicm. Thus Herodotus is of the opinion that the 

temple of Aphrodite, the Stranger was really the temple of Helen (2.112.2: 

aujjipdAAojiai 6e to u to  to  ipov etvai 'EAevns Tfjs TVvSapeco) and he 

supports this contention by relating the account of the Egyptian priests that 

Helen spent some time in Egypt. In 7.24, Herodotus offers a bold opinion 

regarding why Xerxes ordered a canal to be cut across the land at Athos and 

backs up his belief by stating that it  was really not necessary to have the 

canal dug. He writes:

39Cf. Thucydides' judgment in 2.97.6 concerning the Scythians. This 
statement is undoubtedly a criticism of Herodotus' judgment regarding the 
Thracians. It is interesting to note that chapter 96 and 97 are also very 
Herodotean in tone. In a manner not unlike that of Herodotus, though 
certainly more laconic, Thucydides here describes the various Thracian 
tribes with whom the Thracian king Sitalces came into contact in his march 
against Perdiccas. Thucydides includes geographical notes (96.4, 97.1-2), 
description ofweapons (96.2) and information regarding customs (97.4).
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©s \i£v  c|A£ <?up£aAA6p£vov evp{oK£iv, {4£yaAo4>poavvT)S 
£IV£K£V OCUTO H fp ^ S  OpVOO£lV £K£A£V£, £0£A©V T£ 6uVOj4.IV 
diro$£<Kvu<70ai xai jmjjjtoouva Am fcOai* nap£ov yap  
jrrjScva novov Aapovras to v  ia0 |iov  Tas v£as 6i£ipuoai...
(7.24)

In contrast to the certainty expressed in this passage, Herodotus is 

somewhat tentative in expressing his opinion concerning the area near the 

Bosporus which Darius bridged (4.87.2: tou 6e Boairopov o x®P°S to v  

£?£u4£ paoiAeus Aapeio^, ©s £poi 8oK££iv ouppaAAopivcp, piaov £<m 

Bu^ovtiou t£  koi tou £ui oTOfJiaTi ipou). This statement, though perhaps 

based on autopsy,40 is far less certain in tone than i f  Herodotus had said ©s 

liev £|A€ ounpaAA6{Ji€vov £upiaK€iv rather than ©s €|aoi Sokcciv 

ou|JipaAAoji€V(!p.

In 8.30.1, Herodotus combines this manner of expressing his opinion 

with another method occasionally used by him not only to reveal his feelings 

on a matter but also to indicate what would have happened if  the event had 

transpired differently. It is in these instances that the critical powers of 

Herodotus may clearly be seen. In this passage, Herodotus states that in 

his opinion, the Phocaeans refused to medize solely on account of their 

hatred of the Thessalians (8.30.1: o i ydp Proxies jiovvoi t© v tou tq  

dv0p©TT©v ouk £|Afj5iCov, xaT dAAo ji£v ou5ev, cog ly©  au|4j3aAA6|Ji£vos 

fupiax©, xaTa $£ to  q(9og to  0£aoaA©v). He then goes on to suggest that 

the Phocaeans would have medized, had the Thessalians remained loyal to 

the Greek cause (8.30.2: d  6c GeoaoAoi Ta *EAAfjv©v t i^ o v , ©s £^ioi 

6oK££ivf £nfj6v4ov av o i $©k££s). Herodotus' estimation of the situation

40Cf. Macan, Herodotus, The Fourth, F ifth  and S ix th  Books, I: 63.
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may or may not be correct,41 but the fact that Herodotus has clearly 

thought enough about the event to make such a statement reveals some 

degree of historically relevant criticism.

There are several other passages in which Herodotus reveals what, in 

his opinion, would have occurred had the individuals involved acted 

differently or had the circumstances under which the event took place been 

other than what they were. Thus in 3.25.5, Herodotus is of the opinion that 

if Cambyses had recognized the dangers of proceeding in his march against 

the long-lived Aethiopians when his troops were so low on supplies that 

they were forced to eat the pack animals, he would have shown some sense, 

and - the implication is -  avoided the disaster which followed. In his 

discussion of the siege of Samos, Herodotus states twice what would have 

happened had the circumstances been different. Corinth, in his opinion, 

would never have taken part in the siege against the island, if  relations 

between Corinth and Corcyra had ever been reconciled (3.49.1: ei \jlev w v  

IlepidvSpou TeAeurqaavTOS roTai KopivGvoiai 4>(Aiaflv upds t o u s  

KepKupaiovs, o i 6e ovk  av auveAapovTo t o u  orpaTeupaTos t o u  erri 

Sdfiov Taurns £ iv£K €v t t j s  am ijs ). And Herodotus believes that Samos 

would have been taken, had all the Lacedaimonians displayed the same 

courage and persistance as Archias and Lycopes (3.55.1). Psammenitus, the 

former king of Egypt, Herodotus states, would probably have been appointed 

governor of Egypt by Cambyses, had he kept out of trouble (3.15.2).

Similarly, Dorieus might have become king of Sparta, if only he had had the 

patience to endure being ruled by Cleomenes (5.48). The Spartans would not

41Cf. Plutarch de Mai. Herod. 35. This judgment on the part of Herodotus 
is strongly attacked by Plutarch as slanderous and maliciously inventive.
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have captured the Pisistratidae, if  they had not had the good fortune to get 

hold of their children (5.65.1 )^2 At 6.30.1, Herodotus makes it  clear that he 

is stating his own opinion with the words Goxeeiv k\noi when he states 

that Histaeus would have suffered no extreme punishment for the revolt had 

he been taken to Darius after his capture. As it  was, Artaphernes and 

Harpagus, anticipating Darius' clemency, executed Histiaeus. The most
i.

famous example of this form of expressing an opinion is, of course, 

Herodotus' estimation of what would have happened if  the Athenians had 

abandoned their land or had come to terms with the Persians (7.139.1 -6). 

Herodotus is aware that such an opinion is not likely to have too many 

followers but nevertheless feels compelled to state it  (7.139.1: kvQmrra 

avtryKavxi e4epyo|WH y  vt5jjn]v auoSefcaaSai eiri^Oovov |j^v upos rffiv 

uAeovaiv av0pc6ir(ov, o|jud$ 61, r f i  ye |xoi ^cuverai eTvai ato|8es, ovk 

emaxfjaaO. Herodotus reasons that i f  the Persians had gained control of 

the seas because of an Athenian withdrawal or surrender, the conquest of 

Greece would have inevitably resulted since the Greeks would not have been 

able to hold out for long on land. What is significant about these passages 

is not so much whether or not Herodotus is correct in his analyses but the 

fact that Herodotus has revealed his tendency to look beyond the mere 

occurrence of the event itse lf to the specific elements which made i t  occur 

as i t  did.

Though a categorical expression of personal opinion by Herodotus is 

not uncommon in the H is to rie s , it  is far more usual for Herodotus to

^2The protasis of this condition is not explicitly stated but is clearly 
implied in the passage. Cf. Macan, Herodotus, The Fourth, F if th  and 
S ix th  Books, 1:204.
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qualify an opinion by ©s qjtol Soxeei, ©s £|ao i KttTo^aiveTai, or a similar 

phrase.43 The Greeks, according to Herodotus, appear to have always used 

the same language (1.58: t o  6e 'EAAtjvikov yA©aaxi eirevre eyeveTo, 

alcv k o t £ aurg SioxpSrai, m  e^oi Kara^aiveTai etvai). The Persians 

do not erect altars, statues or temples for their gods because, as Herodotus 

believes, their gods are not anthropomorphic and thus, he implies, have no 

need of such things (1.131.1 ).44 Geometry may have developed in Egypt 

from the division of land into parcels (2.109.1-3) and Darius' offer of gifts 

to Democedes was straightforward and untreacherous (3.135.3). Pixodarus, 

during the Ionian revolt, offered the best plan of action - at least, in 

Herodotus' estimation - for dealing w ith the Persians (5.118.2: eyivovTo 

povAai aAAai T£ noAAai Kai apiarr) y£ SoKeovaa £?vai £nol 

IU4(oSapov...); Cleomenes' madness and inglorious death were punishments 

for his treatment of Demaratus rather than the result of learning to drink 

wine neat as his own countrymen claimed (6.843: e^oi 6e 6ok££i r ia iv  

TavTqv o KAcoiJifvns An|JUipf|T(p £KT£v<yai); and the fact that the anger of 

Talthybius avenged itse lf upon the sons of Sperchias and Bulis is sufficient 

evidence for Herodotus to see the working of the divine in the whole affair 

(7.137.1. t o Ot o  jaoi kv t o i c i  ©eiorarov 4*aiv£rai y£vca©av45).

One of the most common circumstances under which Herodotus 

qualifies an expression of his own opinion by ©s ejiol 6ok££i  or a similar 

phrase is when he gives an individual's motivation for a certain action or

43For a select listing of passages in which Herodotus makes it  clear that he 
is stating his own personal opinion, see Apppendix Three.
44Herodotus is apparently correct in general on this point, though there 
were a few exceptions. Cf. How and Wells, Commentary, 1: 111.
43Cf. 7.137.2.
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behavior. Democedes, once back in Crotona, arranged to be married to the 

daughter of the wrestler Milo in order to show Darius what a man of 

consequence he was in his own country (3.137.5).46 Aryandes, according to 

Herodotus, helped Pheretima out of self-interest rather than out of any real 

sympathy for her situation (4.167.3: cam] \ iiv  vuv a m i]  upoaxnixa to u  

Aoyou eyiveTO, ene^ne t o  6e f| orparvij, ©s ejtoi 6okeeiv, £iri Aipu©v 

KaTaoTpo4>'g). During the withdrawal from Artemisium, Themistocles le ft 

messages on the rock for the lonians asking them either to desert to the 

Greek cause or if  that were impossible, to remain neutral. He left these 

messages because he thought he probably could either persuade the lonians 

to desert Xerxes or convince Xerxes himself that the lonians were about to 

desert and so could not be relied upon during the battle (8.22.3). Eurybiades 

was persuaded by Themistocles to remain at Salamis to fight rather than 

withdraw to the Isthmus because of his fear of losing Athenian support 

(8.63: Soxeeiv Be |aov, app©6fjcra$ jidAiaTa t o u s  ’A8r]va(ous 

[ave8i6aaK£To], o^eas airoAiucoai, fjv upos t o v  ’Io0]idv avayg Tas 

veas). Datis and Artaphernes sailed from Samos across the Icarian Sea to 

the mainland because they feared a repeat of the disaster off Athos (6.95.2: 

...©s ] ilv  ejioi Sokleiv, SeioavTes fidAioTaTov ncpinAoov t o u  "A O ou ).

Herodotus, on occasion, offers more than one explanation for the 

motivation behind a person's behavior. Such instances, like those qualified 

by ©s £[xov 6ok££i , reveal that Herodotus was not absolutely certain about 

what prompted an individual's behavior. It is also possible that Herodotus' 

sources indicated a variety of motives, but that Herodotus was unable to

46Though this story may have originated with the Crotoniates, Herodotus 
clearly accepted it. Cf. How and Wells, Commentary, 1: 298,
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choose the most likely one. At 6.134.2, Herodotus indicates that Miltiades 

entered the precinct of Demeter Thesmophoros, either to touch some of the 

sacred objects or to do some other thing (6.134.2: e v re  K iv n a o v ra  t i  tQv  

OKivTjTtov € v re  o t i  Sq ko te  upTfeovTa). Alyattes sent to Delphi to inquire 

about his illness either because someone had advised it  or he had thought of 

it himself (1.19.2: eire 6f) cvnpovA evcravT os  t c v , £v t£ K a i o u t$  l6 o 4 e )  

and similarly, Cyrus' successful trick to capture Babylon resulted from 

either his own or someone else's initiative (1.191.1). The Athenian Lykides 

suggested to his fellow countrymen that they accept the proposal of 

Murychides to support the Persians because he had been bribed to say this or 

because he actually held this opinion (9.5.2: o |A£v 6f) t o u t t |v  t t |v  yv(6|n\v 

&U£4>aiveTO, £VT£ 8f| Se6ey|A€vos xP1lPaTa napct M a p S o v io u , ev re  teal 

rcon-aoi £dv6av£). Herodotus' suggestions as to what would motivate 

Cyrus to put Croesus on the pyre are three: either Cyrus intended to make a 

sacrificial offering out of Croesus or he put him on the pyre to fu lf il l some 

sort of previously made vow, or perhaps he wanted to see if  some deity 

would save the god-fearing man (1.86.2).

It w ill be noticed, however, that although Herodotus may often qualify 

the expression of his opinion regarding the personal motivation behind an 

action by the phrase £|ao\ 8 ok££1 or may give two or more possibilities 

for the motive of an individual, it  is far more customary for him to ascribe 

motives in an authoritative fashion. Such a practice is generally what one 

would tend to expect from Thucydides than from Herodotus,47 but the 

historian is quite capable of confidently assigning motivations to the

47Cf. Pearson, "Thucydides as Reporter and Critic,” p. 53ff.
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various individuals in the H is to r ie s . He relates that Aristagoras aided the 

Naxian exiles because he thought he could become ruler of the island (5.30.3: 

o 6k eiuAe£d|A€vos <bs, t)v  6 i ’  o vtoO KaTcAOcooi ks t t |v  u o A i v , ap£ei ttis  

Nd£ov) and that Darius sent an expedition of men down the Indus in order to 

discover where the river met the sea (4.44.1: ...pouA6|xevos...TOVTOv rd r  

uoTajxov e i6 lva i rg  ks GaAaaaav eK5i6oi). Cleomenes gathered an army 

to march against Athens in order to have his revenge upon the Athenians for 

previous mistreatment and to set up Isagoras as tyrant (5.74.1) and revenge 

also provided Darius with a motive for the invasion of Scythia (4.1.1). 

Numerous other examples may be found throughout the entire H is to r ie s &  

There are several instances in which Herodotus supports his opinion 

by citing evidence (xeKprjpiov and juxprupiov) or by constructing an 

argument based on appeals to probability (KcmiTd ekos). While arguing 

that Cambyses must have been quite mad in order to abuse so outrageously 

his own countrymen and the ancient laws and customs of his country, 

Herodotus ends the passage with the statement that a sound individual w ill 

always prefer his own laws and customs to those of another. He offers an 

anecdote about Darius who horrified men from the Callatiaen tribe by asking 

them if  they would like to practice burial in the customary Greek manner as 

proof that this claim is true (3.38.2: noAAoioi re  Kai aAAoioi 

T€K|i7ipioiai napecm aTaGjiaiaaaGai, kv 6e 8f| Kai TtpSeO. The fact that 

Xerxes defiled the body of Leonidas was ample proof to Herodotus that the

^See, for example, 1.61.1. 174.3; 5.11.1; 6.100.2; 8.76.2; 9.99.3. The fact 
that Herodotus frequently attributed motives in such a direct fashion does 
not imply, of course, that he was always correct. Cf. Macan, Herodotus, 
The Fourth, F if th  and S ix th  Books, 1: cv-cxi.
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king was greatly enraged at the Spartan since the Persians customarily 

honor all men who have excelled in war (7.238.2: 6fjAa jio i noAAoioi p£v 

Ka\ aAAoiai TeKpipioioi, ev 6k  Kai TtpSe ovk Tfciara yeyove, an...). The 

Egyptian origin of the parents of Heracles provides sufficient evidence that 

the Greeks took the name of Heracles from the Egyptians and not vice 

versa (2.43.2: noAAa p,oi Kai aAAa TCK^pia c a n  t o O to  o v tio  exeiv, kv  

6k  Kai t65 £ ...).4 9  Herodotus believes the account that Leonidas dismissed 

the troops from Thermopylae because of an unfavorable oracle rather than 

the suggestion that these troops themselves deserted and cites as support 

the fact that in the Spartan camp, the seer Megistias had also foretold the 

disaster (7.221: jiapTvpiov 6 i  |io i Kai To8e ovk eAaxiaTov t o v t o v  nepi 

yeyove, o n  Kai t o v  |idvnv...). That Xerxes returned to Persian by land 

rather than by sea as one source claimed (8.119) is corroborated by the fact 

that Xerxes was known to have journeyed through Abdera on his way back 

home (8.120: jieya 6e Kai to S e  fiapTUpiov <f>aiveTai yap Hep^s ev rg  

OTiiaa) ko|ii8,o aniKojievos ks  "ApSTjpa...). In an argument KaTaro eixds 

quite remarkable for this time period,50 Herodotus offers at 2.22.2 four 

pieces of evidence that the flooding of the Nile cannot have resulted from 

the melting of snow in that area. He states,

d v S p i y e  A o y f te o O a i t o io v t o jv  i r ^ p i  oYip r e  e o v n ,  & s o\>6k 

o ’ik o s  d u o  x v o v o s  p ,iv  p e e iv , u p f ir ro v  ji£ v  Kai | i£ y io T o v  
jia p T v p io v  o i  d v e ^ o i n a p ^ x o v T a i u v e o v T e s  d u d  r f f lv  xwperov

49For o th e r exam ples  o f the use o f T eK |x fjp iov , c f. 2.13.1; 2.58; 2.104.4;
9.100.2.
50 It is not my purpose in this discussion to refute what Herodotus claims. 
Even given the obvious errors in his argument, the proof is t i l l  worthy of 
recognition for its rationalism and consistent argument. Cf. Lloyd, 
Herodotus, Book II, 2: 102-3.
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t o u t e(i)v ©epjAOi* SevTepov 8k o t i  avojxppos f) x © p r iK a i 
OKpuofTaAAos îaT£A£€i £oDaa, £m xiovi ufaovcrg naaa 
ovayKTi £<m Saai kv H£VT£ fijifp^ai, SaT£ ei £xiovi££t veto 
av t o u t  a t & xwpfa’ TpCra 8k oi avOpconoi vito  to u  Kau^aTos 
\iiXaves kovres' I k t iv o i  8k Kai x ^ l S°v£S 8 i £T£os £o v t £s  
ovk airoAfitiovai, yfpavoi $£ 4>£vyovaai t o v  xeiM^va t o v  
ev t r  2 tcu0nq j x^Pil yivojxfvov 4>o it 6<h  es xciM̂ <ŷ ,nv 
TOVS TOUOVS t o u t o v s . (2.22.2-4)

There are several other noteworthy passages in which Herodotus 

supports his opinion by an argument ko tc ito  ekos. While discussing the 

evaporation of water by the sun during its course over Libya, Herodotus 

reasons that the south and southwest winds w ill be the most rainy ones on 

account of the absorption of this moisture (2.25.2: ...Kai e la i okorros oi 

airo Taurns tt\s x^P^s nveovTes, o t£  votos Kai o Aiijr, av£|xa)v uoAAov 

Ttov iravTtov U£Ti©TaToi). In a similar vein, Herodotus states that i t  is not 

likely that winds would originate in a warm region (2.27: ...rnvSe £X© 

yvwp.T]v, d)s KapTa airo ©fppicov xcopecov ovk oko s  e<m ou6ev 

auouv££iv...). Probability is evoked as the reason why the priestess 

kidnapped from Egyptian Thebes would reinstitute her religious rites as a 

memory of her duties and life  at home when working as a slave at Dodona

(2.56.2). The likely reason why the areas near the Nile are found to be filled 

with small fish when the river begins to rise is, as Herodotus conjectures, 

because the fish, in the previous year, have laid eggs in the mud just before 

the last of the water retreated (2.93.6: ko0£v 6e okos outovs y iveaeai, 

£yai \u>i 6okc(o KaTavoeeiv tovto*). And, in the passage already discussed 

above regarding Cambyses and his madness, Herodotus states that i t  is not 

probable that anyone except a madman would so outrage his own country’s
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la w s  and cu s to m s (3.38.2: ovk 3v o ’ik o s  c o t i aAAov ye f j  ptaivojjtevov 

avSpa yeAarra ra  ToiauTa Ti9ea©ai).51

Herodotus' tendency to report several versions of a single story or 

event is symptomatic of his understanding of the role and responsibilities 

as a researcher. As he himself states at 7.152.3,52 he feels obiiged to 

repeat what he has heard, though he does not feel bound necessarily to 

believe every report. And it  is true that Herodotus rarely indicates which 

version he believes to be the correct one. Too much, however, has been made 

of this refusal to take sides, as H. Verdin notes.53 Rather than being solely 

indicative of an uncritical attitude, this practice is part of the open- 

minded position that provoked Herodotus to let all sides state their case. In 

addition, it  is indicative of Herodotus' understanding that a historian 

seeking to write about the past must firs t acknowledge the various 

accounts contained in tradition.54 This is a necessary precursor to the 

process of selecting the correct account of an event from a number of 

versions. Variant versions play an important part in all books of the 

H is to r ie s , though more are found in books One through Six than in the final 

three books.55

51 Cf. 3.33 which also concerns Cambyses' madness: ou vvv r o i  aeiKes 
ov6ev flv t o u  crcD|xaTos vovoov (i€ydAT)v vooeovrog |xt|6 c T a s  fypivag 
vy ia ive iv .
52Cf. 2.123.1.
S3h. Verdin, De h is to r is c h -k r itfs c h e  Methode van Herodotus 
(Brussels, 1971), p. 233 of English summary (pp. 223-34).
54 Ibid.
55por a select listing of passages which concern variant versions, see 
Appendix Four.
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After his introductory statement, Herodotus opens Book One with the 

Phoenician and Persian accounts regarding the origins of the hostilities 

between the East and the West (1.1 - 1.5). Herodotus does offer two 

explanatory remarks to clarify elements in these accounts;56 otherwise he 

refrains from making a specific comment or judgment upon these accounts 

but does state that he knows the one who firs t harmed the interests of the 

Greeks 57 At 1.70.2, Herodotus reports both the Spartan and Samian 

versions concerning the whereabouts of the bronze bowl which the Spartans 

had intended to be a g ift to Croesus. In this passage, Herodotus does 

indicate, albeit subtly, that he does not trust the Spartan account. As G. 

Cooper pointed out in a 1975 article in TAPA, the optative is not generally 

expected in primary sequence o ra tio  obliqua and the use of the optative, 

auoAoiaTO, indicates that Herodotus doubted the veracity of their story.58 

This, coupled w ith Herodotus' remark that the Spartans might fabricate such 

a story of theft in order to hide the truth (1.70.3: T&xa Se av Kai ol 

anoSopevoi Aeyoicv amKopevoi ks ZirapTT|V tbs auaipeeevrjaav utto 

Sapatov) makes it  clear where Herodotus stands on the issue.

It is interesting to note that Herodotus did not always feel obligated 

to relate every version of an event that he had heard. Before beginning his 

account of Cyrus, Herodotus states that he w ill relate what he believes to

561.1.2: t o  6e "Apyos t o v t o v  t o v  xpovov irpoeixe auaoi Ttov kv Tfj vvv 
*EAAa6i KaAeopivQ x^PU 1 2.1: evqaav 8* av o5t o i  Kpfjres.
57cf. 1.5.3.
58G. L. Cooper, III, "Ironic Force of the Pure Optative," TAPA 105 (1975): 
30-31. Note that the Samian version is reported in the indicative 
throughout. Cf. P.-E. Legrand, Herodote: H is to ires  /  (Paris, 1964), p. 74, 
n. 2.
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be the most trustworthy version of the life  of Cyrus, though he could, if he 

wanted, give three other versions as well. He writes:

Ilepaltov n£T£4€T£poi Acyouai o i [Jif| pouAo^ievoi 
cejxvoOv ra  uepi Kupov, aAAaTov eovra Aeyciv Aoyov, Kara 
Tcarra y p a f a), enurrd{A£vos ii£pi Kupou Kai Tpi<f>aa(as aAAas 
Aoywv oSous <$>fjvai. (1.95.1)

Similarly, at the end of the account of Cyrus’ death, Herodotus states that

he has relayed the account which, among the many circulating at the time,

seemed to him to be the most trustworthy (1.214.5: ra  jwiv 8f| KaT& tt|v

Kupou TeAeurf|v t o u  piou iroAAffiv Aoyov Aeyopivajv o8e jto i o

iriSavrirraros evpiyrai). The chief significance of these passages is that

they reveal Herodotus working more in the manner of Thucydides, selecting

the most reliable account from the all the available information and

reporting only that one. If Herodotus explicitly used this methodology here,

we may confidently assume, I think, that he was capable of using it

elsewhere even if  he does not state in a forthright fashion that this is the

case.

At firs t glance, it  may be somewhat surprising that there are 

relatively few variant versions in Book Two, given the length and the varied 

subject matter of the book. There are only four passages which include 

alternative versions of a story that has already been recounted in one form. 

The f irs t is found at the beginning of the book and concerns the Greek 

version of Psammetichus’ language experiment and Herodotus, while 

dismissing the story sharply, chooses not to give a full account of the the 

version (2.2.5). At 2.55, Herodotus recounts the version given by the 

priestesses of Dodona concerning the origin of the shrines there and in
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Libya. They te ll Herodotus that two doves flew away from Egyptian Thebes 

and after their arrival in Dodona and Libya, instructed the inhabitants to 

establish an oracle of Zeus on these spots. Herodotus then goes on to 

explain how such a story could have developed from the actual kidnapping of 

the two priestesses from Thebes (2.56.1 - 57.3). Herocotus clearly prefers 

the more probable version of the Theban priests to the romanticized account 

of the Dodonian priestesses. Herodotus' preference for the Egyptian priests' 

account of Helen and the Trojan War over the Greek version of events (2.112 

- 120) has already been discussed.59 The final variant version that 

Herodotus includes in Book Two concerns Mycerinus' alleged rape of his 

daughter, her subsequent suicide and entombment within the wooden cow 

(2.131.1 -3). Herodotus does not say who told him this version of the story 

but he clearly believes the Egyptian priests version over this one. The 

reason why there are so few instances of variant versions in Book Two 

surely must lie in the fact that in this book, Herodotus' chief informants are 

the Egyptian priests, sources in whom he has an extraordinary degree of 

confidence and trust. He thus has litt le  reason to report a variant. In the 

few passages in which alternate accounts are found, it  is important to note 

that Herodotus inevitably prefers the Egyptian priests' account to the 

alternative.

The most common format used by Herodotus for variant versions is to 

report what one source says (oi yJkv Acyouoi...) and to contrast it  w ith what 

another source says (oi 6e Aeyovoi...). Usually the speakers of these 

accounts are not identified or are specified only by vague terms such as oi

59See page 30.
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A ly tfirr io i, o i ’A ^va iov, o l EkuOoi, etc. Thus, Herodotus gives both the 

Greek and the Egyptian accounts concerning Cambyses’ murder of his sister 

(3.32.1 -4). He reports both the most popular account of the origins of 

Oroetes’ designs against Polycrates (3.120.1: ...<bs |juev o i tiAeuves 

Acyovai) as wel 1 as the less accepted version (3.121.1: o i 6e eAaoooves...) 

and ends the account w ith the statement that the reader may believe 

whichever account he wishes (3.122.1: napecm 6e irevOeoOai oKOTepxi t is  

povAerai auTetov). Near the beginning of Book Four, Herodotus relates the 

Scythian account of their descent from Targitaus (45-7.3), then the Pontic 

Greek version (4.8-10.3) which he follows with a third version based far 

more on plausible historical events than on legendary ones like the f irs t two 

accounts (4.11 -13.2). Herodotus, in this instance, does have a preference 

and chooses the third account as the most likely one (4.11.1: ” E<m 5e Kai 

aAAos Aoyos extov SSe, rtj) jxaAicrra Aeyopivtp canros upocfKeijiai...). In 

6.137.1, Herodotus contrasts the account of Hecataeus with that of the 

Athenians concerning the expulsion of certain Pelasgians from Attica. 

Hecataeus reported in his history that the Athenians unjustifiably expelled 

the Pelasgians when they realized that the land they had given them had 

been so improved in condition that they begrudged the original gift. The 

Athenians, on the other hand, claimed that the Pelasgians would rape the 

Athenian girls when they came for water at the Nine Springs and were later 

caught in the act of plotting against Athens. Herodotus, in this passage, 

makes no comment regarding the veracity of either account. It is important 

to note that he is here contrasting what was clearly a written source with 

an oral one and apparently considered them to be on equal footing.
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It is curious that Herodotus reports only a few variant versions in 

each of the final three books. In a lengthy passage in Book Seven (7.148- 

152), Herodotus reports the two versions concerning Argos' pro-Persian 

position in the war - the Argive story and the other more malicious version 

for which Herodotus does not name a specific source. He does state,

however, that he cannot vouch for the truth of this second story but that he
/

feels obliged to repeat it  (7.152.1 - 3). The story of Aristodemus’ cowardly 

behavior during the battle of Thermopylae is also told in two versions 

(7.230 - 231) as well as the flight of Adeimantus at the battle of Salamis

(8.94.4) and the fighting prowess of Sophanes, the Dekalaean, at Plataea

(9.74.1). What is important about these passages and the other variant 

versions that are found in the last three book of the H is to r ie s 60 is the fact 

that none of them concern or affect the main events of Xerxes' invasion of 

Greece. They involve charges of treachery or cowardice,61 or stories that 

probably arose ex p o s t fa c to 62 and are narrated overtly by Herodotus, but 

these passages remain nonetheless outside the main narrative frame. The 

significance of this w ill be discussed in Chapter Four.

This chapter has examined Herodotus' use of overt narration through 

an investigation of the various types of personal statements made by 

Herodotus throughout the course of the Histories. Statements 

demonstrative of his reliance on autopsy and inquiry as his primary methods 

for conducting the investigation were noted as well as those signifying the 

lim its of the information gained, his criticisms regarding the reliability of

60See Appendix IV. '•
617.148-152; 214.1; 230-231; 8.94.4.
628.118; 9.74.1.
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his informants, his expressions of personal opinion and his inclination to 

include several versions of a story or event. It is through the personal 

statements of Herodotus noted in this chapter and others of a similar nature 

that Herodotus has created an image of himself as a competent researcher 

quite in control of his evidence and confident of his abilities to extract 

from his sources a reliable report of the topic under discussion. When his 

sources fa il to produce such an account, Herodotus generally admits the fact 

and often attempts to construct a probable version of the event or a 

reasonable explanation of the phenomenon being considered. If he cannot do 

this, he is usually forthright about his inability and leaves it  up to the 

reader to f i l l  in his gaps. It must be admitted, of course, that there are 

times when Herodotus has believed a source which he probably should not 

have or has misinterpreted or misunderstood the evidence but these 

moments are in the minority. Rather than criticizing Herodotus for his 

failure to conform to modern expectations of how research should be 

conducted, i t  is far more productive to recognize Herodotus' achievements, 

while taking into account the wide scope of his material and his place near 

the beginning of the development of Greek historiography.

It now remains to consider Herodotus' use of covert narration. Before 

considering how he used this type of narration to relate a specific 

historical event, his use of the technique in the recounting of a traditional 

story w ill be discussed.
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Chapter Three

The Teller and the Tale

Herodotus' predilection to incorporate what must properly be 

classified as folktales or stories into his history has been a source of 

consternation for critics since antiquity. Cicero noted the apparent 

discrepancy in the work of Herodotus when he replied to Quintus' 

observation that entirely different rules governed the composition of 

history as compared to those that were applicable to the writing of poetry. 

He remarked,

Quippe, cum in ilia  [historia] omnia ad veritatem, Quinte, 
referantur, in hoc ad delectationem pleraque; quamquam et apud 
Herodotum, patrem historiae, et apud Theopompum sunt 
innumerabiles fabulae.1

Herodotus' tendency to include such stories is, no doubt, directly related to

his position near the beginning of the development of Greek historiography.

Because the writing of history was s till under development, the boundary

lines for appropriate subject matter simply had not been determined yet.

And although these stories may present problems for those studying the

work from a historical perspective, they are an essential part of the

H is to rie s  because they frequently have relevance to the more

1Leg., 1.5. Cf. inv. Rhet, 1.27: Fabula est in qua nec verae nec veri similes 
res continentur...Historia est gesta res, ab aetatis nostrae memoria remota.
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philosophical and thematic sides of the work. They thus should not be 

dismissed as mere entertainment. For the purposes of this investigation, 

however, they are important because they provide the intermediate step in 

this examination of Herodotus’ use of covert narration. For, it  is in the 

relation of these stories that Herodotus' use of narration may be most 

clearly seen. These stories are largely unencumbered by great amounts of 

historical matter and often their inclusion in the work has more to do with 

their didactic possiblities than with their historical significance. It is in 

these stories that Herodotus is at his creative best as narrator. Though he 

could not change the main story line of a traditional tale, his own particular 

style as storyteller and narrator shapes and fashions the story in such a 

way that it  becomes, essentially, his own. Once the characteristic elements 

of Herodotus’ use of covert narration have been isolated, it  w ill then be 

possible to examine how Herodotus adapts these techniques to his account 

of a historical event.

This chapter w ill discuss three of the traditional stories found in the 

H is to rie s  in order to determine how Herodotus utilized covert narration in 

the telling of a tale. The stories of Gyges (1.7-14), of Atys and Adrastus 

(1.34-45) and the tale of the birth of Cyrus (1.107-13) have been selected 

for consideration but other traditional stories that exhibit a similar use of 

covert narration may also be found.2 These three stories have been singled 

out because they are especially illustrative of specific techniques that 

Herodotus adapted to the relation of a historical event. The story of Gyges

2E.g., Solon and Croesus (1.29-33); Polycrates and Amasis (3.39-43); 
Demaratus and the questions regarding his birth (6.61-70); the wooing of 
Agariste (6. 126-131.2).
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reveals how a covert narrator may subtly shape his readers* opinion of his 

main character; the tragic tale of Atys and Adrastus shows how important 

dialogue is in the mimetic presentation of a story; and the account of the 

birth of Cyrus demonstrates how a narrator may use direct speech to 

present information that relates the progression of events. Other ancillary 

points that are indicative of Herodotus* use of covert narration w ill also be 

discussed.

Before beginning the discussion of Herodotus* use of covert narration 

in the telling of a traditional tale, there are several general points about 

narratives and narration that should be clarified since they w ill have some 

bearing on the following discussion. All narratives, whether they relate 

fictional, historical, or legendary and traditional events, may be categorized 

as being straight narratives, scenic narratives, descriptions or 

commentaries.3 Straight narrative involves the simple reporting of the 

action. The author desires the narrative to move sw iftly  and evenly from 

event to event and thus avoids including any elements such as description, 

commentary or direct speech which would interrupt the flow of the account. 

Only essential details are included in the narrative because too much 

emphasis on details inhibits the even movement from event to event. Scenic 

narrative, however, presents the events as a progression of scenes and the 

tempo of the narrative is slowed down so that each scene may be 

appreciated in its own right. The time and place of each scene are 

individualized and emphasis is placed upon each facet of the action and upon 

the words, thoughts and feelings of the characters involved. As a

3For a discussion of these narrative modes, see J. Licht, S to ry te llin g  in 
the B ib le  (Jerusalem, 1978), pp. 29-30.
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consequence, direct speech plays a very important part in a scenic 

narrative, though simple narration is included to ease the transitions from 

scene to scene and to convey information that is not easily presented in 

direct speech or dialogue form. In descriptive narrative, the author 

interrupts the account of the events to describe in detail how a person 

looked or sounded or how a particular place appeared. In such narratives, 

the creation of an atmosphere complementing the events being recounted is 

of extreme importance to the author. Narratives which include commentary 

contain long passages, made either by the author himself or by a character, 

which explain the situation, reveal a moral or the philosophical 

underpinnings of the work or allot judgment about the various actions 

committed by the characters.

Few authors w ill employ one of these modes of narrative to the 

exclusion of the other three. In most narratives, i t  is usual to find a 

mixture of modes though one form may be more frequently used than the 

others. While the greatest portion of the H is to rie s  is related as straight 

narrative, and description4 and commentary5 also have their places in the 

work, the traditional stories recounted by Herodotus are largely scenic. 

Each scene is able to be individually distinguished and a fu ll accounting of

^tiuch of Book Two is properly categorized as descriptive narrative. 5ee, 
for example, II. 5.2ff; 68ff.
Extended passages of commentary are rare in the H is to rie s  as Herodotus 
prefers to comment only briefly upon the topic under discussion. Though he 
does not always make comments in his own person, it  is usually clear when 
he is expressing his own opinion or offering his own explanation of 
something. A notable exception to Herodotus' preference for short 
comments is his commentary on the pivotal role of Athens in the success of 
the Greek over the Persians at 7.139.
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the interaction between the various individuals is given. Individuals’ 

thoughts, feelings, motivations and constraints are revealed and their 

influence upon the turn of events is implicit within the confines of the 

story. Herodotus quietly lurks behind each tale and only allows his presence 

to be known when necessiated by the story; he prefers to maintain the 

artifice that the story is telling itself.

Throughout the course of this investigation, it  is very important to 

keep in mind at all times just how much influence a narrator has over his 

audience’s perception of an event or story simply by the power of his 

presence. This is equally as true for scenic narratives as i t  is for any other 

type of narrative. Both overt and covert narrators control and guide how 

their readers perceive their narratives; the difference between the two 

types of narrators is found in the various means used. The range of items 

which points to the presence of a narrator extends from the simplest ’he 

said' to intrusive statements or comments made in the narrator’s own 

person. Even the most seemingly insignificant adjective plays a part in 

shaping a reader’s perception of an event. Consider, for example, the 

differences in tone created by the narrator’s words in the following 

sentences:

"We’ve had 354 casualties," the captain sa id  to  h is  

commanding o ffice r.

"We’ve had 354 casualties," the enraged captain shouted  

a t h is  commanding o fficer.

The words spoken are identical but the images created by the narrator’s 

words are very different and it  is these words even more than the actual
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words spoken that are instrumental in guiding the readers’ understanding of 

the event. Because we have been habituated to the telling and reading of 

stories since early childhood we tend not to notice this shaping activity on 

the part of the narrator. It is, after all, an intrinsic part of storytelling. 

However, to anticipate what w ill be treated more fully in the next chapter, 

i t  is a different matter when it  come to the scenic narration of a historical 

event. What is in actuality a circumstantial detail that is included to 

enhance the mimetic nature of the narration should not be mistaken for 

fact.6 These details are small points that usually focus on an individual's 

state of mind, the general ambiance that prevailed during the course of an 

event or upon incidental bits of activity that enable the presentation of the 

action step by step. In any event, these circumstantial details are 

necessary components of the mimetic depiction of the historical event 

because they add the missing touches that are essential for a fully scenic 

presentation. They are, however, more a product of the imagination of a 

historian who desires to present an event in a scenic manner than the result 

of historical investigation. What the historian has done is to f i l l  in the gaps 

so that the event w ill unfold in his readers' minds just as a play would 

before the eyes of the audience.

It is in scenic narration that a covert narrator is most at home.

Covert narration allows the narrator to develop fully the scenic potential of 

an event by permitting the narrator to present that event as a creative

6Cf. Connor, "Narrative Discourse in Thucydides," pp. 12-13. Conor notes 
that this is a result of Thucydides tendency to present his readers with an 
account of an event that is a finished product, though he does not discuss 
the idea in terms of scenic or mimetic narration.
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reenactment of Its original occurrence. One of the requirements for a 

successful mimetic presentation of an event is that the narrator keep his 

presence as minimally detectable as possible while he is relating the event 

or story. If the narrator interrupts the account to offer a comment in his 

own person, he not only disrupts the flow of the story but he destroys the 

illusion as mimesis as well. His personal comments make apparent his 

mediative activity in relation to the narration of the story. By refraining 

from comment, this mediation is no less active but i t  is less conspicious.

If a narrator has selected a covert stance for his narration of a story 

or event and if  he has decided to present it  mimetically, he must determine 

whether he, as narrator, w ill maintain an external or internal stance 

relative to the events being recounted.7 That is to say, he must decide 

whether he, as narrator, shall recount the events as one observing the action 

from the outside looking in or as one placed right in the midst of the event 

and its  participants. The former stance allows the narrator to report only 

those details and facts that may be perceived by any observer and any words 

spoken must be presented in an indirect form. An internal viewpoint, 

however, permits the narrator to stand among the characters and to see 

things as if  he were one of them. Such a stance grants the narrator access 

to the direct words, thoughts and feelings of a character. The narrator may 

relate this information either by assuming the point of view of that 

character and thereby w ill present the material in the character's own 

words in the form of a direct speech or he may convey it  as an omniscient

7For a detailed discussion of the external and internal viewpoints that a 
narrator may take, see Berlin, Poetics and In te rp re ta tio n  o f  B ib lic a l 
Narrative, (Sheffield, England, 1983), pp. 58-59.
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narrator who has entered the character's mind to reveal what he is thinking 

or feeling at that particular moment. The narrator may, of course, choose to 

vary how he presents the information to which such an internal stance has 

made him privy and he may even switch from the internal to the external 

viewpoint and vice versa. However, the choice of an internal stance over an 

external one by the narrator increases the tone and depth of the narrative by 

creating the illusion that the narrator has intimate knowledge of the 

thoughts and feelings of the individuals involved in the event. Strictly 

speaking, of course, the narrator of a history can have no such knowledge of 

these individuals because thoughts and feelings are thoroughly internal and 

therefore not accessible to the historian.® The technique is, of course, 

artifice9 but as such was fam iliar to ancient audiences since the work of 

Homer. 10 It  is, however, a technique more suitably used by writers of 

fiction and is one shunned by most modem historians. Ancient historians, 

though, were not constrained by the same guidelines and used this technique 

as an aid in their presentation of a verisimilar account of the event. 

However, before considering Herodotus' use of covert narration and the 

internal stance in his accounts of historical events, i t  w ill be profitable to 

examine some of these techniques in passages where their use was more 

customary, i.e., in the traditional tale.

The Storv of Gvaes (1.7-14)

®This is true even for a historical work unless the individual whose 
thoughts or feelings are being reported has been directly interviewed by the 
historian.
9Cf. Booth, The Rhetoric o f  F iction, pp. 3, 160.
10Cf. Uiad, 1.188ff.
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The accession of Gyges to the throne of Lydia is a historical event 

around which a great deal of legendary material developed, if  the extant 

versions of the story11 are anything by which to judge the popularity of the 

tale. However, reliable information about Gyges* usurpation of the Lydian 

throne is scanty. After his return from exile c. 698 B.C., he gained the 

confidence and trust of Candaules and was put in control of Tyre. In 687 he 

revolted and through civil war and possibly intrigue, he defeated Candaules, 

gained mastery of Lydia and solidified his victory by marrying Candaules* 

wifeTydo. He established a despotic monarchy and ruled 687-52 B.C. He 

spent the f irs t years of his rule strengthening his power and he went 

against Miletus and Smyrna and seized the city of Colophon, as reported by 

Herodotus (1.15). Then c. 663, alarmed at the growing power of the 

Cimmerians, he offered the Assyrian king Assurbanipal tribute and together 

with the Assyrians, defeated the Cimmerians. He then broke the alliance 

with Assurbanipal and joined with Psammetichus against his former ally. 

Assurbanipal sent the Cimmerians against Gyges who was killed in battle c.

1 'See K. F. Smith, "The Tale of Gyges and the King of Lydia," AJP 23 (1902): 
261 -82 and 361 -87 for a discussion of the extant versions of the tale.
After discussing these versions, Smith attempts to reconstruct the version 
circulating during the time of Herodotus and Plato. Smith seems to believe 
that the original tale necessarily had to contain all elements found in each 
of the various versions. For a summary of his attempt, see pp. 381-87.
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652.*2 It was, no doubt, Gyges'connections w ith Delphi, the fame of his 

elaborate gifts to the oracle, and rumors of his fantastic wealth13 that 

made him a figure familar to the Greeks. Local Lydian gossip and stories 

concerning the king presumably made their way to the Greeks via travelers 

and businessmen, thus providing material for poets and other writers. The 

most well-known versions are those found in the H is to ries  and the 

Republic (359d-60b) but there are also versions in the works of Nikolaos 

Damaskenos, * 4 Plutarch, * 5 and Justin. •6 In addition, it  is clear from a 

papyrus fragment dating from the late second or early third century A.D. 

that there was a pre-5ophoclean or Hellenistic tragedy that concerned the

,2For historical information on Gyges, see J. Boulos, Les Peuples e t ies  
C iv ilis a tio n s  du Proche Orient, 5 vols. (The Hague, The Netherlands, 
1962), II: 261-62; J. G. Pedley, Sardis in the Age o f  Croesus (Norman, 
Oklahoma, 1968), pp. 38-50; G. Busolt, Grtechfsche Geschichte b is  zu r 
Schlacht be i Chaeroneia, 3 vols. (Gotha, 1895; reprint ed., Hildesheim, 
1967), II: 456-63; G. Radet, La Lydie e t ie  monde grec au temps des 
Mermnades (687-546), (Rome, 1967), especially pp. 112-86.
,3Cf. M.L. West, ed., iam b i e t E legi Graeci, Vol. I. (Oxford, 1971: reprint 
ed., 1978), p. 8 : Archilochus 19: Ou jw i Ta nJyeaitoO iroAuxpvaov iicAei.

FGrHist 90 F 47. This account, most likely derived from the work of 
Xanthos, contains the most historically probable reflection of the actual 
event. See Smith, “The Tale of Gyges," pp. 263-66.
^ A e t ia  Graeca, XLV, p. 30If.
16i.7.14. This version is probably based on the work of Pompeius Trogus. Cf. 
Smith, "The Tale of Gyges," pp. 362-67.
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accession of Gyges. 17 Thus it  is evident that the Greeks had some sort of 

fascination with Gyges and his accession to the throne. While i t  is 

uncertain whether Herodotus had anything to do with the popularity of the 

tale, the figure of Gyges in the H is to ries  is one of Herodotus’ most 

engaging creations.

In this discussion of Herodotus' account of Gyges' usurpation of the 

Lydian throne, Herodotus' activity as covert narrator w ill be the chief focus. 

It w ill be seen that Herodotus has chosen to remain behind the scenes as 

much as possible while he tells this tale. It w ill be shown that his choice 

of an internal stance facilitates the shaping of his readers’ opinions about 

Gyges. Because this internal stance grants omniscience to the narrator, the 

thoughts and feelings of Gyges, as well as his words, are able to be 

reported. The reader is this le ft with the impression that the narrator has a 

special knowledge and understanding of the event and its participants. In

17The dating of the play is a matter of debate though most scholars believe 
i t  to be Pre-Sophoclean and as such, available to Herodotus. Whether or not 
Herodotus used the play as a source is also an issue which has provoked 
much discussion. The sim ilarities between the fragment and the Herodotean 
version are indeed striking and it  has been suggested by D.L. Page (p. 6 ., see 
below) that what Herodotus has included in his work is a virtual summary of 
the play. For those who are bothered by the notion that Herodotus may have 
used a dramatic work as a historical source, i t  should be recalled that most 
Greeks of the fifth  century did not doubt the historicity of the substance 
contained In the works of epic and drama, though the miraculous elements 
were undoubtedly not taken at face-value. The bibliography on the subject 
includes: E. Lobel, "A Greek Historical Drama," Proceedings o f  the 
B r it is h  Academy 35 (1950); 207-16; D. L. Page, A New Chapter in  the 
H is to ry  o f  Greek Tragedy (Cambridge, 1951); H. P. Stahl, Herodots 
Gyges-Tragodie" Hermes 96 (1968): 385-400: A Lesky, Tragodien bei 
Herodot?" in Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean in A ncien t 
H is to ry  and Prehistory, ed. K.H. Kinzel (Berlin, 1977), pp. 224-30.
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additon, the various means employed by Herodotus to produce the illusion of 

mimesis w ill be noted. Particular attention w ill be paid to how Herodotus 

effects a feeling of the passage of time since this is an essential element 

in the mimetic presentation of any story or event.

An obvious but essential requirement of covert narration is that the 

narrator may make no overt reference to himself. Thus Herodotus refrains 

from making any reference to where he heard this story and launches 

immediately into his introduction of the tale. One of the most common 

ways Herodotus structures a passage in which he is utilizing covert 

narration is to open the account with a narrated summary of background 

information and then to continue on to the scenic presentation which is 

usually signalled by the beginning of a speech or dialogue.*8 The 

introductory remarks concern those who controlled Sardis before the 

Mermnadae, the family of Croesus, took over. Herodotus recounts the 

lineage of Agron, the f irs t of the Heraclid kings of Sardis and that of 

Candaules, the last of this line. He also briefly mentions the rulers from 

whom the Heraclids had received power, the family of Lydus (1.7.1 -3). After 

relating the number of years that the Heraclids had mastery over Sardis, 

Herodotus ends his introductory remarks with a repetition of the name of 

Candaules (1.7.4: fipfcavTcs [pev] eni 6vo tc  Ka\ eikoai yeveas avSpffiv, 

erea h Iv tc  re  seal irevTOKoaia, nais irapct niiTpds £i<6ei<6}i£vos r fjv  

apjonv, l^ x p i KavSauAeva) to v  Mvpoou), thus providing the starting point 

for the story of Gyges.

18Cf. Berlin, Poetics and In te rp re ta tio n  in the Bible, p. 57.
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The story proper begins with a brief narrative introduction of the 

main characters of the tale: Candaules, the king of Lydia and Gyges, a 

member of his bodyguard. It is here that the narrator's shaping of his 

readers' perceptions of the main characters may be clearly seen. For, 

Herodotus includes a descriptive phrase for each man that reveals what 

characteristic of each w ill play a crucial role in the events that follow. 

What is most significant about Candaules is that he was greatly in love with 

his wife and considered her the most beautiful woman in the world ( 1.8 .1: 

oStos 6t| 5v o KavSautajs f|pdaOri l i fe  iajvToO yvvaiKos, epaa9eis 6e 

kv6\i\££. o l eTvai yuvaiKa ifoAAov naaecov KaAAicmjv). Gyges, on the 

other hand, is described in very passive terms and this characteristic is 

one that w ill be repeatedly emphasized by Herodotus. Herodotus 

characterizes him as the member of the bodyguard most liked by Candaules 

and the one to whom the king would communicate his very important affairs. 

Chief among the matters which Candaules confided to Gyges were his 

excessive praises of his wife's beauty (1 .8 .1: flv yap o l t & v  aixfxo^opatv 

Itfyns o AaoxvAou apeaKOjJUEVos {.uiAicrra, tout<p ruyg xai ra  

onovSavloTCpa rffiv upriynaTtov virep£T(0£TO o Eav6auAT)s xal 8f| xai to  

eTdos t t]s  yvvavxAs ini£p£iraiv£Q)v). It is important to note that Herodotus 

has mentioned only those characteristics of Gyges and Candaules that have 

relevance for the story. It does not matter whether Candaules was a weak 

or strong king or whether Gyges had ambitions for the Lydian kingship, 

though such matters would certainly be relevant to whatever historical 

realities may be reflected in this story.
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This shaping on the part of the narrator is apparent even in the way 

the introduction of Gyges is worded. Herodotus states,

5<jt£ d l  rouTd V o ito v , fjv ydp ol Tffiv aixHo<f>6pa)v rvyr]s o 
AookvAov apcoKo^evos fwiAicTa, rovrrp t $  rtfy*g Kai Ta 
<jfuou6aveaTepa Tffiv uprjypdTCov uuepeTteeTO o KavSauAijs 
ko.1 6fj koI to  elSos t t \s  yvvaiKos virepeTaivetov. (1.8.1)

Now, Sot£ may be placed at the beginning of a sentence to signal a strong

conclusion to that sentence19 and i t  is used in this fashion here. The

conclusion (1.8 .1: TOVTcp Ttp nJyg koi Ta anovSailorepa Tffiv irpnynaTCDV

UTT€p£T(©£To o Kav$auAT)s Kai 8f| Kai to  elSos t%  yuvaixos

viT€p£Traivea»v), however, is postponed by the insertion of the phrase

introducing Gyges as the favorite among the king’s bodyguard (1.8 .1: fjv yap

ol Tffiv aix|M>4>6pa)v nJyqs o AcujkuAou ap£OKO|Ji£VOs jxaAiaTa). Now

stric tly  speaking, the most usual and expected construction would probably

have omitted the intrusive phrase identifying Gyges as the king's favorite

and may have included that information in the form of a participial phrase.

Such a construction could perhaps be construed: ©ore 6e rouTa vopigav,

T(ji nJyg t(j) AaoxvAov ap£OKO(i£V(p paAiaTa ol Tffiv alxpo^oprov Kai Ta

onov6ailoT£pa Tffiv irpTjypaTNV vueperiOeTO o KavSauATjs m i  6f| Kai to

etflos t t \5 yuvavkAs vnepenaivcrov. However, by introducing Gyges in a

sentence in which the activity of the king is the main concern, the narrator

has graphically indicated that Gyges w ill be more of a victim  of

circumstances than an instigator of action in the story that follows. Had

19H.G. Liddell and R. Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, rev. by H.S. Jones and 
R. McKenzie, (Oxford, 1953), s.v. 6 <rre.
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the reverse been true, Gyges would have merited a separate, more 

individualized introduction of his own.

After this introduction of Candaules and Gyges, Herodotus can now 

begin the fully scenic presentation of the events. He marks the beginning of 

the scene in the sentence, xpovov 61 ou iroAAou 8i£A0ovtos, XPTIV Y 

Kav6ouAxi yeveaGai kokSs, lAeye t 8 v  ruy^v ToiaSe- (1.8.2) which 

points to the following dialogue scene. This sentence, however, 

accomplishes more than the transition to the scenic mode. Herodotus as 

narrator is detectable behind the anticipatory yap clause,20 xpfjv yap 

KavSauAg yevea0ai k ok cos. Though it  is subtle, this type of anticipation is 

one of the techniques a narrator can use to prepare his readers for what w ill 

follow and to ensure that they w ill perceive the actions of the characters in 

the way he desires. The stage has now been set: Gyges, in actuality the 

usurper, is the passive hero of the story who is forced by the king to listen 

to the frequent praises of his w ife and Candaules is the king doomed to a 

bad end because of his immoderate adulation of his wife's beauty.

The f irs t scenic episode relates a conversation between Candaules 

and Gyges. The king, convinced that Gyges does not believe that his wife is 

the most beautiful in the world, orders him to see her naked (1.8.2: FuyT), ov 

yap ae 6okI(o i?e{0ea0a{ }ioi A£yovn nepl toO etSeos rffe  

yvvaiKos .iToiei okcos £K£\vt\v Oerjacai yufAvqv). Gyges, horrified at such 

an indecent suggestion, vehemently protests (1.8.3-4). It is important to 

note that the words of both Candaules and Gyges are presented in o ra tio  

recta. As has been previously noted, direct speech is a necessary element

20See J.D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1959). pp. 6 8 - 
69.
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of scenic narration. It is, in fact, the chief indicator of mimesis because it  

is the principal form of enactment.21 Consider, for a moment, the 

difference in the reader's impression of the narrator's presence that is 

created by his use of o ra tio  rec ta  in preference to ora tio  obliqua:

[KavSaufais] eAcye trpos t 6v roidSe' Fuyr], ou yap ae 6ok€co 
neteeaSai jaoi AlyovTi nepi tov exSeos  ttjs yvvaiKos...
C 1.8.2)

KavSauAT)? cAcye irpos to v  T&fT\v o t i  oil Sokou) rtiyqv 
iTEideodai ot Aeyovn irepi tou  lijff yuvaiKOs...

The indirect form implies more mediation on the part of the narrator

because i t  is impossible to determine whether or not the indirect statement

is a verbatim reporting of the words actually spoken, the narrator's

summary of a longer speech or even his interpretation of its  contents.22 In

addition, the indirect form also necessarily presupposes the existence of

someone who is doing the reporting. Direct presentation, however, creates

the illusion that a character is saying something in the presence of the

narrrator or, i f  you w ill, in the presence of the narrator's audience. The only

overt indication of the narrator in this type of presentation is his

notification of the change of speaker and such indications are functionally

necessary to the dialogue because ancient narrative had no other means by

21 Chatman, Story and Discourse, p. 32.
22Chatman, Story and Discourse, p. 200.
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which to indicate the change.23 However, Herodotus has made the most of 

this necessity by frequently including in his notation of a change of 

speakers information regarding the state of mind of the individual who is 

about to speak. Thus, Herodotus is able to inform his readers of Gyges' 

reaction to the king's suggestion with the words, ji£ya a ^u aa s  ( 1.8 .2 ).

The inclusion of this type of circumstantial detail is important because it  

enhances the mimetic tone of the narrative.

At this point, the dialogue between the two men is interrupted by the 

inclusion of a brief summary statement in simple narration which relates 

that Gyges did all he could to dissuade the king (1.9: 6 jjicv 8f| Aey©!' 

TOia&Ta airejJUXXCTO...). Because Herodotus has presented Gyges' firs t 

response to Candaules in o ra tio  recta, there is really no need to relate the 

entire conversation. Thus, Herodotus can use this opportunity to add another 

element that furthers the mimetic illusion of the presentation. A summary 

statement of this type is frequently employed by Herodotus to give the 

impression of the passing of time. The imperfect middle form, amefJidxeTo, 

furthers the illusion that Gyges protested for some time. The 

communication of the passing of time is an essential part of a mimetic 

presentation. By employing various means to indicate this passage, the 

narrator can make his account mimic the tempo of the actual event.

23Modem writers are not as constrained in this respect as their ancient 
counterparts were. Both direct and indirect speech may be presented in 
tagged or free forms by the modem writer, depending upon the sty lis tic  
preferences of the author. In the tagged form, the author indicates that a 
character has said something by including the phrase 'he said' or some other 
similar phrase. In the free form, the tags are omitted and as a consequence, 
the words or thoughts of a character have greater inddepence from the 
activity as a narrator. Cf. Chatman, Story and Discourse, p. 201.
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In addition to providing a means to convey the passage of time, this 

summary statement also performs another important function. It reveals 

Gyges' reasons for objecting to the king's suggestion. Gyges was afraid that 

there might be negative consequences for him should he give in to the king 

( 1.9: dpproSecov |wj t {  o l cdrr&v y£vrpm  kokov. Herodotus has several 

methods he uses to attribute motivation. He may give the reasons behind an 

individual’s actions as his own personal opinion or he may dogmatically 

state what impelled the individual to act as he did.24 These types of 

attributions may lie outside the main treatment of the event under 

consideration and may be added as an epilogue or commentary upon the 

action or individual. In the case of Gyges, however, the attribution of 

motivation arises from within the story and it  is made possible by the 

narrator's omniscient stance. The remark is yet another example of how the 

narrator may shape his readers' picture of a character. It is very important 

to Herodotus' presentation of this story that his readers perceive Gyges as 

one who tried to avoid agreeing to the king’s wishes.

The dialogue between the two men continues with Candaules' 

assurance that Gyges has no need to fear a trap (1.9.1). The king reveals to 

Gyges how he w ill set i t  up so that he w ill not be detected by the queen. He 

w ill place Gyges behind an open door from which it  w ill be possible for him 

to watch the queen as she prepares for bed ( 1.9.2-3). The end of the 

conversation is signalled by the statement, o \ikv St| (ds ovk kdvvarro 

6ia<f>vy£iv , V  I t o i ja o s  ( 1 . 1 0 . 1).

24See above pages 50-53.
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The actual action is presented by Herodotus in simple narration. It is 

important to note that Herodotus has picked up the tempo of the narrative. 

The sentences are brief and simply constructed, thereby mimicking the 

speed with which the events occured. The events follow in quick 

succession: Candaules places Gyges behind the door and takes his place in 

the bedroom; the queen enters and undresses while Gyges looks on; Gyges 

slips out of the room as the queen walks toward the bed; the queen notices 

Gyges and realizes what her husband has done; the queen resolves to take 

vengeance upon Candaules ( 1. 10.3 -2). Herodotus then exploits the 

omniscience that his internal stance as narrator has granted him. He thus 

reveals the queen’s decision to take vengeance upon Candaules in terms of 

what was going on inside her mind ( 1.10.2 : ...ovtc dvlpoae alaxypOtf aa 

outc eSo4e }ia9eiv, kv votp IxovaaTeCaaaOai to v  KavGauAca). Herodotus 

reinforces his readers’ sense of his omniscience by explaining why the queen 

fe lt compelled to take vengeance upon her husband. He states: napa yap 

toTo i AvSoTai, oxe6ov 6e Kai uap&Toioi KAAoioi pappapoiai, Kai 

av6 pa 64>9r]vai yvpvov ks alaxvvqv jicydAriv 4>£pei (110.3). Herodotus 

has for a moment abandoned the discreet, behind-the-scenes stance to offer 

this information. This explanation is a necessary one as it  prepares the way 

fo r the extreme form of vengeance which w ill be sought by the queen.

Herodotus continues this omniscient reporting in the account of the 

next stage of the story. The queen gathers her most trustworthy servants 

and readies them for her plans. She then calls Gyges who quickly arrives, 

s t i l l  thinking that the queen knew nothing of the previous night's events 

(1.11.1: o 6e ovSev 6okc©v avTrjv Tffiv upuxOevTMv e tiio raaG ai fjAOc
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KaAeofjicvos). Herodotus' Internal stance as narrator is made quite clear 

here. He is in the middle of the action, as i f  observing the events as they 

occur. In addition, he has chosen to reveal his omniscience by reporting 

what Gyges was thinking when he answered the queen’s summons. It should 

be recognized that when a narrator reports the feelings or thoughts of a 

character from that character’s perspective, he has changed points of view 

from his own to that of the character whose thoughts he is reporting.2^

This change in point of view enables the reader to know Gyges more 

intimately. The knowledge that Gyges was totally ignorant that he had been 

detected by the queen reinforces the reader's impression of Gyges as one 

caught up in circumstances beyond his control. The subsequent events w ill 

illustrate this further: he w ill now be forced to become the unwilling agent 

of the queen as well as the king.

The reporting of Gyges' thoughts has, of course, been filtered through 

Herodotus' eyes as narrator. For i t  is he who has "peered" into Gyges' mind

25The concepts of point of view and narrative voice are often confused with 
one another though they are not equivalent ideas. Narrative voice refers to 
the means by which a story is communicated to the audience. Generally, 
this is accomplished by a narrator though the narrator may be minimally 
present in the work or a full-fledged participant. Point of view, however, 
signifies the stance or perspective from which a story is told and in theory, 
each character as well as the narrator has a point of view, whether or not it  
Is revealed in the story. Often, an author w ill vary the point of view in the 
work by allowing the narrator at one moment to express his own point of 
view and then that of a character through the reporting of that person's 
thoughts, words or feelings. The result is a work of greater depth and 
Insight than if  a single point of view had prevailed throughout the whole 
story as the reader is then permitted to view the action from a variety of 
perspectives. Cf. A. Berlin, Poetics and in te rp re ta tion  in  the Bibie, 
pp. 46-64; S. Chatman, S tory  and Discourse, pp. 151-58.
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to te ll his readers what Gyges was thinking at that particular moment and 

he has reported only those thoughts which were relevant to the point at 

hand. This account of Gyges' thoughts is yet another technique used by 

Herodotus to shape his audience's perception of the story and its actors.

That i t  is Herodotus who is the mediator of Gyges* thoughts is made even 

more clear by the words, IroSce yap Kai upooGe, okns t| paaiAeia koAcoi, 

$ovrav (1.11.1). Herodotus, in his capacity as omniscient narrator, has 

directly offered an explanation for Gyges' lack of suspicion regarding the 

queen’s summons. The yap clearly sets this statement off as a remark made 

by the narrator. The remark, however, arises naturally from within the 

story and is not as intrusive as i f  Herodotus had offered the explanation on 

the authority of an informant or as his own personal opinion. The 

explanation is necessary from the standpoint of characterization as i t  

furthers the picture of Gyges as a naive and trusting servant of the royal 

family.26

The actual confrontation of Gyges by the queen is presented in direct 

speech and the structuring of this episode by the narrator achieves the 

desired effect of mimesis. The queen wastes no time in getting to the 

reason for her summons and informs Gyges that he must either k ill the king, 

the instigator of the evil deed, or be killed himself for following his 

indecent command (1.11.2-3). Herodotus then includes a short passage of 

simple narration:

26Cf. K.F. Smith, “The Tale of Gyges", p. 282. Smith suggests that behind 
this phrase may lie an indication of an affa ir between Gyges and the queen.
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6 Se I\5yns tccos jjicv aireduiiage ra  Aeydjieva, fjicrdt 6 i 
keTeve \xf\ juv  avayKavg SioKpivai Toiaurnv aipeaiv. ouk 
Sv 6f| In € i0e, &AA” Spa dvayKavrjv &At|9£(o$ vpoK£i\Uvr\v fj 
t 6v SeairoTea airoAAvvaif) cwtov vn' aAAwv dnoAAvadai* 
aipeerai outos nepieivai. (1.11.3-4)

This passage performs the same function as the straight narrative

statement at 1.927 (o [i£v 8rj Alywv ToiauTa airejxaxeTO, dppcoŜ cov |nj t i

ol e4 auTffiv y£VTfrai kokov). It  provides a summary of events and conveys

the passage of time, a necessary component of a mimetic presentation.

Gyges for a time (Tetos jjl£v...) stood amazed at the queen’s words; he then

began to beseech ( Ikctcvc) her not to force him to make such a choice.

Finally, after he realized that he had no alternative, he chose to live. It may

be suprising to note that here Gyges’ words to the queen are reported in

ora tio  obligua  since o ra tio  re c ta  has been used by Herodotus up to this

point. This is, however, a necessary consequence of the function of the

passage. A speech or even just a few spoken words cannot be reported in

ora tio  re c ta  if  the author desires the passage to act as a summary of

events or to convey the passage of time. For, when a speech is reported

directly, the discourse-time is equal to the story-time, i.e. the time it

27Cf. page 79.
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takes to read the speech28 is essentially equivalent to the time it  took for 

the speech to be given.. When a summary is needed or the passage of time 

must be conveyed, these two periods cannot be equal. The discourse-time 

must be shorter than the story-time. One of the most effective ways to 

accomplish this is to use o ra tio  obliqua as well as iterative or inchoative 

imperfects and temporal adverbs. It is, of course, possible to report the 

exact words spoken by an individual in o ra tio  obliqua, but Herodotus 

tends not to use ora tio  obliqua  to give an account of a lengthy speech. He 

prefers, rather, to use o ra tio  obliqua to report a summarized version of 

what was said and/or to convey the passage of time.29

28This is what is known as discourse-time. Story-time refers to the time 
the events of the story actually took to occur. See S. Chatman, S tory  and 
Discourse, pp. 67-79 for a discussion of the various relationships 
discourse-time may have to story-time. When discourse-time is equal to 
story-time, a scenic presentation of events results. If discourse-time is 
shorter than the story-time or i f  there is no discourse-tlme at all, a 
summary or an ellipsis is produced. A "stretch" is the result when 
discourse-time is longer than story-time and is usually accomplished 
through the use of paraphrases and repetitions. When a pause is present, the 
story-time has been stopped through the discourse-time continues, 
generally for the purpose of description or commentary.
29l can think of no example in the Histories of a lengthy speech presented in 
o ra tio  obliqua It would be interesting to examine in a systematic fashion 
Herodotus' use of o ra tio  obliqua  as compared to his use of o ra tio  recta. 
This is beyond the scope of this present discussion. However, a brief survey 
of the eleven single speeches quoted indirectly that are found in Book One 
does indicate that Herodotus uses ora tio  obliqua  to convey the passage of 
time or to give a summary of the speech when the ips issim a verba are 
not necessary to the narrative. Cf. 1.13.2; 44.2; 59.2; 78.3; 80.3; 87.1; 97.1; 
127.2; 141.1-2; 152.1; 172.2. Fora listing of the single speech in o ra tio  
obliqua  found in the Histories, see Lang, Herodotean N arrative and 
Discourse, pp. 91-92.
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For the actual laying of plans for the king’s murder, the account 

switches back to direct speech. Gyges, reluctantly resigned to the deed, 

asks his mistress how they w ill make their attack ( 1.11.4: ’Euei 

dvayKa^eis GeanoTea to v  £|iov ktcCvciv ovk cGeAovTa, ^epe okoucu,

Te^ Kol Tpotitp eirix£ipiioo^€v auTtp). The queen informs him that Gyges 

w ill k ill the king in the bedroom, the very spot where the in itia l deed took 

place (1.11.5: "Ek top outov jjiIv x®pfov f| 6p{if| eoTai o9ev liep ko\ 

ekcivos e jil kutS itw ro  yvumjv, vuva)(ji£V(p 6k ■q cuvxcip^ois eoToO.

Again, the action of the story is presented in simple narration. The 

details of the murder of Candaules are sparse and to the point, again 

recreating the speed with which the event took place: Gyges follows the 

queen into the bedroom once evening has come; she hides him behind the door 

and gives him a sword; Gyges k ills  the king after he has fallen asleep and 

gains control of his kingdom and takes his queen as wife ( 1.12.1 -2). There 

is one sentence in this passage, however, where the shaping hand of the 

narrator is subtly evident. At 1.12.1, Herodotus interrupts the sentence 

beginning the account of the murder (tbs 6k fjpm cav tt)v  empovAfjv, 

vuktos y£vo|A£VT|s...) with the parenthetical statement, ou yctp k^eriero  o 

Itfyns* ou5e o l fjv anaAAayf| ovSeiua, aAA’ eGee ^  outov duoAcoMvai f| 

KavSauAea. The narrator once again reminds his readers that Gyges could 

find no way to avoid the choice required of him by the queen. He must either 

k ill the king or be killed himself, which is hardly a reasonable alternative. 

Herodotus must ensure that his readers continue to perceive Gyges 

sympathetically as a victim of circumstances beyond his control and he 

accordingly includes this parenthetical remark as just such a reminder.
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The end of the story is signalled by the concluding tag, ...rtiyrjs, tow 

Ka\ 'Apxfaoxos £ ndpios, Kara to v  cdnov xpovov yevonevos, ev idfipqp 

Tpiji€Tp(p en£|Ai^a©T] (1.12.2) 30 This statement reveals one method a 

narrator may use to close his story. By bringing his audience back to Greek 

culture and experience through the mention of Archilochus, Herodotus has 

marked the end of the tale. The story’s hold on the attention of the audience 

has been broken; Herodotus may now return to his account of the succession 

of the Lydian kings. This he does, but f irs t Herodotus relates the rest of the 

information he has about Gyges and his rule. It is interesting to contrast 

Herodotus' narrative style in Chapters 13 and 14 with the preceding account 

of Gyges’ usurpation of the throne. Chapter 13 concerns the consolidation of 

his power and no doubt, includes some historical truths. The oracle 

confirming Gyges' control over Lydia may actually be historical as How and 

Wells have suggested,31 since this would account for Gyges' feeling of debt 

to Delphi and the enormous number of g ifts  he sent as offerings. In addition, 

behind the mention of the supporters of Gyges ( 1.13.1: <nraoiffiTaO may be a 

vague indication that Gyges' takeover had more to do with his own personal 

ambitions for power than the preceding story may indicate. In Chapter 14, 

Herodotus discusses the various gifts that Gyges sent to Delphi and 

concludes with the statement that Gyges seized Miletus, Smyrna and

30Some editors bracket these lines because of the apparent break in thought 
and the use of the technical term Idfiptp Tpi^Tptp. If, however, they are 
understood as an indication that the scenic presentation of events has 
ended, they are not interruptive. In addition, the use of a technical literary 
term by one as familiar with the literature of his day as Herodotus is, need 
not necessarily be suspect. Cf. How and Wells, Commentary, 1:59.
31 How and We 1 Is, Commentary, 1:59.
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Colophon but accomplished no other noteworthy work during his rule of 

thirty-eight years (1.14.4: &AA’ ovSkv yap [ ily a  dir' outov aAAo fpyov 

kyevero paoiAcuoavTos Guffiv 6 io v ra  recaepaKOVTa I tco, tovto pkv 

napijaojiev Toaavra emp,vnaeevT€s). It is important to note that 

Herodotus has here used the mode of narration most commonly found in the 

Histories. In both of these chapters, Herodotus’ concern and interest lie 

with the relation of the facts, not w ith the artful narration of a good tale. 

He thus selects the straight narrative mode to relate the information and 

his style is succinct, and lacking in adornment and elaboration. With his 

account of Gyges now complete, Herodotus continues his account of the 

Mermnad kings.

The Story of Atys and Adrastus C1.34-45)

The tale of Atys and Adrastus, though actually part of the larger 

narrative concerning Croesus, is a complete story in its  own right and thus 

may be discussed as a separate unit. The dramatic structuring of the tale 

has long been recognized,32 though there is no evidence, such as that which 

exists for the story of Gyges, that a tragedy on the subject was ever 

composed. Herodotus does not mention his sources for this story or for the 

story of the encounter between Solon and Croesus (1.29-33) which 

immediately precedes this tale. There are those who suggest that the 

original version of this story is to be found in the cult-myth of the Phrygio-

325ee Immerwahr, Form and Thought, pp. 69-70 and R. Rieks, "Eine 
Tragische Erzahling bei Herodot (Hist. 1,34-45),” Poetica  7 (1975): 23-44.
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Lydian deity A ttis33 who was killed by a boar in one version of the legend,34 

and by self-mutilation in another.35 It is unfortunately impossible to 

determine whether Herodotus or his sources incorporated this tale into the 

story of Croesus and the sole historical fact lying beneath the story may be 

that Croesus had a son named Atys 36 However, as is true for the entire 

story of Croesus, the historical foundations for the tale are far less 

important than its philosophical import.

As in the story of Gyges, Herodotus presents the tale of Atys and 

Adrastus in the fully scenic mode of narration. Herodotus again uses simple 

narration to ease transitions from scene to scene and to present _ 

information that cannot be easily take scenic form. It w ill be seen, 

however, that in this story Herodotus exploits more completely the 

potential for mimesis that is made possible be directly presented speech 

and dialogue. This discussion w ill show that once Herodotus has presented 

the necessary background information and has set the scene, dialogue 

prevails and Herodotus' presence as narrator is only minimally detectable in 

the central portion of the story. The core of the story w ill be seen to 

consist of four dialogue scenes, viz. the conversations between Croesus and 

Adrastus, Croesus and Mysian messenagers, Croesus and his son Atys and 

finally, Croesus and Adrastus. The result of this priority of dialogue over 

simple narration w ill be shown to be the enhancement of the illusion of 

mimesis. For, the issues and conflicts, as well as their resolution, w ill

33How and Wells, Commentary, 1:70-71.
34Pausanias, 7.17.5.
35Pausanias, 7.17.5; Ovid, F a s ti 4, 215-44.
36How and Wells, Commentary, 1: 70-71.
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appear to have been presented by the specific individuals involved in the 

action rather than from the point of view of the narrator. In addition, the 

brief phrases and passages of simple narration that are found in this central 

section w ill be seen to be entirely dialogue-bound. It w ill be noted that 

they introduce each conversation in such a way that the connnection 

between the present conversation and the previous one is emphasized. The 

simple narrative introductions to the f irs t two conversations w ill be seen 

to present information that prefigures what w ill be said in the dialogue 

rather than being the sole conveyers of new information.3? The only 

passages of simple narration that function in their own right and are not 

dialogue-bound w ill be seen to be those found at the beginning and end of the 

story.

Herodotus sets the scene for the story in a passage of simple 

narration. He informs his readers of the salient facts: nemesis was to 

strike Croesus for thinking himself the happiest man in the work (1.34.1); he 

had a dream that foretold the death of his son by a blow from a spear 

(1.34.1-3); and that he took all possible steps to keep the dream from 

coming to pass by arranging for his son to be married, by preventing him 

from going out on m ilitary expeditions and by removing all weapons from his 

quarters (1.34.2). Also include in this passage is important information 

about Atys. Herodotus reveals that Croeus actually has two sons but one is 

crippled (1.34.2). Atys, however, surpassed his age-mates in every aspect 

(1.34.2) and was accustomed to leading his fellow Lydians on m ilitary

37cf. R. Alter, The A r t  o f  B ib lic a l N arra tive  (New York, 1981), p. 65 for 
a discussion of the significance that the primacy of dialogue over narration 
has in the Biblical text.
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forays (1.34.3: ...eca0OTa 6e orpaTPffieiv \txv r&v  AvSffiv...). All that 

remains is for Herodotus to te ll how the dream w ill be fulfilled, despite 

Croesus' attempts to subvert it. Convention requires that Croesus' measures 

fail and that Atys be killed; thus, the audience’s interest in the story w ill 

not necessarily be maintained by the plot alone. Their continued attention 

w ill be secured by only one thing, the expert narration of the conventionally 

structured tale. And Herodotus w ill accomplish this not by obviously 

filtering the story through his own eyes as a third-party narrator but by 

effecting the illusion that his presentation mimetically reflects the 

original occurrence of the event. He does this by maintaining his stance as a 

covert but omniscient narrator and through the direct representation of the 

four dialogue scenes.

It is important to recognize that even in the work of an author as 

early in the development of Greek prose-writing as Herodotus was, the 

particular way a passage is structured and the order in which facts or 

details are related provide ample evidence that Herodotus understood how 

he, as narrator, could control the way his readers perceived his story.

Notice how Herodotus reports the arrival of Adrastus in the court of 

Croesus:

exovros o i kv xepcri. to v  iraiGos to v  yafjiov aniKvecTai 
ks Tas Zapfiis avf|p <7V|x4»op̂ g exojxevos «al ov xaOapos 
Xeipas, ea»v #pv£ jjuev yevql, yeveos 6e tov  paoiAT|iov.
(1.35.1)

These details have been narrated in the order of their relevance to the story, 

thus providing the audience with clues to their potential significance. First 

in importance is the arrival of the stranger at the very time Atys was about
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to be wed, then follow the facts that he has met with misfortune and is 

stained by blood-guilt and finally, his race and royal lineage are mentioned. 

It is clear that Herodotus realized that an introduction of this sort would 

provide his audience with the clue that the stranger’s arrival w ill have some 

bearing upon the fulfillm ent of Croesus' dream.

After Croesus performs the customary ritual of purification, he asks 

the man who he is, what part of Phrygia is his home and what person he has 

ki 1 led ( 1.35.3: "Qv0p©ire, t is  t e  kfov k<u ko0gv t t js  #pvy viis ffccov 

enianos |toi hyeveo; T iv a re  avSpffiv t| yvvaiKffiv kfyovEVoas,). It is at 

this point in the story that dialogue, presented in ora tio  recta, begins to 

take precedence in Herodotus' narration and it  w ill maintain its 

predominance until the final scene. Whenever possible, Herodotus w ill now 

present the story in the form of a conversation between the various 

individuals. Brief statements in simple narration w ill be included to 

facilitate the transition from one speaker to the next or from one dialogue 

to the following dialogue. This preference for dialogue over narration in the 

central section of the tale has a very important result. The reader is le ft 

w ith the impression that he has not been to ld  a story as much as shown 

a story. That is to say, the reader feels that he has witnessed a mimetic 

reenactment of the events of the story rather than merely having read a 

second-hand account of that event.

It is important to look closely at the brief phrases of simple 

narration that are found in the account of the conversation between Croesus 

and Adrastus. The dialogue is introduced by the sentence, iirevre 6e Ta 

vo|u£6|i£va enovqae o KpoTaos, em»v0dveTO 6ko0£v t e  xal t i s  efrj,
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Aeyrnv rd6e* (1.35.2). These words prefigure in a summarized form two of 

the three questions that Croesus w ill put to Adrastus in the actual dialogue. 

However, the most important question, viz. the one concerning the reason 

why Adrastus was seeking ritual purification from Croesus, is not 

expressed in this introductory statement. It is reserved for presentation in 

the dialogue itse lf because there, i t  w ill produce the most dramatic effect. 

The withholding of this question from the simple narrative introduction of 

Croesus' words increases the impact when it  is actually stated: rCvare 

avSpffiv fj yvvaiKffiv kfyoveooas, (1.35.3). The other simple narrative 

phrases in this passage are o 6e fyieipeTo (1.35.3) and Kpoiaos 6e \av 

dfieipcTO ToiaC6e ( 1.35.4) which preface the remarks of Adrastus and 

Croesus, respectively. Thus, the conversation itse lf is presented in such a 

way that the narrator is only minimally detectable. Herodotus as author and 

narrator is, of course, behind these simple narrative statements as well as 

the conversation itself. However, his presence as narrator is overtly 

manifested only in the simple narrative statements. These statements mark 

the change of speakers and this is a necessary function performed by the 

narrator. Thus, the questions and the answers are presented from the points 

of view of the actual individuals involved. The result of this type of 

presentation is the verisimilar reenactment of the meeting between Croesus 

and Adrastus.

The next scene is presented in a manner sim ilar to the previous scene. 

Herodotus again opens with a statement that reveals a synchronism of 

events.38 He states in simple narration that while Adrastus was living in

38Cf. 1.35.1.
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Croesus' palace, a huge boar was in the Mysian countryside near Mt. Olympus 

(1.3 6 .1: 6 (Jilv 8f| Svavrav £?x£ ev Epoiaov, kv 6k Ttp out# xpovq TovTtp 

kv Tip Muaicp ’OÂ ixucp w g  xp%w* yfreTa i \iiya). The words kv 6k cwt$ 

Xpovcp Tourcp strongly emphasize this synchronism, especially through the 

solemn repetition of the sound.39 Herodotus continues to set the stage 

for the next scene with the words,

op\m\Ji€.vos 6k oStos Ik  toO op£os to v to v  t& tm v  Muaffiv 
Ipya  6ia<j>0£ip£<7K£, uoAAoki? 6k o l Muaoi £ir' cturov 
£4eA0ovT£s iroiieaxov \&v kokov ov6ivt fuaoxov 6k trpos 
csutoO. ( 1.36 .1)

The iterative imperfects 6ia4>9£vp£aK£, uoieeaxov and euaoxov 

emphasize the length of time the Mysians have been terrorized by the boar. 

The situation reaches such a point of crisis, that the Mysians send to 

Croesus for help. The messengers arrive at the palace of Croesus (1.36.2) 

and their words to the king are presented in o ra tio  recta . They state,

*Q paoiAoi, uos XP l̂l*® ^ y io ro v  ave^dvrj f||xiv kv tq  
dg r d  epya 6ia4>0£ipeio toutov Tipo9ujx£OjJi£voi eAeiv ou 
6uvdfi£0a. vuv <Bv irpoa6£O|££0d aev tov uai6a xav AoyaSas 
v£T)v(as Kal kuvbs aup,ne|jL$ ai •qjuv, ©s av |uv £4eA(0|A£v ex 
'r i js X W S . (1.36.2)

It is important to note that Herodotus’ simple narrative introduction to this 

part of the story has again prefigured two of the three essential elements 

of the actual conversation. The presentation of the most important point,

39fhe technical term for the figure is ’parechesis’. Alliteration generally 
refers to the repetition of in itia l sounds. See Smyth, Greek Grammer, p. 
680.
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however, Is once again reserved for the dialogue. The messengers firs t 

inform the king that the boar is devastating their land and that they been 

unable to k ill it. Both of these details were mentioned in the introductory 

statement. The messengers then get to the point of their mission. They ask 

the king to send his son along with other young men and dogs to aid them in 

their hunt of the boar. As in the conversation between Adrastus and 

Croesus, the expression of the key element is kept for presentation in 

ora tio  rec ta  so that the full dramatic impact of the request may be 

achieved.

Croesus replies to the messenger's request in a brief speech that is 

prefaced by the simple narrative introduction, o i \iIv  6f| ro v rm  kSiovro, 

Kpoioos 6e iJtvnjJioveufflv to v  oveipov Ta fnea eheyi a<f>i TaSe (1.36.3). 

These words do more than note the change of speaker. They are the product 

of the omniscient narrator who is able to peer into the mind of Croesus to 

te ll his readers what he was thinking at the very momemnt when he replied 

to the Mysians. They also offer an explanation for the tone and content of 

Croesus' reply. He begins on a rather abrupt note by telling the messengers 

not to mention his son (1.36.3: IlaiSos \&v nepi tov  k\tov p.f| nvnqaOTyrG 

I t i ) .  The reader, however, is already prepared for such a reply because of 

the narrator's words, jm)fju>v£vc0v Tot) ovetpov (1.36.3) and is not suprised 

when Croesus goes on to state that he w ill not send his son (1.36.3: ovyctp 

av vjuv ov|iU£|jnffai|w). Croesus does offer his own explanation for his 

unwillingness to send his son to help the Mysians. He tells them that his 

son has been recently married and is too occupied with his marriage (1.36.3: 

veoyafios T£ yap £<m tcai roond o i vOv {.liAei) The reader, however, is
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aware of the real reason behind Croesus’ refusal because of the narrator’s 

introductory words. Thus, in this discreet manner, the covert and 

omniscient narrator may advise his readers of the actual motive for an 

individual’s words without being forced to relay such information in an 

intrusive editorial comment made in his own person. Croesus then ends his 

reply to the Mysians with a promise to send hunting dogs and selected men 

to aid them in their pursuit of the boar (1.36.3).

The most significant conversation in the story begins when Atys 

enters the room in which Croesus and the Mysian messengers were 

conferring after he overhears his father’s refusal to send him on the hunt

(1.37.1). It is important to note how scarcely detectable Herodotus is as 

narrator of the scene. His introductory statement concerning Atys' entrance 

into the room in which Croesus and the Mysians were meeting merely 

facilitates the transition to the next scene. It does not prefigure what w ill 

be said in the ensuing conversation between Croesus and Atys nor does it  

convey any new and essential information. In addition, once the 

conversation between the two has begun, Herodotus retreats almost entirely 

and only allows his presence as narrator to be evident in the words he uses 

to denote the change of speakers. Croesus’ response to his son's complaint 

of his treatment by his father is marked by the words, ofxcipeTO Kpoiaos 

Toia(6e (1.38.1); Atys' reply to his father’s explanation is prefaced by, 

dfjteipeTai o v£T|vviis to k u Sc (1.39.1) and Croesus’ surrender to his son's 

plea is introduced by, dfieipeTai Epoiaos (1.40). Thus, what the reader 

experiences is a realistic depiction of the interaction between father and 

son with the narrator only minimally evident. Croesus and Atys speak for
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themselves, and the emotions fe lt by both men are echoed in their words. 

Atys’ frustration at his father's behavior toward him is reflected in the 

rapid succession of his questions: tcovos y iv  tv s  tovcv noXvfjrQai 6o4co 

c lva i, koios Si tvs  Tfj veoytfjup yvvavia; Koitp 6e ckcvvt) 6o4ev av6pv 

ouvovkIcvv; (1.37.3). Croesus’ frantic paternal concern for the life  of his 

son is evident in the hyperbaton found in his words, eX kids Svvavivqv eiu 

Trjs £|vqs oe $ot)s 6vokA€$av (1.38.2)4° The reader is le ft with the 

impression that the scene has been presented as it  might have occurred 

rather than having been excessively moderated by a narrator who supplies 

explanations for his characters’ behavior from his own point of view or 

summarizes their words in o ra tio  obliqua.

The story now moves to its  fourth exchange of dialogue. After 

Croesus tells his son that he may participate in the hunt, he summons 

Adrastus (1.41.1: evuas 6e ToSrra o Kpoiaos (A£Tair£|viT£Tav t o v  $pvya 

"ASprjOTOv). Like all of the other previous dialogues, this conversation is 

presented in ora tio  re c ta  Croesus asks Adrastus to accompany his son on 

the hunt after reminding him that he is under obligation to him for all that 

Croesus has done for him (1.41.1-2). Adrastus is hesitatnt because of his 

misfortune but agrees to do as the king asks ( 1.42.1 -2). It is important to 

note that this dialogue has been structured by Herodotus in an manner 

sim ilar to the preceding conversations. The introduction in simple narration 

of the conversation connects the dialogue with the preceding scene by 

beginning the introduction w ith a phrase that refers back to the previous 

scene (1.41.1: £frras Tcahra). After this introduction, Herodotus

40The more usual construction would be: eT Ktos Suvafjvnv £nl Tfls k\if\£ 
£<ftr)S oe 6voKA6ffav.
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withdraws from the narrative and only surfaces to mark the change of 

speakers ( 1.42.1: d^ ip cT a i 6 "ASpTjaTos), thus creating the artifice that 

the individuals involved in the event are very nearly telling their own story.

The story now returns to presentation in simple narration. The 

hunters make their preparations and begin the hunt. They reach Olympus and 

quickly find the boar and surround it  (1.43.1). These details are related in 

quick succession and without elaboration. Herodotus then slows the pace of 

narration by stating,

Iv0 a Sf| o 4eTvos, o5tos 6f| o KaOapeds tov <f>ovov9
KaAeofievos 6k "AfyyqaTos, dkovTiCtov to v  5v tov  jjuev
d|Aaprdvei, Tuyxavei 6k to v  Kpoioov nai6os. (1.43.2)

The descriptive phrases, oStos 6f| o KaSapeds to v  4»ovov and KaAeo^vo? 

6k "ASpTjoTos do not provide any new information. They are included here 

by Herodotus purely to increase the intensity of the scene by slowing down 

the tempo and by emphasizing the identity and unfortunate past of Adrastus. 

Herodotus then returns to his quickly-paced narration. He summarily states 

that Croesus' dream was fu lfilled (1.43.3: o |A£V 6t) pAqeels rg  a ixw j 

kievAijae tov  ovapov tt)v  ^ripgv) and that a messenger ran to te ll Croesus 

the news (1.43.3). When Croesus learned of the death of his son, he cried out 

to Zeus as the god of purification (1.44.2: A ia  t«x0dpaiov), as the protector 

of the hearth (1.44.2: in iO Tiov) and as god of friendship (1.44.2: 

eraipuvov). It is important to note that Herodotus here does not report the 

actual words of Croesus but rather relates under what aspects Croesus 

summoned Zeus and his reasons for invoking each one. This is not even a 

presentation of his words in o ra tio  obliqua but a simple narrative report
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of the fact that Croesus summoned Zeus. Though Herodotus could have 

presented this scene in a much more dramatic fashion, he has chosen to 

reserve the final dramatic presentation for the last scene.

The Lydians reach the palace of Croesus bearing the body of Atys and 

Adrastus follows behind the procession (1.45.1). Adrastus surrenders 

himself to Croesus and orders him to slay his body over the corpse. He 

mentions his previous misfortune, that he has destroyed the one who had 

cleansed him and that his life is no longer worth living (1.45.1: 

...eniKaTaa4>d4at juv KeAaJcov Tip vescpip, Aeyiov tt)v  t£  trpoTeprjv eanrrou 

tfu^opTF, kbv ©s en’ keuT) to v  KadfjpavTa anoA©AeK©s £iT], ov6£ o l evr) 

pi(Doi|xov). His words are not a direct presentation but are presented in 

ora tio  obiiqua. Croesus is moved to pity and addresses the man,

"Ex©, 5  4eTve, uapd a d ) n a oav  t t |V  6 (k t]v , <eit£iSt| 0 £cdvtov 
KaTaSvKa^eis 0avaTov. e l s  6e ou ov  jxoi rouSe t o u  ko kov  
a irio s , £i p,f| oaov a£K©v e^epyaaao, aAAd 0£©v kou t i s ,  o s  
jio i Kai naAai iTpO£OT)jJiaiv£ Ta {JieAAovTa loeaOai. ( l .45.2)

It is made clear by the structure of this passage that Herodotus recognized 

not only that ora tio  rec ta  is the most effective means to produce an 

illusion of mimesis but also that he could affect the tone of the passage 

through a strategic use of ora tio  recta. Croesus' words are the final ones 

spoken in the story and it  is fitting  that the king's ackowledgement that he 

was unable to keep the dream from coming to pass despite all his efforts be 

presented in the most dramatic way possible. A verbatim presentation 

accomplishes this and in fact, the impact of Croesus' words is heightened 

because the words of Adrastus are presented in o ra tio  obliqua  If the
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words of both speakers had been presented in o ra tio  recta, they would 

have received equal treatment and emphasis. But, w ith the expression of 

Croesus’ words in ora tio  re c ta  and those of Adrastus in ora tio  obiiqua, 

Croesus’ pardon of Adrastus and his acknowledgement of the working of the 

divine in his son's death receives the fullest dramatic emphasis possible 

through its contrast with the indirect reporting of the words of Adrastus.

The story closes with a brief passage in simple narration that 

concludes the action. Croesus buries his son (1.45.3) and Adrastus k ills  

himself over the tomb of Atys. Herodotus has added the final dramatic 

touch in his report of Adrastus’ suicide. Rather than just informing his 

readers that Adrastus stabbed himself over the grave of the boy, Herodotus 

again adds descriptive phrases that heighten the effect of the suicide upon 

the reader. He writes,

~A6pT]crros 6e o ropSieto t o v  MiSeco, o5t o s  6f| o <$>ovevs piv 
t o v  etovrov dSeA<f>eou yevo^cvos, 6e t o v

KaOiipavTOS, eueiTe T|ovxvii tS v avOproinov eyeveTO irepi t o  
of} |*a, avyyiva)O K0|A€V05 avGpu) Titov elvai Ttov carros fjSec 
papvav[*4>opioTaTos, e n iK O T a a ^ d ^ c i Ttp TVjxptp itovrov.
(1.45.3)

Each phrase reminds the reader what has happened and builds in a crescendo 

to the final note, the suicide of Adrastus.^1

The Birth of Cyrus (1.107 -  113)

Cf. J.D. Denniston, Greek Prose S ty le , (Oxford, 1960), p. 8. Denniston 
notes that the suspension of the main idea until the end of the sentence and 
the heavy polysyllabic words heighten the effect of this passage,
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Though Cyrus has been a full-fledged participant in the narrative 

concerning Croesus' attack upon Cyrus and the Persian empire, Herodotus 

postpones the discussion of his rise of power until after he has recounted 

the defeat of Croesus and the subjugation of Lydia by the Persians. After 

concluding a brief digression on the customs of the Lydians, Herodotus 

states that he w ill now discuss Cyrus and the origins of his power (1.95.1: 

’Em6{?Tfrai 6k 6fj t o  ev8evTev ■fjjuiv o Aoyos t o v  t c  Kvpov ©<ms khv ttjv 

Kpoiaov apxf|v KardAc, Kai t o v s  Ilepaas OTetp Tpoirtp fjyrjoavTO t t |s  

'Aavrjs). He then continues,

5v IIcpoetDV ji€Te4€T£poi Aeyouai o l j*f| pouAopcvoi 
ae^vovv Ta nepi Kvpov, aAActTov eovTa Aeyeiv Aoyov, KaTa 
Tcahra ypa^aj, cirioTdfievos irepv Kvpov «al Tpi4>aoCas aXXag 
Aoycov 68ovs (1 95.1)

Herodotus' reason for making this statement is twofold. Firstly, i t  is

important to him as a researcher of facts that he makes it  clear that the

Persians are the sources for his information about Cyrus and that he has

heard several versions of the story. In addition, he must indicate to his

readers that he has selected the true account (t o v  eovTa Aoyov) from

those available. These remarks are important not only in respect to

Herodotus' image as researcher but also as narrator. Herodotus is aware the

much of what he has to relate about Cyrus is somewhat fabulous and he

anticipates his audience's skepticism by assuring them, before they have

cause to doubt, that the version of Cyrus' rise to power that he w ill relate

is the correct one. The sentiment is not unlike that of an oral storyteller
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who insists upon the truth of his tale despite its questionable veracity.**2 

In fact, this statement may actually be a a remnant of those compositional 

techniques formerly utilized by oral poets43 but whose influence extended 

to those who were among the f irs t to compose their works in writing.

After making this statement, Herodotus does not immediately begin 

his account of Cyrus' rise to power. He firs t backs up and relates the 

establishment of Deioces' power over the Medes (1.96-101); the succession 

of his son Phraortes and his subjugation of Persia (1.102); the m ilitary 

accomplishments of Phraortes' son and successor Cyaxares and his eventual 

defeat by the 5cythians (1.103-104); a digression concerning the exploits of 

the Scythians at the temple of Aphrodite Ascalon (1.105); and the overthrow 

of the Scythians by Cyaxares and the Medes (1.106) and finally, the death of 

Cyaxares (1.106). Herodotus uses straight narrative mode for the account of 

these chapters. He moves quickly through the m ilitary accomplishments of 

these kings and refrains from commentary or description. At 1.107.1, 

however, it  is clear that Herodotus is planning to slow the tempo of the

42Cf. B. J. Ancelet, "And this in No Damn Lie: Oral History in Story Form," 
In te rna tiona l Journal o f  O ral H is to ry  4(1983): 100.
430ther remarks that are indicative of an oral narrator are those that reveal 
what the narrator is about to relate. Such statements are frequently made 
by Herodotus. See e.g., t o u t o v  6f| <§v ’Aamdyea Evpos tovTa erovTou 
jiTjTpOTidTopa KctTooTpetftdjJievos loxe avrvqv r i jv  eya) kv toioi 
6maa) Aoyoici OTipavla) (1.75.1); 6ei &n |A£ irpds Tovroiai e n  4>pdcrai 
iva  Te £K ttjs  Ta4>pou t| y fj avaiaifUD&ri Kal t o  t c ix o s  ovnva  Tpo-noy 
£pya<rro (1.179.1); t| 6k 8f| SeuTepov yevojicwi Taurns paaCAeia, r f i  
ouvonafjv NiTCDKpis, avrq caiyeTarrepT] yevojiern t %  irpoTcpoy 
dp4daT]s t o u t o  ^£V (xvTuxoauva cAinero ra  ey© dirqyncopai (1.185.1).
See Scobie, “Storytellers, Storytelling and the Novel in Graeco-Roman 
Antiquity," p. 255.
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account. He f irs t states that Cyaxares was succeeded by his son Astyages 

(1.107.1: €k6ck£T(U 6e ’A<m>dyT]s 6 Kva^dpeo) nals rf|v  paavAnifjv). 

Herodotus then tells his audience that Astyages had a daughter named 

Mandane (1.107.1: mx o l kyevero Ouydrqp rg  ouvo[xa IOcto MavSavqv), 

thus breaking his previous pattern of relating the establishment of power by 

a king or his simple succession from his father and then his m ilitary 

achievements. This is a signal to his audience that what follows w ill be of 

a different nature than the preceding chapters. Herodotus can now begin his 

acccount of the rise of Cyrus to power.

Herodotus clearly recognized the importance of Cyrus to the 

development of the Persian state and this accounts for the detailed 

treatment of Cyrus and his rule by the historian. Herodotus decides to begin 

his discussion at the very beginning, i.e. with the actual birth of the great 

king. It is frequently true that in the stories of the founders of empires 

that a significant amount of legendary material and folktale has crept into 

the accounts, greatly diluting their historical value. The story of the birth 

of Cyrus is no exception to this tendency and consequently the tale falls 

into the category of a traditional story rather than a straight historical 

account.44

A quick examination of this tale shows that Herodotus has 

strucutured it  in a manner sim ilar to the stories of Gyges and of Atys and 

Adrastus. Before moving into the fully scenic mode of narration, Herodotus 

relays all the necessary prefatory information in a simple narrative

44For a discussion of the folktale elements found in the story of Cyrus, see 
W. Aly, Volksmarchen, Sage und Novelle b e i Herodot und se/nen 
leitgenossen, pp. 47-51.
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introduction. He relates that Astyages had two disturbing dreams about his 

daughter Mandane, the f irs t of which prompted him to betroth her to a 

Persian man well beneath her status rather than to a Mede of a more 

suitable rank (1.107.1 -2). The second dream occurred during the firs t year 

of his daughter’s marriage. Astyages then decided that the f irs t child of his 

daughter must be killed because his interpreters told him that the dream 

portended that the child would usurp his throne (1.108.1 -2). The scenic 

presentation begins with the summoning of Harpagus, the trusted servant 

whom Astyages w ill order to carry out the deed (1.108.3). As in other 

passages of scenic narration, Herodotus withdraws his persona as 

investigator and historian. He also tries to keep his presence as narrator as 

inconspicuous as possible by performing only those tasks, such as marking 

the change of speakers,45 easing the transition from scene to scene,46 and 

relating information that is necessary for a finely-tuned understanding of 

the story 47 As in the story of Atys and Adrastus, the story is really told

45E.g., 1.108.4: o 6e dfi£ipeToj 1.109.2: f| 6e npos outov Aeyei; 1.110.3: 
lAeyc o Apnayos Ta6e; 1.111.2: o 61 £tn£.
46E.g., 1.108.3: Tcahra 6f| Sv 4wAaaaop£vos o 'AaTvdyT|s, tos lyev£To o 
Eiipos, KaAeaas ‘'Apnayov, av6pa oiiagiov Kai moToraTov T£ Kai 
ndvTtov ImTponov Ttov £©UToO...; 1.109.1: TovToiai qjiaifrdjjLevo? o 
"Apnayos, ate o i nap£6o0T) t o  nai6iov k£k o o [atih£ v o v  rr jv  In i  eavdrtp, 
fji£  KAaitov Is  Tct oiKia-, 1.111.1: Tcwra aKovaas o pouxoAos Kai 
avaAapam t o  nai8iov fji£  t t |v  outt |v  onia© o6ov Kai an iKvlera i Is  tt )v  
enauAiv.
47E.g., 1.110.1: ovvoiK££ 61 IojvtoD ovvSouA-q, ovvo\m 61 rf) yuvaiKi flv 
t q  ovvoiK££ Euvtb KaTa tt|V  'EAAfjvwv yAffiooav, KaTa 61 t t |v  Mn6iKT|v 
Enakco* rrjv  yap Kuva koAIovoi onaxa Mq5oi. The explanation of 
Spaco/Cyno’s name is a clue to the later importance that the woman's name 
w ill play in the development of the legend surrounding Cyrus' early 
childhood. Cf. 1.122.3.
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through dialogue scenes. There are conversations between Astyages and 

Harpagus (1.108.4-5), Harpagus and his wife (1.109.1 -4); Harpagus and the 

shepherd Mitradates (1.110.3) and finally, between Mitradates and his wife, 

Cyno (1.111.2-112.3). The tale then closes with a passage of simple 

narration that relates the final action of the story, just as the account of 

Gyges and of Atys and Adrastus did. The passage is brief and to the point 

and relates in quick succession the steps taken in the substitution of the 

shepherd's stillborn child forMandane’s child and the burial of the former as 

if  it were the latter (1.113.1 -3). The readers are thus again le ft w ith the 

impression that they have been shown a story, not told one.

Because this story is structured so similarly to the tales of Gyges 

and of Atys and Adrastus, i t  is not necessary to discuss it  is the same 

detail. There is one passage, however, for which a closer examination would 

be profitable. This passage is the conversation between Mitradates and his 

wife Cyno. This is the most lengthy conversation in the story and is the 

climax of this part of the account of the childhood of Cyrus. It w ill be noted 

in this discussion that Herodotus has here exploited another feature of 

direct speech, viz., that o ra tio  re c ta  allows for the direct reporting of 

action from the point of view of a character. This type of presentation of 

action w ill be seen to be yet another way a narrator may heighten the 

mimetic nature of his narrative.

A short passage of simple narration eases the transition of scene 

from Harpagus' house to that of Mitradates. The shepherd begins his journey 

back home and reaches the fold (1.111.1). Before Herodotus relates what 

happened next, he informs his readers that Cyno, who was pregnant, had by
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chance, given birth while her husband was away (1.111.1: T C jitf a p a  K a i 

ainrtp f |  y w t j  € h v t€ 4  eovaa n a a a v  fjHep'qv, t 6 t €  kg»s K a ra  6 a (p o v o tT iK T e i 

o lx o | i£ v o v  t o v  PoukoAou ks i to A iv ) .  Herodotus does not, however, reveal 

the outcome of Cyno's labor so that he may introduce a feeling of suspense 

into the story and thereby maintain his readers' interest. He then increases 

the atmosphere of uncertainty by using the omniscience granted him by his 

internal stance to tell his readers what the two were thinking about each 

other. Mitradates was apprehensive because of the advanced state of his 

wife's pregnancy and Cyno was anxious because her husband was not 

customarily summoned by Harpagus (1.111.1: f lo a v  6e  kv 4> povT i8 i 

dp4>oT£poi aAAfjAatv ire p i,  o  \n£v t o u  to k o v  t t | s  y u v a ix o s  app to^eo iv , T| 6e  

y u v q  o  t i  ouk etD0©s o  ^A p -naY os |^ T a n £ |ii|ra iT O  o u t ^ s  t o v  avS pa). 

Through this revelation of their thoughts and concerns about each other, 

Herodotus has added circumstantial details of the sort that serve to enhance 

a mimetically presented scene.

The moment Cyno and Mitradates meet upon the shepherd’s return,

Cyno asks her husband why Harpagus had sent for him (1.111.2: enevre 

anovoarqaas £H£<m), ota e£ aeAnov iSovoa f| yuvT] eipeTO TfpoTepq o t i  

Hiv  out a) trpoeujju^^ vApnayos HeTEtieHfaTo). In a lengthy speech, 

Mitradates reveals the whole story to his wife. It is important to note the 

detailed nature of this speech. He carefully describes the complete scene 

that he witnessed at Harpagus' house. He relates that the entire house of 

Harpagus was in mourning and that when he entered, he saw an infant 

dressed in elaborate clothing, crying and convulsing. He says that when 

Harpagus saw him, he ordered him to take the child and expose him in a
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section of the mountains inhabited by many wild animals, claiming that 

Astyages had commanded the exposure of the child and threatening him if he 

did not carry out the orders (1.111.2-3). Mitradates then somewhat 

ingenuously states that he thought the child was an offspring of one of the 

servants, though he did wonder at the rich clothing and the open mourning in 

the house (1.111.4) Mitradates continues that the whole situation was 

finally revealed to him by a servant who gave him the child and sent him on 

his way home. The child was the offspring of Mandane, the daughter of 

Astyages, and her husband, Cambyses. The orders to expose the infant had 

come directly from Astyages himself (1.111.5)

There are several features of this speech that are noteworthy. 

Foremost in importance is the fact that Herodotus elected to present this 

information in a speech rather than in simple narration. Herodotus generally 

reserves the use of speeches for the revelation of the interactions between 

the individuals involved in the event, the illumination of conflicts and the 

presentation of the various issues behind the action. In this instance, 

however, Herodotus has used a speech to present the action itself. When 

action is presented in simple narration, i t  is related from the narrator's 

perspective. However, i f  the account of an action is given by a character in 

a direct speech, it  reveals that character's point of view and his perception 

of the action. This results in a more intimate view of the event because it  

offers the viewpoint of an actual participant rather than that of the 

narrator who, despite his assumption of an internal stance, is always 

perceived by the audience as a narrator and observer and not as an actual
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participant.48 The presentation of this material in a direct speech by 

Mitradates makes possible another interesting feature of this passage. This 

is the ironic overtone that is present in Mitradates' statement that he 

thought the child was the offspring of one of Harpagus' servants, though he 

was suprised at its elegant clothing. He says,

Kai cy© avaAap©v efyepov, 6 o ke©v r & v  t i v o s  o Ik c tc w v  
eTvai* ov yap av k o tc  KaTc6o£a evQev y e  ^v. cdajxpcov 6e 
ope©v XPvor$ te  Kai ci|xaai KEKoajwmcvov, upos 6e Kai 
KAau0n6v KaTEoret&Ta cjji^avca ev 'Apirayov. (1.111.4)

The narrator and his audience, and of course, Harpagus all know who the

child actually is. It is only the ignorant shepherd who does not know and

who cannot figure it  out on his own, despite all the obvious indications that

the child is not who he thinks it  is.

After his speech to his wife, Mitradates shows the child to her 

(1.112.1) and she, without yet revealing that she had given birth that day, 

bursts into tears and begs her husband not to expose the child (1.112.1: T| 6c 

©s et6c to  ira i6 iov p iya  re  Kai cvci6cs eov, 6aKpvaaaa Kai Aapo|icvr) 

Tffiv youvar©v to v  av6pos cxpTji£e (iijSctivg tcxvq cxecTvai juv). He 

replies that he has to carry out the orders because Harpagus would discover 

that he had disobeyed the command and would punish him with death 

(1.112.1: o 6c ovk otos tc  cTvai aAA©s avTa uo ie e iv  cm ^o irnoe iv  

yap KaTaoKouovs H  'Apirayov lnoiffo|ji£vovs, anoAcea0ai tc  KaKioTa^v 

o4>ea noifjcrg). It is important to note that this exchange between

48This is true unless the narrator is both the narrator of the story and a 
character participating in the story, as, for example, Lucius in Apuleius' 
Metamorphoses.
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Mitradates and Cyno is presented by Herodotus in o ra tio  obliqua rather 

than in o ra tio  rec ta  which has been exclusively used up to this point. 

Herodotus’ choice of o ra tio  obliqua  is again motivated by the desire to 

convey the passage of time. The imperfect expr)v££ makes it  clear that 

Cyno's pleas to her husband continued for some time but Herodotus does not 

feel that a verbatim reporting is necessary at this juncture in the narrative. 

The summarized version of the Cyno's words and her husband's reply 

adequately convey the necessary information while s t il l giving the 

impression that time has passed. In addition, the alternation of scene and 

summary, whether that summary is expressed in simple narration or in 

ora tio  obliqua, is an important means by which the author/narrator may 

vary the texture of his work.

Cyno again appeals to her husband, though her words are now reported 

directly. She prefaces her words with the statement, end t o i v u v  ov  

6uva{jictf ae ne(0evv jif| exOeivai ( 1.112.2) and then reveals her plan. She 

tells her husband that she has given birth that very day, but the child was 

stillborn (1.112.2. T € T O K a yd p  Kai e y c o ,T e ro x a  6e T€0veos). She then 

suggests that Mitradates expose their dead child in the mountains, thus 

satisfying the need for a body, and that they raise Mandane's child as their 

own. Their own child w ill then have a royal burial, the life  of Mandane's 

child may be spared and Mitradates w ill not be caught and punished for 

disobeying the command (1.112.3). These words are expressed in o ra tio  

re c ta  because they are the culmination of the entire story and thus should 

be presented in the most dramatic way possible. Indeed, i t  is clear that 

Herodotus recognized this necessity because of the fact that the
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Immediately preceding words of the two were presented in o ra tio  obliqua. 

The impact of these words in o ra tio  rec ta  is made all the stronger by their 

im plicit contrast in their modes of presentation. Now that Cyno has stated 

her plan, the conversation ends and the scheme is successfully carried out 

(1.113.1-3).

This chapter has examined the stories of the accession of Gyges, of 

the death of Atys at the hands of Adrastus and of the birth of Cyrus for the 

purpose of studying the various methods utilized by Herodotus to narrate a 

traditional story. It has been noted that Herodotus prefers scenic narration 

over the straight narrative mode in each of these stories. He slows the pace 

of the narrative down so that every step of the story may be presented as an 

individual scene with each facet of the action receiving the narrator's 

attention and with the fu ll weight of the characters' words, thoughts and 

feelings expressed. Herodotus assumes an internal stance in relation to the 

action, thus making possible the presentation of the story by a privileged 

narrator who has direct access to those words, thoughts and feelings rather 

than by one who is compelled to te ll the story from a perspective external 

to the action and characters. As a consequence, direct speech is a frequent 

component in these stories. Herodotus facilitates the transition between 

scenes by simple narrative statements that serve as an introduction to the 

following scene. In addition, Herodotus uses simple narration to convey 

information that cannot easily be presented by a character in the form of a 

direct speech. At some points in the narrative, Herodotus utilizes o ra tio  

obliqua to offer a summary of the words spoken by a particular individual 

when a direct presentation of the speech is avoided by narrator in order to
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give the impression of the passing of time or in order to highlight a more 

important part of the conversation or speech which is soon to follow. The 

creation of the illusion of the passing of time is necessary for the mimetic 

presentation of an event or story. In addition, this alternation of scene with 

simple narration is desirable from a stylistic point of view because it  

varies the texture and pace of the story.

In addition to these methods of narration common to all of these 

stories, each tale exhibits techniques applied individually by Herodotus to 

that particular story. In the story of Gyges, the importance of the narrator 

in guiding the readers' perception of the main character was noted.

Continued references to Gyges' inability to extricate himself from the 

situation creates the impression of Gyges as one innocently caught up in 

circumstances beyond his control rather than as the actual usurper of the 

throne. The supreme importance of dialogue as a means to impart 

information was focussed upon in the story of Atys and Adrastus. It was 

found that only the brief passages of simple narration at the beginning and 

end of the story functioned as conveyers of information significant to the 

story. The other passages of simple narration were found to be entirely 

dialogue-bound and thus relegated to the role of introducing and 

emphasizing what was said in the actual conversations. The story of the 

birth of Cyrus provided an example of how a narrator might use o ra tio  

rec ta  to present an account of an action rather than relying on the more 

usual method of relating it  in simple narration. This results in the 

presentation of the action from the point of view of an actual participant 

rather than from the narrator's perspective. This not only gives the
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impression of a more intimate view of the action but it  increases the 

mimetic nature of the presentation by reducing the need for simple 

narrative accounts of action given by the narrator. The narrator is thus able 

to retreat even further into the background in order to maintain the illusion 

that his readers are being shown a story by its participants rather than told 

one by a narrator.

The telling of a good tale is clearly very important to Herodotus. He 

desires to present to his readers a realistic rendition of the story that is, in 

essence, a verisimilar enactment of the events. To achieve this end, he 

effaces his presence as narrator so that it  w ill be only minimally 

detectable by his readers. He allows his presence to be evident only when 

absolutely required by the story. In addition, he wants his readers to be 

able to appreciate not only the action of the story but the character's 

involvement in that action and this necessitated relating their words, 

thoughts and feelings. These techniques, of course, are those utilized by all 

good storytellers. What is unique about Herodotus' use of them is that he 

also employs them at certain points in the H is to rie s  when giving the 

account of what may be more properly called a historical event. It is upon 

this point that the next chapter w ill focus.
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Chapter Four

The Historian at Work

Notwithstanding the faults and deficiencies that may be charged 

against Herodotus' abilities as a historian, few of his readers would deny 

that he has written one of the most absorbing histories in Greek literature. 

The attraction of the work results from more than the facts that the 

H is to rie s  is our earliest extant example of Greek prose preserved in its 

entirety and that it  stands at the beginning of the Greek historiographical 

tradition. These characteristics, in fact, are by nature those that scholars 

and serious students find most interesting about the H is to rie s  but they 

are not necessarily what has kept the general reader involved in the work.

What is it, then, about the Histories, and particularly those portions 

of the work that deal with the Persian Wars, that continues to draw 

readers? The success of the work of the work lies, at least partially, in the 

manner in which it  has been narrated. Herodotus has presented the events of 

the Persian Wars in such a way that he not only informs his readers of the 

major events of the wars but he also offers them what is, in essence, a 

mimetic reenactment of the actual events. That is to say, Herodotus not 

only tells his readers what happened; he also shows them how  it
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happened.1 Such a presentation involves more than the collection and 

reporting of data gathered from one's sources. Herodotus often presents his 

readers w ith clearly defined scenes in which the complex of the 

interactions between historical personages is depicted in such scenic detail 

that one is reminded more of the composition of epic or drama than what 

we, as students exposed to the notions that history should be 'scientific', 

'objective', or that all historical events must be explained by some sort of 

'covering-law', tend to think is appropriate for the writing of history. This 

is not to suggest that Herodotus has included scenes in his H isto ries  for 

which he had absolutely no evidence. What he has done, however, is to 

select specific moments of the historical event for a fu lly scenic narration 

in order to provide his audience w ith a self-explanatory picture of how what 

did happen could have happened. Because of the unlikelihood that these 

passages of scenic narration were found as is  in Herodotus' sources,2 it  is 

reasonable to conclude that Herodotus has elaborated certain aspects of the 

scene so that a complete picture of the event may be presented to his 

readers. This elaboration involves the inclusion of circumstantial details 

that are not historically relevant but which enhance the mimetic nature of

]Cf. C. Fornara, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in Ancient Greece and Rome, 
pp. 29-32.
2The improbability that Herodotus could have interviewed eyewitnesses of 
such scenes, given the time-lapse between the original occurence and the 
time of his research and the fact that many of these scenic narratives 
concern events that occurred in the Persian camp, speaks against their 
appearance, in scenic form, at least, in Herodotus' sources. It is far more 
likely that Herodotus' sources indicated that a meeting or council or 
whatever is scenicly depicted occurred with such and such result and from 
these bare outlines, Herodotus used both his imagination and historical 
reasoning to create a full-blown scene.
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the scenic presentation; the revelation of the thoughts and feelings of 

various individuals; the ascription of the motives and intentions behind 

characters' actions; shifts of point of view; and the presentation of an
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individual's words as a verbatim reporting.3 All of these elements are 

necessary components for the depiction of the event as a mimetic

3A speech may, of course, be a verbatim transcript of what was actually 
said on the occasion under consideration. However, in the case of Herodotus, 
it  is far more reasonable to assume that his speeches are, in large part, his 
own composition. Herodotus does not profess a general theory regarding the 
inclusion of speeches In this work as Thucydides does (cf. Thucydides, 1.22) 
and in only a single Instance does he state outright that the speech was 
actually given (cf. 3.80.1). Many modern scholars consider the composition 
of the speeches to be the work of Herodotus though these scholars differ in 
opinion as to their function in the work. Cf. Waters, Herodotus, the 
Historian, p. 63ff.; K.H. Waters, "The Purpose of Dramatisation in 
Herodotus," H is to ria  15 (1966): 157-71; L. Solmsen, “Speeches in 
Herodotus' Account of the Battle of Plataea," CP 39 (1944): 241-53 and 
“Speeches in Herodotus' Account of the Ionic Revolt," AJP 64 (1943): 194- 
207; Hunter, Past and Process in Herodotus and Thucydides, p. 183: P. 
Hohti, The in te rre la tio n  o f  Speech and A ction  in the H is to rie s  o f  
Herodotus. Commentationes Humanarum Literarum 57 (Helsinki, 1976). 
Lang, however, believes that "the combination of speech and narrative was 
already present in his raw material." See Lang, Herodotean Narrative  
and Discourse, p. 19. Cf. C. Fornara, The Nature o f H is to ry  o f H is to ry  
in  Ancient Greece and Rome, pp. 162ff. Fornara holds the opinion that 
the speeches of the H is to rie s  dating from the Persian Wars derive from 
Herodotus' sources but allows for the possibility that Herodotus may have, 
on occasion, composed some of the speeches from this period. He lists the 
Artabanos/Xerxes conversation of 7.44-52 as an example of such a 
composition. However, Fornara does acknowledge that the speeches in the 
earlier books, e.g. those of Candaules and Gyges, Croesus and Solon, Harpagus 
and Astyages, et al. must be the composition of Herodotus' creative 
imagination (p. 166). I, for my part, believe that the substance of the 
speeches are the result of Herodotus' hand even if  his sources included 
information that a particular speech was given at a specific moment in the 
course of an event. The speeches are far too Herodotean in tone and style 
and are bound too intimately with their accompanying narrative to be 
anything other than the historian’s own composition. This is not to deny 
that in some instances a speech may reflect, in part, what was actually said 
but Herodotus has nonetheless appropriated and altered the speech for his 
own use.
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reenactment of its  original occurrence. In addition, in order to continue the 

illusion of mimesis, it  was necessary that Herodotus refrain as much as 

possible from personal commentary upon the event and allow the event and 

its actors to te ll their own story. Herodotus’ role as narrator is no less 

active in these passages than it  is in any other section of the work; he 

simply takes a less overt stance in relation to the material he is relating.

These techniques should be familiar from the discussion in the 

previous chapter of Herodotus’ narration of traditional tales. Herodotus has 

adapted many of the strategies and techniques that he used in the telling of 

a traditional tale to his account of a historical event. However, to the 

modern mind, at least, these are essentially techniques to be utilized by 

writers of fiction and not by historians. But as has been frequently 

stressed in this investigation, in order to appreciate fully the achievement 

of Herodotus, one must be w illing to acknowledge and accept that Herodotus 

did not compose his work according to the precepts laid down by modem 

theories of historiography. This in no way detracts from the historical 

value of the H is to r ie s ; its worth as a reliable reporting of the events of 

the Persian Wars and those leading up to the conflict cannot be depreciated. 

What this acknowledgement does indicate is a willingness to approach 

Herodotus on his own terms.

This chapter w ill examine three selections from the H is to ries  in 

order to determine the use Herodotus makes of scenic narration in passages 

that are directly concerned with the events of the Persian Wars. It w ill be 

seen that these are episodes for which Herodotus has greatly slowed the 

narrative tempo so that he may present the event and the characters
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involved in that event in the fullest detail. The f irs t selection that w ill be 

discussed is Book 7.1-99 which concerns the beginning of Xerxes' march 

against Greece. The excerpt is a lengthy one but i t  is important to examine 

it because it  is in these chapters that Herodotus most fully depicts the 

character of Xerxes. In this selection, Herodotus presents mini-episodes 

that involve Xerxes in fu lly scenic narration so that his readers w ill have 

the impression that they are being shown what the Persian king is like 

rather than merely told. Through these mimetically depicted scenes, the 

illusion that it  is the king and not the narrator who is revealing his own 

personality to the readers is thus created. In addition, the selection is 

representative of the manner in which Herodotus narrates passages in which 

historical concerns have predominance over ethnographic and geographic 

information. Though geographic and ethnographic material is present in 

these chapters, it  is clearly subordinated to the account of the historical 

event. It is included by Herodotus to explain or augment certain aspects of 

the historical event; it  is never allowed to function in its own right as an 

independent piece of research in the logographic tradition.4 This 

integration of material w ill permit us to determine whether or not 

Herodotus modifies his method of narration when relating ethnographic or 

geographic material in contrast to the manner in which he relates his 

historical information. The second passage that w ill be discussed in this 

chapter involves the Greek petition of Gelon, the ruler of Syracuse, for aid 

against Xerxes (7.153-63). This passage has been selected because it  is a

4This cannot be said of Book Two, for example, or parts of Book Four, in 
which the relation of geographical or ethnographical information is pursued 
by Herodotus as an end in itself.
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typical illustration of how Herodotus uses scenic narration to depict an 

important historical event. He wants his readers to be able to feel as if 

they were witnessing the event as they would a drama performed on the 

stage. Herodotus recognizes that in this way his readers w ill be able to 

grasp more about the event than they would by the simple notice of its 

occurrence and result. His readers w ill find in this scenic presentation not 

only the dramatic portrayal of the action but also the mimetic depiction of 

the varying points of view of the individuals involved in the event. The final 

passage selected for discussion in this chapter is the account of 

Themistocles' attempt to persuade Eurybiades and the other Greek generals 

to make their defense at Salamis rather than at the Isthmus (8.56-63). This 

passage was chosen because it  is characteristic of how scenic portrayal can 

highlight the issues lying beneath a particular course of action. Such a 

presentation not only makes these issues more vivid but it  also presents 

them as organically and naturally arising from the event itse lf rather than 

as the results of a historian’s intellectual analysis of the situation.

Certain aspects of Herodotus' narrative technique w ill be the main 

focus of the discussion of these selections. Firstly, special attention w ill 

be given to the specific means Herodotus employs to present these passages 

as mimetic reenactments of the actual events. It w ill be seen that at 

various points in the narrative, Herodotus has used his imagination in order 

to create certain scenic details that enhance the mimetic nature of his 

presentation. These details w ill be seen to have no relevance insofar as the 

historical facts are concerned and thus do not constitute the w illfu l 

fabrication of such facts. They function purely on the storytelling level and
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serve as an aid to presentation. In addition, notice w ill be given as to how 

Herodotus personally conducts himself as narrator of these mimetic 

passages. That is to say, the persona of Herodotus qua narrator w ill be 

examined. It w ill be seen that he generally tends to efface his presence as 

narrator of these passages, preferring to stay behind the scenes. He does 

assume an omniscient stance in relation to the characters involved in the 

event and thereby gains access to these individuals' words, thoughts and 

feelings. This omniscience, however, is exploited by Herodotus only to 

enable a better mimetic depiction of the scene; it  does not affect his 

reporting of the facts of the action itself. If he is uncertain about specific 

factual details about the event, he generally w ill make that clear. These 

remarks and other comments that are made by Herodotus in his own person, 

however, w ill be seen to lie outside the scenic and mimetic presentation. In 

this way, Herodotus may avoid destroying the illusion of mimesis that he 

has so carefully created.

Book 7.1-99

In Book Seven, Herodotus resumes his presentation of the hostilities 

between the Greeks and the Persians that he had abandoned at 6.125 in favor 

of digressions that concerned Alcmaeon (6.125), the wooing of Cleisthenes' 

daughter Agariste (6.126-30), the ultimate fate of Miltiades (6.132-36) and 

the so-called Lemnian deeds (6.137-40). The book opens with Darius' 

reaction to the news of the Persian defeat at Marathon. Herodotus sets the 

scene in this firs t chapter in a passage of simple narration that includes
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several examples of his tendency to include circumstantial details that 

enhance the mimetic presentation of the events. Herodotus reminds his 

readers that Darius was already extremely angry at the Athenians for their 

attack on Sardis (7.1.1: enei 8e f| ayyeAvn &h ( kgto  uepv Tfjs naxns Tfjs 

kv Hapaefflvi y€.voyAvt\£ napa pcunAea Aapeiov t o v  Yordoneos Kai 

np iv HGyaAtDc KexapaypGvov Total *A0T)vaioiai 6 ia r f|v  ks SapSis 

eapoAfjv) and this statement calls to mind Darius' dramatic reaction to the 

news of the burning of Sardis (cf. 5.105.1 -2). The defeat at Marathon 

angered the king s t il l more and he was more than ever determined to attack 

Greece (7.1.1: kcu Sfj Kai t o t g  iroAAcp re  SeivoTepa enoiee Kai {jiaAAov 

opu-qTo aTpaTeveaOai eni Trjv ’EAAaSa). It is important to note that these 

statements focus upon Darius' state of mind and do not, as such, provide any 

truly relevant historical information. They are the work of an omniscient 

narrator who has "peered" into the mind of his main actor in order to report 

his feelings upon receiving the news of the Persian defeat. These 

statements have lit t le  pertinance to the historical aspects of the account. 

They function, rather, on the storytelling level and as such are critical 

components of Herodotus' mimetic depiction of the events. This focus upon 

Herodotus' mention of the state of mind of Darius may seem to be a trivia l 

point and if  taken in isolation, it  is. However, i t  is the sum of all of these 

seemingly small techniques that help to produce the mimetic touches in his 

presentation.

Herodotus continues to set the scene. He writes,

Kai auriKa |ikv  eirnyyeAAero nennwv ayyeAovs Kara noAis 
g t o i|«x£€ i v  aTparvfjv, uoAAQ irAeto fcirvrdaatov g kcujto vo i f j  
upOTepov napevxov, Kai veas re  Kai innovs Kai g it o v  Kai
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n A o ia .  T o v T to v  8 c  ire p \a y y £ A A o p £ v a > v  ■#) ’A a v r)  e S o v e e ro  cm
Tpia €T£a, KaTaAeyo|ji£va)v T£ Ttov apioTtov tbs £m  rf|i'
‘EAAd8a o rp aT e u ao n evco v  K a i napac?K£ua£o|Ji£va>v. (7.1.2)

Had these statements been reported by a historian concerned only with the 

relation of facts, the mere notice that Darius ordered his subjects to make 

preparations for the attack and that these preparations lasted for three 

years would have been sufficient to convey the necessary information. 

Herodotus, however, is interested in the creation of atmosphere and thus he 

emphasizes the speed with which Darius ordered the preparations begun 

(avTVKa), and the facts that the messengers went from city to city (KaTa 

noAis) relaying the king's orders and that the cities were required to 

contribute even more to the preparations than they had for the previous 

incursion (iroAAqi irAe© cuvrdaatov £K<xcnroi<n Tj updrfipov napaxov). The 

commotion these preparations caused in Asia is emphasized by Herodotus' 

verb choice (c 8 o v £ £ to )  and the conscription of the best of Asia's young men 

is focused upon with the words, KaTaAeyo|ji£va)V re t S v  apurrcDV cbs £irl 

t t j v  'EAAaSa C FTpaTcuaopivov. All of these elements are important to the 

setting of the scene and the creation of atmosphere. They are 

circumstantial details that have relatively litt le  import on a historical 

level. However, they allow the reader to picture in his mind the actual 

preparations by the Persians for their assault upon the Greeks. It is 

important to note that Herodotus has not yet mentioned his sources or made 

his presence as narrator obvious through a comment in his own person. The 

less detectable as narrator Herodotus is able to remain, the more he w ill be 

able to present the events mimetically. Through this abstention from 

personal commentary and the avoidance of the documentation of his sources,
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Herodotus is able to keep his presence as narrator barely noticeable and 

thus is able to give his readers the impression that they are being shown a 

story rather than to ld  a story.

Herodotus continues this manner of narration for the next several 

paragraphs. He informs his readers that after the preparations for the 

excursion against Greece had been completed, the Egyptians, who had been 

enslaved by Cambyses, revolted. As a consequence, Darius resolved to march 

against both countries (7.1.3). A short digression follows that concerns the 

quarrel that broke out between two of Darius' sons concerning successsion 

to the throne. Herodotus briefly supplies the background for the story: it  

was required by law that a Persian king designate his successor before 

engaging in a m ilitary campaign (7.2.1: ...tfe 6ei \a\v ai?o6e£avTa paaiAea 

Kardrov Ilepoimv v6\iov o u t a) arp aT e v a 0 a i ).5  The disagreement between 

the two concerned which one of them should rightfully inherit the kingship. 

Artabazanes based his claim on the fact that he was the eldest of all of 

Darius' sons and Xerxes claimed that the right was his because he was the 

oldest son of Atossa, the daughter of Cyrus (7.2.2-3X It so happened that 

Demaratus, the exiled king of Sparta, was in Susa at this time and when he 

heard about the conflict, he went to Xerxes to offer his advice (7.3.1 -2). He 

told Xerxes that it  was fitting  that only he succeed Darius, because he had 

been born after Darius had become king (7.3.2-3). Xerxes used Demaratus'

5There is no other evidence for such a law and Herodotus has perhaps 
confused the appointment of Darius' successor with the designation of a 
viceroy who would rule while the king was away on a m ilitary campaign. Cf. 
How and Wells, Commentary 2: 125 and R. Macan, Herodotus, The 
Seventh, Eighth and N inth Books, Vol. 1. Introduction, Text with Notes 
(London, 1908; reprint ed., New York, 1973), pp. 2-3.
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argument in his petition to Darius and thus convinced the king to designate 

him as the legitimate successor (7.3.4). There are several characteristics 

of this anecdote that are worth noting. Firstly, it  is somewhat surprising 

perhaps that this story is not narrated in a more fu lly scenic manner, given 

Herodotus' fondness for the exiled Spartan king. In most of the passages 

featuring Demaratus, Herodotus presents the event in the scenic mode and 

direct speech, as well as the fu ll expression of the thoughts and feelings of 

the participants, play an important part in the presentation. However, this 

passage, though necessary to the narrative in order to explain Xerxes' 

succession, digresses from the main topic under discussion, viz. the 

preparations of the Persians for their war against Greece. Consequently, 

Herodotus decided not to highlight the story through scenic narration and 

prefers a briefer exposition and the use of ora tio  obliqua over ora tio  

recta. There are two other elements that mark the different manner in 

which Herodotus is treating this passage. Firstly, he indicates that he has 

heard the story somewhere with the words ©s T| 4>&tis juv exei (7.3.2),16 

thus making his presence as narrator apparent. In addition, he maintains 

this high profile by expressing his own opinion at the end of the story. He 

states,

Gokeciv 6 e poi, Kai avev t  avrqs r f js  uno©f|{cn$ epaaiAeuae
Uv Hep4Tje‘ T| yap "A roaca etxe to  nav Kprfros. (7.3.4)

It is clear that a mimetic presentation is not desired by Herodotus for this 

passage. Consequently, his treatment of the tale is brief and without 

elaboration and he feels free to indicate the oral nature of his source and

6Cf. Macan, Herodotus., The Seventh, Eighth and N inth Books, 1: 4.
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his own thoughts upon the matter. The fact that the story lies outside the 

main topic makes possible Herodotus' more overt stance as narrator. Here 

he is solely concerned with imparting information. Previously, he desired to 

present his material in such a way that not only was the historical 

information conveyed to his readers but the complete picture of the scene 

recreated in their minds.

Herodotus again takes up his consideration of the main topic: Darius' 

decision to go against Egypt and Greece (7.4: friroGlgos 8e pcunAea 

XlepcQai Eipiea  Aapeios opjictTo OTparcueaeai). He returns to his 

practice of keeping his presence as narrator in low profile and does not 

mention his source for the following material. He relates that Darius died 

during the year following the Egyptian rebellion before he was able to 

punish the Athenians and Egyptians (7.4). In retrospect, it  becomes clear 

why Herodotus included the digression concerning Darius' designation of his 

successor. Relieved of the task of explaining why Xerxes and not his older 

stepbrother Artabanzanes succeeded to the throne, he can continue to 

present the main course of action without interruption. Thus, Herodotus 

simply states that Xerxes became king after Darius' death (7,4: 

avoQavovros 8e Aapeiov t) paaiXTjvn ks to v  ual6a to v

exevvou Eep^qv) and then proceeds directly to his account of the beginning 

of Xerxes' reign.

Herodotus reports that at f irs t Xerxes did not desire to proceed with 

his father's plans to march against Greece, preferring to devote his energies 

to Egypt (7.5.1: o toxwv Eep^s eni pkv r f jv  'EAAtfSa ovSajjuBs npo©up,os 

fjv  KdT apxas 0Tpareue<y©aif cm 6e Avyvirrov enoiecTO <rrpaTu)s
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aycpcnv). Rather than continuing to report Xerxes' preparations against 

Egypt, Herodotus moves on to recount the actions of Mardonius, Xerxes' 

cousin. Mardonius had a great deal of influence with the king (7.5.1: 

napecbv 8c Kai 8wanevos nap aurtj) jieyiaTov ncpaccov MapSovios o 

rajppuecD...) and he would frequently urge the king to march against Greece.

It is interesting to note that Herodotus has here reported the majority of 

Mardonius' words in ora tio  recta, despite the fact that Mardonius 

approached the king more than once with this advice (7.5.1: ...toiovtov 

Aoyov eixeTo, Acycov...) as the iterative imperfect makes clear. In the 

discussion in the previous chapter, it  was noted that Herodotus often 

prefers to use ora tio  obtiqua when an individual makes a repeated appeal 

or objection.7 However, Herodotus has here decided to present the speech 

directly for several reasons. The most obvious reason is, of course, that the 

presentation of Mardonius' words is far more interesting and dramatic when 

given in o ra tio  recta. In addition, as was noted in the previous chapter,8 

there is a contrast in emphasis between the argument that is presented in 

ora tio  re c ta  and the supporting points that are given in ora tio  obiiqua. 

Mardonius’ main argument that i t  was necessary to punish the Athenians for 

their previous aggressions against Persian is presented directly (7.5.2: ouk 

oIkos e<m ’A0T|va{ous epyaaajjU-vovs iroAAa 8f| KOKa nepaas p.f| ©v 

6ovvai Sixas Ttov cuovnaav) while his secondary arguments are given in 

ora tio  obiiqua  (7.5.3: ...tovtov 8cto0  Aoyov uapevO’nicnv noiceaKCTO 

T fjvS e , ids T| Eupfflirq ncpiKaAAf|s [evrj] x^pil *a i 8cv8pea navToia 4>cpei 

T&Tj|xcpa opert\v re  OKpT), paavAel tc  jaouv© ©tjvtcdv d^ifi CKTfjaSai).

7Seepage 108.
Seepages 98-99, 108-109..
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Through the use of ora tio  recta, Herodotus is able to indicate the more 

important and the more persuasive argument. And finally, direct speech is 

an essential component of Herodotus' choice of the scenic mode of narration 

that makes possible the presentation of events in a mimetic manner.

Because words in ora tio  re c ta  are less obviously mediated by a narrator, 

they are more successful in creating the impression that the presentation of 

the scene accurately reflects its original occurrence.

Herodotus then offers his own opinion regarding Mardonius' 

motivation for making such an appeal to Xerxes. He states that Mardonius 

urged Xerxes to press on w ith the invasion because he was a political 

opportunist who hoped to be appointed governor of Greece (7.6.1: rau ra  8e 

lAeye oTa vearrepcov epyrov em8v(Ai|TT|s etbv Kai OeAcov outos Tfjs 

*EAAa8os vnapxos eTvai). It is interesting to compare the manner in which 

Herodotus expresses his opinion here with his statement regarding the 

inevitability that Xerxes would succeed Darius because of Atossa's power 

and influence (7.3.4). In the latter instance, Herodotus made the comment in 

his own person (7.3.4: SoKeeiv Se jio i, Kai avev toutt)S l i js  vuoOfjiais 

IpacKAeve av Hep^rjs* T| yap "Aroaaa etx€ to  vav Kparos), thereby 

revealing himself as both the narrator and the one responsible for the 

analysis of the historical information. In this passage, however, Herodotus 

expresses his opinion in his capacity as the omniscient narrator of the event 

who has taken an internal stance and thus has fu ll knowledge of the reasons 

behind an individual's actions. Consequently, there is no need for him to 

qualify the statement with a phrase that identifies i t  as his opinion. 

However, both statements are the results of his analysis of the situation
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and are, in that sense, opinions. The difference is in the means of 

expression, but i t  is because of that difference that the one is more 

authoritative than the other.

Herodotus proceeds to relate that other factors helped to persuade 

Xerxes to continue on against Greece (7.6.1: avveAape yap Kai aAXa o i 

oifyfiaxayevojieva k$ to  neio0eo0ai Eeptqv). He reports the information 

in simple narration and without any reference to his sources for this 

material. Herodotus relates that the Aleuadae, the rulers of Thessaly, and 

the Pisistratidae, who happened to be in Susa, promised their assistance in 

the attack (7.6.2). In addition, he notes that the Pisistratidae were able to 

increase their influence upon the king through their use of Onomacritus, a 

collector of oracles, who would report all favorable prophesies concerning 

the expedition (7.6.3-5). It is important to note that Herodotus has 

presented what he believes to be the most influential factor upon Xerxes' 

decision to invade Greece, viz., the activity of Mardonius, in a more dramatic 

manner that he has used in his report of these other contributing elements. 

Direct speech is reserved for Mardonius' words to Xerxes; the words of the 

Aleuadae and the Pisistratidae and even those of Onomacritus are merely 

summarized in simple narration or In o ra tio  obiiqua. Herodotus realizes 

that the manner of presentation can indicate even more strongly than the 

expression of a personal opinion the relative importance of the various 

parties that exerted their influence upon the king.

Though Xerxes is persuaded by this combination of forces to continue 

his father’s plans to attack Greece, he f irs t puts down the Egyptian 

rebellion. Herodotus does not relate this event in any detail at all. He
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simply notes its occurrence, Xerxes' success and his appointment of his 

brother Achaemenes as governor (7.7). The only detail mentioned is 

Herodotus' remark that Achaemenes was later murdered by Inaros, a son of 

Psammetichus (7.7. 'AxaijjUfvea y&v vvv envrponeuovTa Avyvirrov xpovip 

|A€Teireira kfyovevve Ivapros o ^ajjiiiTjrixou avf|p ACpus). From a sty lis tic  

point of view, it  is not desirable for Herodotus to relate every event in 

detail, even if  his sources included all the necessary information.9 If every 

aspect of every event is presented in equal detail, it  becomes d ifficu lt for 

the reader to determine either what the author considers to be the most 

important aspect of a particular event or the most important event in a 

series of events. In addition, one of the facets of a mimetic presentation is 

the need to communicate the passage of time. As was pointed out in the 

previous chapter, this may be accomplished by presenting a summarized 

version of a speech in indirect form or by summarizing an event in simple 

narration, as has been done here.

Herodotus now moves on to a fully scenic presentation. The meeting 

between Xerxes and the influential Persians is one of those moments for 

which Herodotus has slowed the pace of his presentation in order to present 

to his readers a detailed picture of the event. He introduces the scene with 

the following words in simple narration,

Hep4T|S 6e jicTa A iyuurou oA©oiv ©s e \n £ \\e  kg  xeipas  
a^eaGai t o  oTpriTevjAa t o  eiri Tas 'AOfjvas, criJAAoyov 
€u(kA t|Tov U epa itov  t © v  apioT©v euotieTO, i v a  yv©|xas T£
Tru8i]Tai o<f>e©v xai canog kv  naai cTthq Ta OcAci. (7.8.al)

9Given Herodotus' interest in Egypt, it  is hard to believe that he does not 
know more about Xerxes' suppression of the Egyptian rebellion.
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It is again important to note that Herodotus does not reveal his source for 

this information. This apparent independence from his sources enables 

Herodotus to continue to present the events as a mimetic reenactment of 

the original occurrence.10 Reference to one's sources interrupts this type 

of presentation and makes very clear the mediative activity of the narrator. 

This is not to suggest, however, that Herodotus' readers were unaware of 

his role as narrator of this passage. There are certain duties that the 

narrator performs, e.g. marking the change of speakers, as was noted in 

Chapter Three.11 But i t  is the fact that Herodotus tries to keep his 

mediative activity behind the scenes that is significant. By maintaining 

this stance as much as he possibly can during his account of a specific 

historical event, Herodotus succeeds in creating the impression that his 

report mimetically reproduces the action in every detail much in the manner 

of a drama presented on stage. The lack of personal commentary on the part 

of the narrator and the fact that Herodotus keeps his mediative activity as 

narrator to a minimum allows the action and its participants to speak for 

themselves.

The speeches of Xerxes, Mardonius and Artabanus that were delivered 

at this conference are presented in o ra tio  recta. The scene is constructed 

in a manner similar to the dialogue scenes that were discussed in the 

previous chapter. Herodotus' activity as narrator is limited to marking the 

change of speakers. Xerxes is the f irs t to speak and Herodotus prefaces his 

words with the simple introduction, &s <jvv£\i'x&r\oav, eAeye Heptqs

,0Cf. Fornara, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in  Ancient Greece and Rome, pp. 
31-32.
MSee pages 77-78.
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Td6e* (7.8.1). In his speech, Xerxes states that ever since his accession, he 

has been thinking about how he should continue his predecessors' activity of 

increasing Persian power and influence (7.8.al -2). He reports that he has 

finally decided how best to pursue these ends. He states,

4>povTi£tov $£ e v p ia x ©  a jm  j*£v  kOSos f | |u v  u p o a y iv o fx e v o v  
XripTiv t £  r f j s  vu v  k rn iJ ie e a  o vk  k X d o o o v a  ov6e  4>AaupoT£p^v 
irc tp ^ o p a rre p iiv  6 e , a \u i 8e T ip to p v q v  T£ x a i  T ic n v  y iv o |a£vtjv.
6id vjxeas vuv eycb avveA££a, iv a ro  voeto npij<ya£iv 
un£p0£©|Aai vjjiiv. |A£AAio £e6£as to v  ‘EAArjairovTov eAav 
OTparov Sva tt^s Evpahrqs em t t |v  'EXXaSa, xvo. *A0Tjva\ovs 
Ti[Wflpf|aa)[xai ooa 6f| nenovifcaai Ilepaas T£ xai uarepa to v  
£|iov. (7.8.a2 - p i )

The importance of having Xerxes state these words himself extends beyond 

the fact that direct speech is a necessary component of scenic narration. By 

reporting Xerxes' words in direct speech, Herodotus is, in fact, presenting 

Xerxes’ point of view.12 Now it  would be useless to argue that these words 

reflect what Xerxes actually said at this conference because there is no 

outside evidence which can support this claim. That question is one that is 

relevant to those considering whatever historical kernels may lie behind the 

conference.13 What is significant for our purposes is what this adoption of 

Xerxes' point of view accomplishes on the storytelling level. For, not only is 

direct speech the most effective way for an author to present a character's

,2Cf. Berlin, Poetics and In te rp re ta tion  o f  B ib lic a l Narrative, p. 64. 
It is, of course, more correct to say that Herodotus is presenting the words 
as if  they were from Xerxes' point of view.
I3pew would deny that the speech is more a product of Herodotus' 
imagination than a reflection of Xerxes' actual words. Cf. Macan, The 
Herodotus, Seventh, Eighth and N inth Books, 1: 8-9.
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point of view, but it  is also indicative of an internal stance that has been 

adopted by the narrator. The narrator is not relating the event as an outside 

observer; he is situated in the midst of the action itself as it  unfolds before 

him.'4 He is a privileged insider who has fu ll access to the words, thoughts 

and feelings of the various participants in the events. It is this internal 

stance that makes possible the mimetic presentation, for the narrator must 

be able to report this information in order to depict the event in such a 

fashion. It is, of course, illusion on the part of the narrator and his 

mediation of the material is no less here than it  is in any passage of simple 

or straight narration. However, i t  is an illusion that is absolutely essential 

for the successful mimetic portrayal of the scene and it  is one that we w ill 

see created again and again at critical points in Herodotus' narrative.

Xerxes concludes his speech with the promise that he w ill reward 

whoever brings the best-equipped troops (7.8.81). He then opens the topic to 

debate so that he won't appear to be relying solely on his own judgment 

(7.8.52. vva 8e jat| iSiopovAeeiv vjuv 6okc(o, Tfeqju to  npifyna yieoov, 

y k e A e v t o v  ii^ tov  to v  povX6\uivov &uo4>cuvea0ai). Herodotus marks 

the change of speakers with the minimal notation, Taura ciiras enaueTo. 

ja£T ovtov MapSovios lAeye* (7.9.al). Mardonius' speech, presented in 

o ra tio  recta, follows. The contents of the speech are not suprising; they 

conform to the picture of Mardonius as a proponent of an aggressive policy 

toward the Greeks that Herodotus has presented up to this point in the 

narrative. Mardonius again urges Xerxes to march against Greece but he uses 

arguments different from those that he had previously utilized when trying

^Berlin, Poetics and In te rp re ta tion  o f B ib lic a l Narrative, p. 64
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to persuade Xerxes to attack15. He belittles the Greeks’ tendency to go to 

war with each other without much thought when they could solve their 

differences through arbitration <7.9.p 1 -2). He also notes the Greeks’ 

tendency to overlook strategic considerations when fighting a battle 

(7.9.pi). Mardonius ends his speech w ith the words that, though it  is 

unlikely that the Greek w ill resist the Persian attack, they had best make 

their preparations carefully since no victory is ever automatic (7.9,y).

Herodotus closes Mardonius' speech with the words, MapSovios |ji€v 

Toaavra euiAcqvas tt|V Eep4ea> yv tD ^v enenavTO (7.10 .a l). He then adds 

a simple narrative statement that accomplishes more than the notation of 

the change of speaker. These words reveal the affect of Mardonius’ speech 

upon the group and as such, are important for the recreation of the scene. 

They are circumstantial details that Herodotus includes so that the illusion 

of mimesis may be enhanced. He states,

<?iconci)VTa)v 6e r to v  aAAtov ITepaecov K a i ov to A |« d v t(d v  
y v to p jv  & iro 6 e iK w a 0 a i a v r i f ] v  T f j irp o K £ i|i£ iT }, ’A p ra p a v o s  
o  Y c rrtfa T ie o s , iraTp tos erov E e p i’Q, Ttp 6 fj K a i i t i o w o s  ediv 
eAeye ra S e -  (7 .1 0 .a l)

These are the words of an omniscient narrator who has situated himself

right in the midst of the action as i t  occurs, not the words of a historian

analyzing his source-material. In his speech, Artabanus urges the king not

to follow Mardonius’ advice. He notes the past difficu lties that the Persians

had against the Scythians (7.10.a2) and the Athenians (7.10.pi) and how

easily one might be betrayed by one’s subjects (7.10.y 1-2). He also includes

the conventional sentiment that god strikes down the great while allowing
_____
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the humble to survive (7.10.e: opgts Tct vnepexovra Cqia ©s xepauvoi o 

Oeos ovSe £qt 4>avTa£ea0ai, r a  6e ayiKpa ov6£v \nxv m £e i). This concept 

is, of course, a Greek one and has been put into Artabanus' mouth by 

Herodotus.16 Artabanus closes his speech by chastising Mardonius for 

inaccurately depicting the Greeks as ineffective in warfare (7.10.111-2) and 

by challenging Mardonius to stake his children's lives on the outcome of the 

expedition (7.10.01-2). Xerxes answers Artabanus' words with a brief 

speech introduced by Herodotus in words that indicate the affect Artabanus' 

words had upon the king, ’Aprapavos jACVTcarra eAe^e, Sep^Tjs tie 

0u|«o0eis aficCpeTai toi<h$£ (7.11.1). Xerxes sharply upbraids Artabanus 

for his cowardice and states his intentions to continue with the attack 

(7.11. 1-4).

After the conference and later in the evening, Xerxes begins to have 

second thoughts regarding the invasion. He decides not to continue with his 

plans and then retires for the night (7.12.1). The well-known dream of 

Xerxes has received a fully scenic treatment by Herodotus.17 He presents 

the words of the phantom-figure in ora tio  re c ta  as well as those of 

Xerxes and Artabanus. Short passages of simple narration facilitate the 

transition from scene to scene. These passages of simple narration 

introduce the speech that w ill follow and focus upon the state of mind of

,6Artabanus' speech falls into the category of the wise-advisor motif often 
used by Herodotus. Cf. R. Lattimore, "The Wise Advisor in Herodotus," CP 34 
(1939): 24-35.
i7por a discussion of the meaning of the dream, see J.A.S. Evans, "The Dream 
of Xerxes and the “Nomoi" of the Persians," CJ 57 (1961): 109-11.
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the speaker.18 This mediative activity on the part of Herodotus is 

important because such circumstantial details as the awareness of the 

character’s state of mind at any given point in the action are essential 

components in the perception of the event as a mimetic portrayal.

Herodotus thus exploits his position as omniscient narrator in order to 

communicate this information to his readers.

The most important characteristic of this passage is, however, the 

self-effacement of Herodotus as narrator of the scene. At the beginning of 

the account, Herodotus cites the Persians as his source for the dream 

(7.12.1: 8e6oy(xcvcDV 6e o l aSris toutcdv KaTvnvtoac, Kai 8fj kov ev Tfj 

vukti etSe otfriv rovnvSe ©s Aeyerai viro n epoewv), thus making his 

presence as narrator evident. He feels it  necessary to reveal his source at 

this point because of the marvelous nature of the story and the revelation of 

the provenance of the account has the result of removing any personal 

responsibility in respect to its veracity. After the statement, however, 

Herodotus assumes a more convert stance as narrator. He does not allow his 

own persona as narrator or researcher to enter into the narration and he 

escapes behind the facade of the narrator’s omniscience. The reader is le ft 

with the impression that he has witnessed a recreation of the original

,8Cf. e.g., 8 2£pCns...8v€(pov pi£v tov tov  Adyov ouSeva eiroi£eTo...£Aeye...
(7 .13 .1); E^ptns H£pi6£f|sy£vdpi£vosrfi foffi dvdT£ iSpafie £k 
Koirrjs Kai u^pina dyycAov [eirl] 'Aprdpavov KaAtfovra. duiKojjLivqt 6£ 
o l eAcye E£p£T)s Td6£ (7.15.1); 'ApTdpavos ofl tQ  tFpcortp o l KfAaJapum  
iT£i0d|A£voSf o la  ouk d4i£upi£vos ££ t8 v  paoiAiftov Gpdvov Xceoeai, 
t£Aos ©s tjvayKdC£TO £inas Td8£...(7.16.1); Kai os dpip©aas pilya 
dva0p(^aK£i Kai napiCdpifvos E£p£Q, ©s Tf|v 8 ^ iv  o l toO k w n v io v  
6i£4t)A0£ dirny£<Jp£vos, 6£VT£pd o l A eya rd§£ (7.18.1).
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scene, in every aspect and detail down to the very words and thoughts of the 

individuals. Herodotus is thus able to have it  both ways. He has disclaimed 

responsibility for the truth of the story on the one hand, while s t il l being 

able to exploit the story’s contribution to the picture of Xerxes that he has 

been presenting.

It is instructive to contrast the manner in which Herodotus narrates 

the next several chapters. After closing the dream-scene with a passage of 

simple narration that briefly relates a third dream of Xerxes and the return 

of the the Persian nobles to their provinces in order to begin preparations 

(7.19.1-2), Herodotus notes that the preparations took four years to 

complete and in the fif th  year, the march began (7.20.1). But he postpones 

the report of the beginning of the march to compare the size of Xerxes' army 

to the several great expeditions of the past: Darius' campaign into Scythia, 

the Greek force at Troy and the expedition of the Mysians and Teucrians into 

Thrace (7.20.2). Herodotus has not used a covert stance to narrate this 

information as he did in the previous passages. He is here the researcher 

evaluating evidence for the edification of his readers and he makes this 

activity quite clear. He is preeminently concerned with imparting 

information, not with the creation of atmosphere or the detailing of a scene.

Herodotus continues this overt stance in his digression concerning the 

digging of the Mount Athos canal. In the straight narrative style Herodotus 

generally reserves for geographic and ethnographic material, he describes 

the geography of the area and the techniques used in cutting the canal.19

*9The passage is not without its difficulties in respect to the accuracy of 
the information. SeeMacan, Herodotus, The Seventh, Eighth and N inth  
Books, 1:34-36.
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Herodotus then expresses what he believes to be Xerxes’ motivation for 

having the canal cut. He states,

(65 |A€V eye ai»npaAAo|Ji€vov eup iaxeiv , neyaAo^poauvTis 
eivexev canro E e p ^ s  opuaaeiv ckcAoic, eGeArov T€ 6vvap.1v 
aiTo6eiKVua0ai Kai pvr]p6avva Am eaGai. (7.24)

As has been pointed out before, Herodotus usually does not express an

opinion in his own persona in scenic passages. Rather, he prefers to offer

his own thoughts on a matter in a passage where such an overt stance w ill

not be disruptive to the recreation of the scene. His opinion may then be

accepted and understood by his audience precisely as it  was intended, viz. as

an opinion and not as a statement of fact. His narrative, especially those

passages treated in scenic fashion, may support the opinion and this, in

fact, is frequently the case. For in such a way, Herodotus is able to force

his audience to become involved in the narrative through the application of

their own evaluative abilities. His readers must decide whether what they

have been told about Xerxes, for example, confirms and supports this

personal opinion of Herodotus. And the answer is, of course, affirmative.

Because Herodotus gently shapes and guides his readers' perception of

Xerxes in scenic passages in which his mediative activity as narrator is, on

the surface, less apparent, his readers feel that it  is they who have

evaluated Xerxes' behavior and actions while they were reading the account.

Thus, when confronted with what is clearly marked as Herodotus' own

personal opinion, they w ill be able to agree with that opinion, if  it

corresponds to the results of their own evaluation.

In the final chapter of this section of straight narration, Herodotus 

makes another comment in his own person. He states that he does not know
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which Persian governor received Xerxes' prize for the best-equipped 

contingent or even if  the prize was ever awarded (7.26.2: os t&Av w v  rffiv 

untfpxcov OTpaTov KaAAiora kojahyAvov ayayaiv ra  upotceijji^va uapct 

paaiAeos eAape 6fflpa, ow  ex® fyp&aax). This refers back to Xerxes' 

promise to the conference to reward the best-prepared force (7.8.61: os Sv 

6e ex®v fjfCQ uapeoKevao|xevov OTpaTov koAAioto, 8cdo(d o l SfipaTa 

Ti^idh-aTa vofiiCerai elvav kv fiperepov). The admission at 7.26.2 of this 

lack of knowledge supports the suggestion that Herodotus refrains from 

personal commentary as much as possible in a scenic narration in order to 

avoid disrupting the flow of the account. Consequently, Herodotus includes 

the remark here in a passage of straight narration in which he has already 

made statements in his own person. And since Herodotus includes his 

admission of this lack knowledge immediately after stating that the army 

had assembled at Critalla and begun the march toward Sardis (7.26.1), the 

remark is not out of place.20

Herodotus returns to scenic presentation with the introduction of the 

Lydian Pythius, the son of Atys.2* Again, Herodotus does not mention where

20Macan believes that Herodotus' statement at 7.26.2 "tends to discredit the 
record above of the king's promise and speech" and further claims that the 
awarding of the prize would have been d ifficu lt, given the “motley" nature of 
Xerxes’ troops. SeeMacan, Herodotus, The Seventh, Eighth and Ninth  
Books, 1: 39-40. I am of the opinion, however, that this remark confirms 
that there is some historicity behind the conference. Though Herodotus' 
hand is clearly apparent in the composition of the speeches, it  is not 
unlikely that his sources indicated that Xerxes made such a promise to the 
nobles. Otherwise, why would Herodotus have made the remark at 7.26.2?
It is very doubtful that his readers would have noticed that he never 
mentioned who received Xerxes' promised reward.
21 This Pythius is possibly the son of Atys, the son of Croesus. See How and 
Wells, Commentary, 2: 138.
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he heard this story and he takes a more covert stance as narrator. This 

passage illustrates how a narrator might combine the use of ora tio  

obliqua  with that of ora tio  rec ta  in order to highlight the words that 

are presented directly. After identifying Pythius as one who had lavishly 

hosted the king and his troops and who had offered Xerxes a large sum of 

money for the expedition (7 .27 .1 ), Herodotus reports that Xerxes asked some 

of the Persians who this man Pythius was (7.27.2: eirayyeAAo^vou 8e 

XPTjpaTa nueiou eipeTo Sep£qs Tlepoewv t o v s  napeovTos t i s  re  k&v 

avSpffiv nueios xai Koaa)(pi\\mTa£ktt]|X€vos euayyeAAoiTOToSna). It is 

interesting to note that Herodotus reserves the use of o ra tio  rec ta  for 

the Persians’ reply, though Xerxes’ questions are presented in ora tio  

obiiqua. Similarly, Xerxes’ words to Pythius himself are reported in 

o ra tio  obliqua (7.28.1: 8a)}idaas 5e t <5v  enccDV t o  TcAevTalov Hep^s 

ocutos 6evT£pa evpeTo Ihteiov oxooa o i evq xP’I1liaTa) while Pythius’ reply 

is presented directly. Through this strategic use of o ra tio  rec ta  and 

ora tio  obiiqua, Herodotus is able to emphasize the content of the words 

presented in o ra tio  recta. What is most important are the answers and so 

they are presented in a direct form. As previously mentioned, when the 

words of both parties are reported in o ra tio  recta, they receive equal 

emphasis. If, however, some of these words are presented indirectly, they 

serve to highlight the words in o ra tio  rec ta  through a contrast between 

their differing presentations.

There is another point worth noting about Herodotus’ activity as 

narrator of this passage. When marking the change of speaker, Herodotus 

has taken care to reveal the affect of the speakers' words upon Xerxes. The
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king is amazed at the Persians' report of Pythius' wealth (7.28.1: ©co|xacfas) 

and he is pleased by the generous offer of the Lydian (7.28.3: T|oeevs). Much 

in the manner of a storyteller, Herodotus has again "peered’’ into his 

characters' consciousness in order to reveal their state of mind. The 

information is obviously historically irrelevant but it  goes far in its 

contribution to the mimetic nature of the presentation. Without these small 

touches of verisimilitude, the scenic depiction of the meeting is incomplete.

Chapters 30 and 31 reveal how Herodotus can integrate and 

subordinate ethnographic and geographic information to historical material. 

The historical topic is the continued progression of Xerxes' troops toward 

Sardis. Herodotus mentions four cities that Xerxes passed on his way to 

Sardis: Anaua, Colassae, Cydrara and Callatebus. He includes an identifying 

characteristic about each city. There is a salt lake near Anau (7.30.1 ); the 

river Lycus disappears underground near the city of Colossae (7.30.1); at 

Cydrara, Croesus had set up an inscribed stele marking the Phrygian-Lydian 

border (7.30.2); and a type of honey of tamarisk-syrup and wheat flour is 

made in Callatebus (7.31). Herodotus also notes the mountains passed by the 

army (7.30.2) and the river crossed (7.31). Though these details are very 

much in the logographic tradition, Herodotus does not allow the information 

to take predominance in the narrative. At no time, does he mention where he 

heard this information, that he had actually visited the cities himself or had 

talked to someone who had, or indicate that he has knowledge of sim ilar 

phenomena existing elsewhere, as he generally does in passages in which 

such logographic material is his main focus. He prefers to keep his low-
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profile as narrator in order to maintain the impression that the story is 

telling itself and thus avoids making comments in his own person.

After sending the heralds from Sardis to the Greek city-states to 

demand submission (7.32), Xerxes began the march to Abydos where he 

planned to cross the Hellespont (7.33)! Herodotus then digresses from his 

account of the march in order to relate the manner in which the bridge was 

constructed. He can here assume a more overt stance as narrator because 

his concern is to impart information rather than to recreate a scene. His 

account of the construction is very thorough (7.36.1 -5) and the sheer 

accomplishment of such a huge task was, no doubt, the impetus for the 

detailed treatment. Herodotus also mentions in this passage a brief 

summary of Xerxes' reactions to the destruction by a storm of the firs t 

bridge (7.34-35.1 -3). It is curious that Herodotus does not treat this 

episode in fu ller detail for it  certainly could lend itse lf to scenic 

presentation and it  is illustrative of Xerxes' character, as are many of the 

scenic passages in this selection. Herodotus, however, had a very good 

reason not to present it  in a scenic fashion. He was, I believe, fully aware 

that much of his information about Xerxes had been tainted by gossip and the 

tendencies toward exaggeration that frequently accompany the oral 

traditions about a great leader. Now Herodotus uses many of these to his 

advantage, e.g., the conclusion to the Pythius-episode, for they make 

important contributions to the picture of Xerxes that he is creating. 

However, it  appears that Herodotus knows the lim its to which he can 

stretch his readers' acceptance of such stories. Thus he clearly relates the 

episode as an account that he has heard from someone else, thereby
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distancing himself from the story. Indeed, he indicates his own skepticism 

about part of the story with the words, fj6^ 6e fjkovaa ©s xa.1 OTvyeas afux 

rovToia i aireTre^c <m4ovTas rd v  *EAAfjatiovTov (7.35.1 ).22 The story is 

thus relegated to the realm of gossip whose validity cannot be documented 

but which can function as innuendo. Because the picture of Xerxes in this 

story confirms the Herodotean presentation of the king as a hybristic and 

quick-tempered man, Herodotus* readers w ill accept the story, yet s t ill not 

find fault w ith the historian for presenting such gossip as fact.

The final chapter of the Pythius episode is related by Herodotus in 

Chapters 38 and 39. In his narration of the story, Herodotus uses techniques 

similar to those utilized in the passages in which Pythius was introduced. 

Herodotus narrates the encounter in scenic fashion and gives fu ll emphasis 

to the words and thoughts of Xerxes and Pythius. It is again interesting to 

note the contrast in emphasis that is produced by the choice of ora tio  

obiqua over o ra tio  recta. The entire exchange is presented in ora tio  

recta, except Xerxes’ firs t words to Pythius that he would grant the request 

and so to speak out (7.38.2: TC vnopyqaeiv kcii 8f| ayop£V£iv

exeAeve ot£V Scoito). Xerxes' angry response to Pythius* request to exempt 

his eldest son from his m ilitary obligation thus receives additional 

emphasis (7.39.1 -2). There is also the characteristic mention of the state 

of mind of both Xerxes and Pythius. Pythius fearing the omen of the eclipse

(7.37.2), was encouraged by the g ifts  of Xerxes to make his request (7.38.1: 

nuGios o AuSos KaTapptoS’qaas to  Ix  tou ovpavou §&v\m £irap0£i$ T£ 

to io i  8(opfj^<n £A0©v napa Eep4T)v eAeye raSe). Similarly, Pythius took

22fiacan, Herodotus, The Seventh, Eighth and N inth Books, 1: 49.
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additional courage from Xerxes’ words that he would grant the request 

(7.38.2: 9ap<rr\oas) while Xerxes himself was subsequently vehemently 

angered by the request (7.39.1: KopxaTe e©u|Aio©T)). In addition, Herodotus 

has even revealed what Xerxes was in itia lly thinking when Pythius 

approached him and announced that he had a request to make (7.38.2:

Sep^s 8c i?av pixAAov 8okc(dv juv xpqiaeiv ^  to eSefjenq). These 

seemingly small touches reveal the mediative activity of the covert 

narrator that goes far to help create and maintain the mimetic nature of the 

presentation. The reader feels almost as if  he himself has witnessed the 

actual conversation. He has been given all the necessary information 

concerning the actual event as well as circumstantial details that complete 

the scene in such a way that the event seems to unfold before his eyes.23

Herodotus maintains his self-effacing style of narration as he relates 

the continuing progression of the army. No sources are mentioned for the 

material and Herodotus refrains from making comments in his own person. 

Once at Abydos, Xerxes decided to hold a review of his army (7.44).

Herodotus once again exploits the scenic potential of the action. In his 

account of the review, he sets the scene for the exchange between Xerxes 

and Artabanus. Herodotus keeps his stance as omniscient narrator that 

allows him to reveal the progression of Xerxes' state of mind. Xerxes was 

delighted at the Sidonians' victory in the rowing match (7.44.1: ...T]a0T|T\) 

re  fyuAA'Q Kai TQ aTpaxifj) and when the king saw the Hellespont hidden by

23Macan notes that the precise details and touches of verisimilitude make 
one hesitant to dismiss this story as pure fiction, despite its obvious 
literary purpose of revealing the caprice of the king. Cf. Macan, The 
Herodotus, Seventh, Eighth and N inth Books, I: 59.
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the huge number of his ships, he first counted himself lucky and then began 

to cry (7.45: ..ivOconra o S lp ^ S  eanrrov c fjta icap icc , p e r a  5e t o u t o  

eSaKpwe). This outburst of emotion provokes Artabanus to ask Xerxes what 

brought on this sudden change in emotion (7.46.1). It is interesting to note 

the somewhat lengthy introduction to Artabanus' address of Xerxes. 

Herodotus writes,

tujte&v 6e ( jliv  'Aprripavos o ndrptos, os t o  upSrrov yvto^v 
&nre6e£aT0 eAevQcpa) s ou avppouAevtov Sep^ OTpaTeucaeai 
eui t t ) v  *EAAa8a, o S to s  cbvf|p 4>pao0eis Sep^v SaKpucavra 
eipeTO to6£" (7.46.1)

These words are, of course, repetitious because they inform the reader of

what he already knows. Herodotus’ intent, however, is not to be redundant.

This is the narrator's way of reminding his readers of the previous exchange

between the two men.24 With this previous episode in mind, the reader may

then contrast this most recent conversation. Herodotus' statement that

Artabanus was the one who originally advised the king not to march against

Greece provides the reader with a clue to the part Artabanus w ill play in

this conversation. Artabanus w ill continue in his role of adviser. Thus, the

chief interest in this scene lies not so much in what Artabanus w ill say but

in Xerxes' reaction to his uncle's words. The reader wonders whether or not

the king w ill react angrily as he did to Artabanus' in itia l advice.25 Xerxes,

however, is not enraged by Arbanus' admission that he s t ill has fears about

the success of the undertaking (7.47.2), by his suggestion that both land and

sea may prove to be his worst enemies (7.49.1 -5) or by the more practical

24Cf. 7.10.1-11.4.
25Cf. 7.11.1.
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advice to Xerxes not to use Ionian troops against their own countrymen 

(7.51.1-3). Xerxes allows Artabanus to speak his mind and acknowledges the 

dangers inherent in the land and sea but counters with the sentiment that 

one must be w illing to take risks in order to succeed (7.50.1-4). He also 

disagrees with his uncle about the dangers of using the Ionian forces 

(7.52.1-2) but does so in a very reasoned manner, citing their previous 

loyalty to Darius when the Scythians were urging them to break up the 

bridge over the Danube.26

After his introduction of Artabanus at 7.46.1, Herodotus keeps his 

mediative activity as narrator to the absolute minimum. He merely marks 

the change of speaker and does not give any emphasis to either any emotions 

or feelings of the two speakers or to any circumstantial details.27 The 

mimetic nature of such a presentation is in no way lost upon the reader. In 

a sense, what is happening is this: when reading the simple narrative 

account of an event, the reader has the impression that he is hearing the 

words of the narrator. However, when reading a scenic presentation in 

which direct speech plays such a dominant role and the mediative activity 

of the narrator is kept to a minimum, the reader feels that he has 

overheard the actual conversation 28 Now, of course, the reader is fully

26lt  is not unlikely that Herodotus composed these last words with a touch 
of ironic intent behind them. The reader is, of course, aware that the 
lonians camej/ery close to breaking up the bridge. Cf. 4.137-38.
27E.g., 6 61 ettre* and o 6e &|xe(p£TO Aeytov (7.46.2); E ip it\£  &ne(peTo 
A£ya)v (7.47.1); 6 $1 fyidpero M y w  (7.47.2); S^ptns 6£ np&s toOtcd 
d|A£ipeTO Tourife  (7.48.1); 6 6 djx£(p£TO Aeytov (7.49.1); djxeCperai 
Sep^s ToicriSe (7.50.1); Aeyei 'Aprdpavos p£T0t Tcahra (7.51.1); 
fifA£(p£T(Xl Up6s TCd)Ta. S^pfrlS (7.52.1).
28Chatman, S to ry  and Discourse, p. 206.
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aware that Herodotus has composed the entire conversation, regardless of 

whatever kernel of historical actuality may lie beneath this encounter 

between Artabanus and Xerxes.29 But such speeches were familiar to 

Herodotus' readers through epic and it  is unlikely, for this reason, that their 

presence in the H is to ries  was ever a source of discomfort for the original 

readers of the work. It is too often forgotten that the Homeric epics, 

particularly the Iliad, were accepted by the ancient audience as accounts 

of actual events. Consequently, the fact that many of the conventions of 

epic were adapted by Herodotus for use in a prose work that dealt primarily 

with a historical event would have hardly seemed out of place to the ancient 

reader. A literary convention works precisely because of its fam iliarity and 

because it  is accepted on its own terms and not questioned by the audience. 

Once this fact is recognized, the modern reader may then ask what effect is 

achieved by the inclusion of the speech or conversation. To be sure, 

speeches and dialogues are frequently the vehicles for Herodotus' own 

philosophy or his interpretation of events. This is commonly noted by 

commentators and is no less true here than elsewhere. What is important 

for this examination, however, is what such passages accomplish on the 

level of expression. That is to say, what significance do they have in 

respect to the manner in which they communicate the desired information? 

It is in this regard that the notion of mimesis enters in. In these passages, 

Herodotus at one moment may speak in his own capacity as narrator to note, 

for example, the change of speakers, while at another, he may speak as if  he

29cf. Macan, Herodotus, The Seventh, Eighth and N inth Books, 1: 67.
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were one of the characters involved in the action.30 When Herodotus speaks 

as if  he were one of the characters, he is presenting the speech, whether it  

be concerned with issues, philosophy or facts, from that character's point of 

view. The information is thus conveyed to his readers in such a way that it  

is perceived not as the result of the intellectual analysis of the historian 

but as an essential part of the mimetic depiction of the original event.

This latter activity may combine with the omniscient narrator's capability 

of revealing the state of mind of the characters and with his tendency to 

include circumstantial details that create the scene to produce an account 

that is, in essence, an imitative rendition of the original event.

The second half of the selection (7.54-99) largely concerns the 

crossing of the Hellespont and the descriptions of the infantry, cavalry and 

naval forces of the Persians. In these chapters, Herodotus resumes the 

overt stance as narrator that he generally uses when relating ethnographic 

or geographic information. He frequently makes remarks in his own person 

similar to those discussed in Chapter Two of this investigation. He 

acknowledges that he does not know Xerxes' intent behind throwing a cup, 

golden bowl and a Persian short sword into the Hellespont, though he offers 

his own suggestions. He states,

TOUT(X OUK Ix ®  <XTp£K€(0S SlOKplVai OUT£ £X Tip f|A ((p
avaTi0els KaTTiKe ks  t o  neAayos o v tg  el jacto{A£Atio£ oi t o v

30lt  is instructive at this point to take note of Plato's discussion in the 
Repuh/icO.Z92C-94C) of Homer's techniques of imitation. For, as C. 
Fornara has noted, Herodotus employs precisely the same techniques of 
mimesis in respect to his speeches as those mentioned by Plato in this 
discussion. Cf. C. Fornara, The Nature o f  H is to ry  in Ancient Greece 
and Rome, pp. 31 -32.
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*E A \fjauo vTov iia a T iy ro a a v T i K al &v t i  tovtgov t t |v
GaAaaaav eSropecTO. (7.54.3)

He also says that he does not know the exact number of troops each nation 

contributed to Xerxes' forces (7.60.1: oaov y£v w v  ckootoi irapeixov 

nAfjGos ks apiG^iov, ovk ex® e ln tf v t o  arpeKes (ov yap AeyeTai npos 

ovSafiffiv av0pc6ua)v). He informs his reader when his sources have produced 

differing accounts of a single event. After briefly describing the crossing 

of the Hellespont (7.55.1 -3), Herodotus adds he has also heard that the king 

crossed last (7.55.3: fj^Tj 8e T)Kovoa Kal iJaTaTov 5iapfjvai paoiAea 

navTCDv). Herodotus also attributes much of his information to his oral 

informants. He relates the Median account of their name change from Arians 

to Medes (7.62.1: ov to i nepl ofymv S6e Aeyovai MgSoi); the Macedonian 

account of the name change of the Briges to the Phrygians (7.73.1: o i 8e 

$pvyes, ©s MoKeSoves Aeyovai...); and the Greek claim that "Pelasgians of 

the Coast" was the original name of the lonians (7.94: ...tbs "EAA-qves 

Aeyovai, ckoAcovto IleAaayol AlyiaAees, enl 8e "Icovos to v  Sov0ov 

"Itoves). Herodotus notes when he has already informed his readers of a 

particular piece of information. He states that he has already mentioned the 

names of the chief commanders of the native troops (7.81: to v to v  fiv tov 

OTpaTov fjpxov \iikv oStoi o i nep eipeaTai...), as well as the original name 

of the Carians (7.93: oStoi 8e om ves upoTepov eKoAeovro, ev To ia i 

up©Toiai tS v  Aoymv eipTyrai) and the names of the Persian generals who 

had the actual command over the native contingents (7.96.2: ...oaoi ovtcSv 

■ijaav Ilepaai, eipeaTai |ioi). And finally, Herodotus admits when he is not 

going to include the name of the native officers of the naval contingents 

(7.96.1: ...eiKx<bpioi Tjyejioves r& v  eyto, ov yap avayKavg e4€pyo|iai ks
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loropiT |5 Aoyov, ov napa$i€p,VTi|jun) or the names of all the subordinate 

officers of the fleet (7.99.1: Ttov jjiev w v  aAAtov ov vapa]ki\iLvi\[uxi 

TCLiitipx®v ©s ovk avayKo^djjievos...). Thus, throughout this entire section, 

Herodotus has maintained a very high-profile as narrator of this 

information. This, of course, has something to do with the nature of the 

material. For our purposes, however, i t  is important to recognize that 

Herodotus could have narrated the entire section that has been discussed in 

this chapter in this overt manner. But he chose not to do so, preferring 

rather to take a more covert stance when narrating the beginning of the 

march and the various episodes that more directly concerned Xerxes himself. 

The choice was quite a conscious one, for only in this way, was Herodotus 

able to present an account that reflected in a mimetic fashion, the events 

themselves and the personalities involved in those events.

Gelon of Syracuse (7.153-67)

The account of the Greek embassy's petition of Gelon of Syracuse for 

aid against Xerxes provides another example of the manner in which 

Herodotus integrates an open attitude as narrator with a more covert 

stance. He begins the account with what appears to be scene-setting 

statements designed to introduce the report. He states,

ks 6f| rf|v  ZiKeAvqv aAAoi re  aniKaTO ayycAoi and rfflv 
au j4iaxa)v  ov\ŝ £ .\\o.vt£S TeAtovi K al df| K al and 
AaKcdaijtovvajv Zuaypos. (7.153.1)

However, before continuing on with the report of the embassy, Herodotus

inserts two digressions that concern Gelon's ancestor, Telines, who was
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among the original colonists of Sicily (7.153.1-4) and the establishment of 

Gelon's power over Syracuse (7.154-56.3). In these chapters, Herodotus 

takes an overt stance as narrator and is more concerned with the relation of 

facts than with the scenic recreation of the events under discussion. After 

relating that Telines was able to reinstate the exiles from Gela through the 

power of some sacred objects rather than by force (7.153.3: tov tovs  Sv o
i.

TtiAivtjs KdTTjyaye ks reA^v, ex©v ouSe|uav av6p6v 6uvap.iv aAAd Ipa 

toutojv tS v  ©effiv), Herodotus offers his own thoughts on the event. He 

states,

o8ev 6e ctuTd eAape fj outos em iaaTo, to u to  81 ouk ex® 
eiueiv. to u to io i 6 Sv vigvvos ctov Karqyaye, en $ te  oi 
airoyovoi outou ipo4>avTai t© v 0£ffiv eoovrai. ©ffipa poi $v 
m i to u to  y£yov£ upos Ta miv0avopai, KaT£pyaa0ai 
TqAvvriv Ipyov Toaourov TaTOicrirraydp epya ou npos 
[tov] anavTos av6pos vfivojuKa yiv£O0ai, aAAa irpos tux^s  
T£ aya0fjs xal p(6pr|s av6pT)vns- o 61 AeyeTai upos TTjs 
ZlK£Avne Tfflv OVKTJTOptOV Td U1T£VaVTia TOUTC0V U£<j>UK£Vai 
0T]Au6piT]5 T£ kcu naAdK(i)T£pos dvnrjp. (7.153.3-4)

These are the remarks of a researcher who feels free to admit the lim its of

his knowledge and to express openly his suprise at his informants’ account

of the event. This is not the attitude of a narrator who desires to present a

reenactment of the event and who, in so doing, keeps his activity as narrator

as behind-the-scenes as possible in order to keep the illusion of mimesis

intact.

Herodotus continues to put the relation of information before the 

creation of scene in his account of how Gelon gained control of Syracuse.

He informs his readers that Gelon rose to be general of the cavalary under 

Hippocrates, the ruler of Gela (7.154.2) but he does not include any of the
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details that brought about this promotion. He also enumerates the sieges in 

which Gelon participated and the fact that his services were most 

distinguished (7.154.2). He only briefly specifies the outcome of these 

sieges and he does so in a statement that overtly manifests his presence as 

narrator through the use of the firs t person verb form (7.154.2: tS v  6e 

cTttov troAirov iraaeiov nAf|v IvpT)Kov<7£(ov ovfefua dirc^vyc 6 ovAo<riivT}v 

upos ImioKpdTeos). His concise outline of how Syracuse managed to 

escape enslavement (7.154.3) is included only because of the importance 

Syracuse has in the establishment of Gelon's power.

Herodotus then goes on to relate how Gelon seized control of Gela and 

Syracuse. He gives a brief summary of the events. After Hippocrates died, 

Gelon pretended to support his sons, Eucleides and Oleander, against the 

people of Gela who were attempting to establish a democratic government. 

Gelon suppressed the revolt and then seized power for himself (7.155.1). He 

then gained control of Syracuse by supporting the exiled landowners against 

the populace. The town surrendered to Gelon without a fight (7.155.2).

Gelon then gave control of Gela to his brother Hieron (7.156.1) and proceeded 

to strengthen Syracuse by importing supporters to whom he granted citizen 

rights. He also sold into slavery the common people of Sicilian Megara and 

Euboea (7.156.1 -3). Herodotus gives the reason why Gelon sold these people 

into slavery (7.156.3: eiroiee 6e rrarra a^OTepous vojuaas 6t]|aov eTyai 

auvouai|jta axapmoTarov) and then closes his account of this chapter of 

Gelon's career (7.156.3: roiovTtp \Uv Tpomp Tvpavvos eyeyovce jxcyas o 

rlAcov). Herodotus has included all the major events in Gelon's rise to 

power and has established motives for his action but he has presented all of
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this information in a very abbreviated form. It w ill be recalled from the 

discussion in the previous chapter that Herodotus often employs summary in 

order to indicate the passage of time. However, in those instances, the 

summary is made either of certain aspects of the event under discussion or 

of a different event that occurred contemporaneously and in this manner, 

the illusion of the passage of time is created. In this passage, the summary 

is made of past events and there is no other purpose behind its inclusion 

than the imparting of information.

The meeting between Gelon and Greek envoys is narrated by Herodotus 

in a manner markedly different from the way he presented the previous 

chapters that dealt with Gelon. He has here taken a more convert stance so 

that he may report the exchange between the parties as if it  were a 

verisimilar reenactment of the original meeting. His activity as narrator is 

limited to introducing and concluding the scene and to facilitating the 

transitions between speakers. In the passages and sentences that reveal his 

mediative activity as narrator, Herodotus subtly guides his readers' 

impressions of the scene but he does not enter directly into the text in 

order to offer his own opinion, reveal a source or to acknowledge the 

deficiency of his information. He presents the encounter as a seamless 

whole in which the words, actions and reactions of the participants are 

allowed to speak for themselves.

Herodotus resumes his account of the embassy to Gelon with a brief 

introduction to the actual encounter (7.157.1: Tore 6 ©s o i ayyeAoi ttov 

'EAA’nvaiv airkaTO ks ras  ZvpTixouaas, kXQovres o u t Q ks Aoyovs eAeyov 

Ta6e). The conversation itse lf consists of the envoys' request for aid
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(7.157.1-3); Gelon’s reply that although the Greeks did not previously grant 

his own request for aid against the Carthaginians, he would send them 

assistance, provided that he was given supreme command (7.158.1-5); 

Syagrus' answer that the Spartans would not surrender their command 

(7.159); Gelon's concession that the 5partans could control the land forces 

if  he could control the navy (7.160.1-2); the Athenians' refusal to be 

deprived of their naval command (7.161.1 -3); and Gelon's final words to the 

embassy that they had made a foolish choice (7.162.1). Herodotus marks the 

change of speakers with phrases that focus upon the affect the previous 

speaker's words had upon the respondent. Gelon was angered by the envoys' 

request (7.158.1: o i \i£v t o Ot c i eAeyov, reAcov Se uoAAos eveKevro Aeyrov 

ToiaSe); Syagrus could not contain himself after hearing Gelon's request for 

the command (7.159.1: T a u T a  a K o v a a s  o u tc  f|vecFX€To o Zvaypos elue T e  

raSe); Gelon recognized that the Spartan refusal was final and so attempted 

to strike a compromise with them (7.160.1: upos tccDtci 6 TeAtov, eireiSri 

Spa aircaTpanfAcvovs t o i is  Aoyous t o u  Evaypov, t o v  TcAeuraiov a<|>i 

TovSe e£e4>aive Aoyov); and when Gelon requested the naval command as an 

alternative, the Athenians preempted the Spartan reply with their own 

refusal to surrender their command (7.161.1: $0daas de o ’Aeijvaiajv 

ayyeAos t o v  AaKeSaipovvrov d{JL€ip€Td }uv ToiaCSe). The shaping affect 

that these words have upon the readers' perception of the story is subtle but 

important. Consider the difference in tone that would have resulted had 

Herodotus simply marked the change of speaker with o 6 djAeCpeTO or a 

similarly neutral expression. The inclusion of this information is not only 

necessary for a verisimilar presentation of the event but i t  also provides
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the readers with important clues for interpretation. For, the awareness of 

the emotions produced and the state of mind of the participants is 

important for the accurate understanding of the reasons why the 

participants behaved as they did.

Herodotus concludes his report of the embassy, as simply as he 

introduced it  (7.163.1: o l |Aev 6f| tS v  'EMqvtov ayyeAoi TOira/ra r<p 

rcArovi xpTHiaTiaajicvoi aireirAcov). He continues his account of Gelon by 

relating that Gelon sent three ships over to Delphi with the orders to watch 

the progression of the war and to submit to Xerxes, i f  the Greeks lost 

(7.163.1 -2). Herodotus then concludes the passage with a variant version 

that offers a different explanation for why Gelon refused to send aid to the 

Greeks. He reports that Gelon was involved at the same time in a conflict 

with Terillus of Himera and Hamilcar of Carthage and so was prevented from 

sending assistance to the Greeks (7.165). It is important to note the 

entirely different tone Herodotus uses while narrating this section. His 

open manner of reporting the variant does not minimize his presence as 

narrator and he uses phrases that are indicative of his reliance on aKofj. He 

states that this variant is told by those living in Sicily (7.165: AeycTai 6c 

xa\ Ta6e vuo tn v  ev SikcAix] oiKifljicvtDv...) and adds that they also claim 

that the victory of Gelon over Hamilcar coincided with the victory of the 

Greeks over the Persians at Salamis (7.166: upos 6c Kai Ta6c Aeyovai...). 

Herodotus then goes on to report information he has acquired about 

Hamilcar. He states that he has learned that Hamilcar disappeared during 

the course of the battle when he realized that the Carthaginians were being 

defeated (7.166: ...tos T| oviipoAii tc  cyivcTO xai cos caaovTO Tfj (xaxd*
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a<|>avia8f)vai miv0dvop,ai) He repeats the story that he heard from the 

Carthaginians that Hamilcar threw himself on the fire  at which he was 

making sacrifices when he learned that his forces were losing and 

Herodotus judges the story not improbable (7.167.1: e<m fieuir auTffiv 

KapxnSovicov Aoyos Aeyojievos, o Iko ti xpero^vtDV, a>s...). He 

concludes the story with what he believed to be the facts: Hamilcar 

disappeared for one reason or another and his disappearance was 

commemorated in Carthage with a heroic cult.31 He states,

&4>avicf6evTi 6e ’AjuAK^Tpomp £iT£ ToiovTtp u>s $omK£s  
Aeyouai, evr£ £T£ptp [d>s Kapxn$oviov Kal Suyr)Kdaiov], 
tou to  jjcev o i ©uouai, tou to  6e jjivniJtaTa enovqcav ev ucktqoi 
t^ o i tioAioi tcdv airoiKiSajv, £V aurg T€ jiiy io ro p  
EapxnSovi. (7.167.2)

These statements are of the sort that were discussed in Chapter Two.

Herodotus is very clear about his methodology, about his sources and about

what he fe lt could be believed about this account. His attitude as narrator

in the passage is very different from that which he exhibited in the embassy

scene. He is the researcher intent upon reporting to his readers every piece

of information he has gathered though he does not allow the information to

dominate the entire passage that concerns Gelon. It is included to provide

background material that is ancillary to the main consideration, viz., the

embassy scene. In the former section, however, Herodotus desired to

present the event as a continuous whole that realistically depicted the

31Macan notes that Herodotus has confused this supposed heroic cult, a 
phenomenon that is not likely in Carthaginian religion, with a cult of one of 
their gods. Cf. Macan, Herodotus. The Seventh, E ighth and N inth  
Books, 1:238.
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meeting in a mimetic fashion. Self-effacement of his role as narrator and 

researcher was necessary in order to achieve this effect. Herodotus 

presents the embassy entirely from the point of view of the individuals 

involved by his direct reporting of their words to one another rather than as 

a straight narrative account of the event that has obviously been filtered 

through the eyes of a historian who is temporally distant from the original 

event.

Themistocles and the Naval Commanders (8.56-63)

Herodotus' account of Themistocles' plan for the Greek defense at 

Salamis is presented in a fully scenic narration. As is generally the case in 

scenic narration, Herodotus assumes an omniscient stance as narrator and 

maintains a strong reticence to speak in his own person. He opens the scene 

with a passage in simple narration that relates the affect that the news of 

the burning of the Athenian Acropolis had upon the Greek naval commanders 

(8.56). Many of the commanders began to prepare for flight before the issue 

of defense was resolved, but it  was decided by the others that they should 

take their stand at the Isthmus (8.56: to T <h  re  unoAcmoiJLevovai ccvtcdv 

£Ki*p(i30T) irpo to u  ’Ia9p,o0 vau[«ix€£iv). T^e scene is thus set for someone 

or something to convince the naval commanders of the necessity of taking a 

defensive stand at Salamis.

That someone is, of course, Themistocles, but his own actions are put 

into motion by the Athenian Mnesiphilus who makes his way to 

Themistocles' ship in order to find out what plan of defense the Greek have
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decided to follow (8.57.1). After learning of the Greeks' decision to 

withdraw to the Isthmus (8.57.1: iru0o|i£vos 6e upos out oft tbs evq 

8 e6oyn€vov avriyeiv t&s veas upos to v  'laOpov Kai upo Tfjs 

neAonovvrjaov vaujxaxceiv), Mnesiphilus breaks into a direct speech in 

which he points out to Themistocles the consequences of such a plan for 

Greece as a whole. He ends his speech by urging Themistocles to try to 

persuade Eurybiades to remain at Salamis (8.57.2). It is important to note 

that Herodotus uses o ra tio  re c ta  for Mnesiphilus' words while he reports 

what Themistocles said to Mnesiphilus concerning the Greek plans in a 

summarized form. It also should be noted that Herodotus relates the 

summary of Themistocles' words from Mnesiphilus' point of view (8.57.1: 

m»0d|A£vos upds outov...). Herodotus has again strategically employed 

the use of ora tio  re c ta  so that the words he most desires to stress 

receive that emphasis naturally through their means of expression rather 

than by some outside indicator of their importance.

Themistocles takes Mnesiphilus' words to heart and rushes over to 

Eurybiades' ship (8.58.1). The careful attention that Herodotus has paid to 

circumstantial details makes it  clear that he wants his readers to be able 

to reconstruct the scene in their own minds. Themistocles leaves 

Mnesiphilus without saying a word in his hurry to see Eurybiades (8.58.1: 

...ov5ev irpos rcarra afxeujfrijjicvos fjie eui tt|v vearr|v EvpupidSea)). Each 

step leading up to the meeting is depicted by Herodotus: Themistocles 

arrives at the ship and announces that he has a public matter to discuss 

with him (8.58.1: aiHKOjjievos 5e I<f>T| cGeAeiv o i koivov t i  upfjyixa 

aun|ieT4ai); Eurybiades orders him to embark and speak his mind (8.58.1: o
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6 auTov ks t t |v  v ia  eKeXeve kopdvra Aeyeiv, ev t i  OeAoi); Themistocles 

sits down beside him and begins to speak (8.58.2: kvQama o ©efuaTOKAeqs 

napi£ofA£vos o i KaTaAeyei...). There is no need, however, for Herodotus to 

relate exactly what Themistocles said to Eurybiades since Themistocles 

utilizes the same reasoning that Mnesiphilus used. Thus, Herodotus can 

compress this aspect of the meeting between the two men. He states,

evecahra o ©ejJttaTOKAeTjs irapi£o|A€vds ol KaTaAeyei £K£iva 
T£ uavTa Tct fjKOuae Mvqai^iAov, eannrou uoievjAevos, k<xi 
aXXa iroAAa upo<m0e{s, ks o aveyvwae xpnUtov Ik t£  rfjs  
veos £Kpi]vat avAA££ai T£ tows aTpanjyous ks to  
ouvlSpiov. (8.58.2)

However, because Herodotus did present Mnesiphilus' speech to

Themistocles in full, his readers can imaginatively, but accurately, recreate

Themistocles' words to his superior.

Herodotus continues to depict the scene fully and with the inclusion 

of circumstantial details. He relates that when the generals reassembled, 

Themistocles began speaking quite vehemently before Eurybiades had even 

informed his officers of the reason for their meeting (8.59: (bs 6 e apa 

ouveAex^Tjoctv, irp iv T] to v  EupvpiaSriv irpo0eivai to v  Aoyov Tffiv  £iveKa 

<ruvfjyaye tous OTptrnqyovs, iroAAos ^jv 0£|xvotokA£tis ev toTo i Aoyoiai 

oTa KapTa Seo^ievos). Even the brief confrontation between Adeimantus 

and Themisticles, reported in o ra tio  recta, adds to the verisimilar 

depiction of the scene (8.59).

Herodotus prefaces Themistocles' words to Eurybiades and the other 

generals with the remark that Themistocles used none of the arguments he 

had previously mentioned privately to Eurybiades. Herodotus adds an
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explanation for this in his capacity as omniscient narrator: irapeovTcov yap 

Tffiv avmidxtov ovk. e^epe o l xoa^iov ovSeva Karqyopeeiv (8.60a 1). The 

speech itse lf is delivered in o ra tio  re c ta  and it  neatly sums up the 

advantages of fighting the sea-battle at Salamis rather than at the Isthmus 

(8.60.a-y). After Themistocles finished his speech, Adeimantus again began 

to criticize him. It is important to note that this exchange is reported in 

o ra tio  obliqua. The previous exchange between the two men'had been 

directly presented because of its  contribution to the picture of an overly 

eager Themistocles that Herodotus is depicting in this passage. Here, 

however, Herodotus has no such purpose in mind and in fact, the 

presentation of this exchange in o ra tio  re c ta  would greatly detract from 

the passionate speech of Themistocles. Thus, Herodotus presents the words 

of both men indirectly and adds a single explanatory note to clarify the 

meaning of Adeimantus' words (8.61.1: Tmnade o l upoe^pet otv 

■qAciJKeodv re  xal KaTeixovTO a i 'AG^vai). Themistocles closes his speech 

to Eurybiades with the final passionate plea to follow his advice. His final 

words threaten that the Athenian navy w ill withdraw to Siris in Italy if  

Salamis is abandoned (8.62.1-2). Herodotus returns his presentation of 

Themistocles' words to o ra tio  re c ta  because of the importance of 

presenting the threat of Athenian withdrawal in the most dramatic form 

possible and from the point of view of Themistocles rather than that of the 

narrator who, though he has assumed the stance of a privileged insider, is 

not an actual participant in the event..

Throughout this entire passage, Herodotus has maintained his position 

as the omniscient narrator who has fu ll knowledge of all the occurred during
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the event but who keeps his own persona out of his narration. After the 

close of Themistocles' speech, Herodotus ends his account of the meeting 

with the remark that Themistocles convinced Eurybiades to remain at 

Salamis (8.63: Tcarra 6 e eejAiOTOicAeos AeyovTos dve6 i 6daK£To 

EiipvpiriS'qs). After this conclusion, Herodotus can now break his stance as 

covert narrator and offer his own opinion regarding Eurybiades' change of 

mind. He states,

6ok€£iv $£ {aoi, dppa)6fjaas \ndXi<jTa rovs ’A^vavovs 
[&ve<HSd<7K£To], {Afj a4>£as airoAvnaxu, fjv  upos to v  ’Io8 (aov 
avdyQ ras veas* airoAiirovTcov yap ’ASrjvaitov o vk Iti 
eyivovTO a4io{iaxoi o l AomoC (8.63)

It is important to note that this expression of opinion lies outside the 

scenic narration of the event. Thus Herodotus does not destroy the illusion 

of mimesis that he has created through covert narration of the conference 

by his personal commentary upon the event.

The importance of this scene lies chiefly in its presentation of the 

issues that lie beneath the Greeks' decision to take their stand f irs t at the 

Isthmus and after being persuaded by Themistocles, at Salamis. Because 

Herodotus has presented the arguments for remaining at Salamis, both those 

of Mnesiphilus and Themistocles, in o ra tio  recta, he has reported them 

not from his own point of view as narrator or historian but from that of two 

individuals involved in the event. The impact upon the original Greek 

audience of this dramatic depiction of such a critical moment in the war 

should in no way be overlooked.
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This chapter has investigated how Herodotus adapts the techniques of 

scenic narration that he often uses in the telling of a traditional story to 

his account of historical events. It has been seen that there are certain 

events that Herodotus reserves for scenic presentation. In such instances, 

Herodotus slows the pace of narration so that he may fully depict the 

interactions between the individuals participating in the event and their 

varying points of view, as represented by the presentation of their words in 

o ra tio  recta. He also includes such circumstantial details as the emotions 

and thoughts of the characters as well as other details that focus upon the 

setting of the event. Throughout this type of presentation, Herodotus keeps 

his presence as narrator as minimally detectable as possible in order to 

give the impression that a mimetically accurate reenactment of the event is 

being presented to his readers. Such personal comments as are made in 

these passages lie outside the mimetic presentation so as to avoid 

interrupting the imitative scene.

It is now fa ir to consider what may have impelled Herodotus to use 

scenic and mimetic narration for his presentation of certain historical 

events. For, he does not: use such narration for all events. Most of the 

H is to rie s  is, after all, presented in straight narration. That Herodotus 

took his models from epic and drama is abundantly clear, but what made him 

apply such techniques to a historical work? The answer lies, I believe, in 

Herodotus' recognition that this type of narration provides a self-
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explanatory picture of the event.32 The historian/narrator may thus allow 

the historical personages to te ll their own story through their actions, 

words, thoughts and feelings. The points of view of the individuals and the 

issues that lie beneath the event thus avoid the appearance of having been 

filtered through the eyes of the narrator. Now, as has been frequently 

pointed out during the course of this chapter, the mediative activity of the
i

narrator is no less active in these passages than in any selection of straight 

narration. It is artifice on the part of the narrator, but i t  is essential for 

the mimetic presentation of events. Thus, Herodotus does not have to te l l 

his readers what Xerxes was like; he has shown them what he is like 

through his mimetic presentation. The differing points of view and the 

self-interest that so strongly played a part in the interactions between 

Gelon and the Greek embassy do not need to be analyzed by the historian; 

they have been presented in such a self-explanatory fashion through scenic 

narration that any historical analysis is superfluous. In similar fashion, the 

issues lying beneath the Greek decision to make a stand at Salamis rather 

than at the Isthmus do not need to be ennumerated by the historian; they 

have been more convincingly presented by the actual individuals involved in 

the decision-making process.

This type of self-explanatory, mimetic presentation is not one that 

Herodotus used or should have used for every event in the H isto ries. Its 

strength as a vivid means of narration and its value in offering self-

32Cf. C. Fornara, The Nature o f H is to ry  in  A ncien t Greece and Rome, 
p. 30. Fornara also notes the self-explanatory character of Herodotus' 
narrative but he does not fully treat the issue or recognize that because 
Herodotus employs different types of narration, some passages are more 
self-explanatory than others.
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explanatory accounts of events would thereby be diluted. It is, rather, a 

technique to be reserved for those critical moments in the H is to rie s  

which may benefit most from this type of presentation.33 Herodotus 

recognized this fact and so restricted his use of this type of narration. It is 

not surprising, however, that it  is in these scenic passages that the skills 

of Herodotus as a narrator have made their greatest impression upon his 

readers.

33For a brief listing of some of the historical passages that are presented 
in scenic narration, see page 7.
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Chapter Five

Conclusion

Herodotus' stance as a covert and overt narrator has been the focus of 

this investigation. It has been noted that though Herodotus narrates most of 

the H is to rie s  overtly, there are passages for which he selects a covert 

stance as narrator in order to present the story or event as a mimetic 

reenactment of its  original occurrence. Self-effacement by the narrator 

was seen to be an essential element of this type of scenic presentation for 

only in covert narration w ill the readers have the impression that they are 

being shown a story by its participants rather than being told one by a 

narrator. This is, of course, an artifice carefully constructed by the 

narrator but i t  is an effective means by which to produce the illusion of 

mimesis.

It has been frequently pointed out during the course of this 

examination that Herodotus owes many of the techniques he uses to present 

a mimetic account of an event to Homer. The Homeric epics are also 

narrated by a covert narrator who is generally reluctant to intrude directly 

into the story1 and who uses scenic narration to present a self-explanatory 

and mimetic account of the events. The question that may now be asked is 

whether or not Herodotus is doing something different from Homer. The

'For a discussion of the exceptions to this tendency, see E. Block, “The 
Narrator Speaks: Apostrophe in Homer and Vergil," TAPA 112 (1982): 7-22.
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answer must be an affirmative because Herodotus only selectively applies 

covert narration to present certain events of the H is to rie s  in a mimetic 

fashion while the Homeric epics are related almost entirely in covert and 

scenic narration. The reason is twofold. Firstly, the selective use of scenic 

and covert narration was due to Herodotus’ recognition that the strength of 

fu lly scenic narration as an explanatory tool would be lessened by its  

overuse, as was pointed out in the previous chapter.2 The second reason is, 

no doubt, to be found in the conflicting demands placed upon Herodotus by 

his position near the beginning of the development of Greek historiography. 

Herodotus s t ill has one foot firm ly placed in the Ionian tradition of i<rropvn 

no matter how much we, who want to look upon Herodotus as the father of 

history as we define it, might wish this were not true. But i t  is a 

consequence of this fact that Herodotus is so desirous to keep the process  

of la ropu) before the eyes of his readers. He wants them to be able to 

appreciate not only the results of his researches but also the very act of 

inquiry in its own right. A result of this are his frequent intrusions into the 

account to reveal to whom he spoke during the course of his investigation, 

where he travelled, the various difficulties he encountered along the way, or 

whether or not a particular informant could be considered reliable. His 

successors, though they undoubtedly used sim ilar methods of research,3 did 

not feel the same need to provide such a complete documentation of the 

investigative process. They were thus able to permit their narratives to 

provide the proof of the thoroughness of their research. Because of this, 

their personal statements were generally limited to expressions of opinions

2See pages 161-62.
3They probably, however, had greater access to written documents.
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and judgments on the historical facts contained in their narratives.4 The 

result was a smoother narrative that did not as frequently jump from 

remarks made in the historian's present by the historian himself to his 

treatment of the historical past.

As far as the extant evidence indicates, i t  was Herodotus who 

recognized that the techniques used by the narrator of the Homeric epics to 

produce a scenic narrative in a mimetic style could be adapted to the needs 

of the writing of history. Herodotus saw that presenting the words of an 

individual in o ra tio  re c ta  permitted the expression of that information 

from the point of view of that particular character. He noted that he could 

use the omniscience granted him by an internal stance to peer into the 

minds of the characters to reveal what they were thinking or feeling at that 

particular moment and he recognized that the mimetic nature of the 

narration would thereby be enhanced. He understood that the inclusion of 

small, seemingly insignificant circumstantial details such as those that 

revealed the state of mind of an individual, that focussed upon certain 

aspects of the setting or that allowed for the step-by-step reporting of the 

action would also complement the mimetic effect of the narrative. And 

most importantly, Herodotus recognized that self-effacement of his role as 

narrator was necessary in order to keep the illusion of mimesis intact. He 

did realize, however, that he could allow his persona as historian and 

investigator to enter the narrative upon the completion of the mimetic

4For a discussion of the way Thucydides expresses his opinions and 
judgments, see L. Pearson, "Thucydides as Reporter and Critic", TAPA 78 
(1947). 37-60.
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passage. In this way, he could offer his own opinions on a matter without 

destroying the mimetic tone of its  narration.

Herodotus even went on to develop further the potential for a mimetic 

depiction that was offered by the presentation of a character's words in 

o ra tio  recta. He realized that he could enhance the illusion of mimesis by 

strategically presenting some of these words in o ra tio  obliqua, thereby 

creating the illusion of the passing of time. He understood that his usage of 

this technique would greatly increase the mimetic tone of the the account.

In addition, Herodotus recognized that he could indicate the importance of a 

certain character’s words by presenting the less significant elements of 

that individual's speech in o ra tio  obliqua  rather than in o ra tio  re c ta  or 

by relating the words of the other participant in the dialogue in an indirect 

form. He could thereby ensure that this readers would understand the 

relative importance of the various words spoken through a contrast in their 

means of expression and he would not be forced to intrude into the story to 

make these issues clear.

Herodotus used covert narration because he realized that a mimetic 

presentation could offer what would appear to be a self-explanatory account 

of an event. That is to say, by creating the illusion that the narration 

mimetically reflected the events and its participants and by keeping his 

own activity as narrator as minimally detectable as possible, Herodotus 

could in fact present his own understanding of the event, the action and its 

participants without openly and obviously appearing to have allowed his own 

point of view to influence his account. All histories, regardless of their 

narrative form or period of composition, are subjective accounts if  only
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because they are written by individuals who have the power to determine 

which facts are relevant to the topic and which are not. There are, in fact, 

as many accounts of a single historical event as there are historians who 

desire to treat the topic.5 But all historians want their readers to believe 

that their work is the most accurate and truthful account and one of the 

ways to accomplish this is to give the impression that the history 

mimetically depicts the events and its participants.

Herodotus restricted the use of covert and scenic narration in his 

relation of historical events to those critica l moments in the H is to rie s  

that would benefit most from a vivid presentation that seemed to be free of 

the historian's own point of view. Three of these passages have already 

been discussed: the depiction of Xerxes (7.1 -99), the Greek embassy to Gelon 

(7.153-63), and the case made by Themistocles to remain at Salamis (8.56- 

63) and other have been noted.6 To Herodotus, scenic and covert narration 

were techniques to be used to enable his readers to understand in the most 

graphic way possible how and why the events of the Persians Wars occurred 

as they did.

5Cf. A.R. Louch, “History as Narrative," H is to ry  and Theory 8  (1969): 57 
and L.O. Mink, "Narrative Form as a Cognitive Instrument," in The W riting  
o f H is to ry : L ite ra ry  Form and H is to ric a l Understanding, eds. R.H. 
Canary and H. Kozicki (Madison, 1978), p. 144.
6See page 7.
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Appendix One

Autopsy and Inquiry

This appendix is a select listing of passages in which Herodotus indicates
his use of observation and inquiry. Only those passages that are clearly
indicative that Herodotus personally employed these methods are included.
Those in which the methods are implied are omitted. The key words are
listed; the reader should refer to the text for the fu ll context.

Book One

1.20.1 Aehfym  oT$a ey© oUt© &Kouaa$ yeveaeai* ( illness of Alyattes)
1.22.2 ...CDS ey© rnvQ avoym ... ( ThresybulusendAlyattes)
1.92.2 .. .©s &y© nuvSdvojUtt...  (offerings of Croesus)
1.105.3 .. .©s ey© m)vOav6\ievog eupiaK©... (temple of Aphrodite at 

Ascalon)
1.170.1 ...nvv6dvo|iaiyv©|«iv B iavra ... (Bias)
1.171.2 . . .oaov Ka\ ey© Swards eljw .. .jMtKpdrarov eiitceadai 

(kofj... (theCarians)
1.214.1 .. .Ka\ 6f| koI  nvv0dvo|iai out© toOto yevopevov. (Cyrus* 

battle against the Massagetee)

Book Two

2.2.5 5$e |i^v yev^aGai Tfflv ip£©v toO H4>ai<?Tov toO kv M ^ i
■fjKOVOV. (Psammetichus* experiment)

2.8.1 ...©S ^y© ^HVVeapdpT]V... (geographyof Eg/pt)
2.12.1 Td i?ep\ AtyuHTOV...16©V... (geography of Egypt)
2.13.1 2Aeyov sca\ rdSe |jioi...ol lp£es...dT€ Tffiv lp£©v Tcnrra 

ly© t)KOVOV. (geography of Egypt)
2.19.3 . . .X o io p iw  outovs T\vr\va  Svvcqnv 2x£v ^ NeiAos... (the 

Nile)
2.19.3 ...povAdjJievos elS^vai Icrrdpeov xal d n . . .  (theNile)
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2.29.1

2.32.1

2.34.1

2.43.1 
2.44.1-5

2.52.1
2.54.2

2.55.1

2.73.1
2.75.1

2.91.5
2.99.1

2 . 106.1
2.113.1

2.118.1
2.123.1

2.147.1

2.148.5

2.148.6

180

. EAefavTCvrjs ndAios avT<$Tmjs lA0o5v, rb  6 
duo toutou &ko  ̂f)6r| loTOplmv. (geography of Egypt)
&AAd rd 8 f p lv ffaouoa &v6pffiv KupTjvaltDV... (sources of the 
Nile)
. . . In  8aov jwxKp^raTov IciTopeOvTaflv tftK lo ea i, dprjTai* 
(the Nile)

HpaKAlos 61 trlp i t 6v6e. . . Adyov ffcouaa.. . (Heracles) 
koI  ©lAcov 61 tovtoov n lp i o a fls  t i d 6 lv a i k i  Sv otdv re  
flv, inAcuaa Kal Is  TiJpov...£t5ov...dpd|ji,nv...£C6ov 61 kv 
Tfj Tuptp...diiiKd|«iv 61 Kal ©daov, kv £?pov...Td plv vuv 
loropnfjilva 6t)Ao i cafloos naAai&v 0fdv HpaK Ala civav. 
(Heracles)
...A s kytb kv Acd6c5vx) o?6a &KOiJaas... (Pelesgians) 
dpojJtlvov 61 jl£V 6k60£V. .. (establishment of oracles at Dodona ere! 
Ammon)
TcnVra |ilv  w v  rffiv kv ©^pgai Iplrov fjKouov, Td6£ 61 
A(fl6o)va((DV <f>a<ri... (establishment of oracles at Dodona and Ammon) 
eyro \ i iv  piv ouk d6ov d  jjifi doov ypaffl* (phoenix)
.. .Kai Is  touto t b YropCov ^ A©ov iruv0avd|ji€vos 
.. .dniKd|Ji£VOS 61 d6ov d o rla ... (winged snakes) 
dpo^lvou 61 |A£V o T i . . . l f  aoav... (Perseusand theChemmites) 
M lxpi (Jilv toutou d fis  T£ lp,f| Kal yp(6|iT) Kai laropiri TauTa 
Alyouad la r i ,  t 6 61 dird to06£ Alyundous Ipxopai Adyous 
Iplrov KaTaTafjKouov npoolcrrai 61 t i auToiai Kai tt)s 
£p$]S o f lOS. (general statement cm methodology of Book Two)
. . .Iv  61 naAaiOT<KQ Xupfy outAs fiprnv... (stelaeof Sesotris)
lA fyov 61 jaoi ol Ip lfs  loToplovn t d i?£pi EAlvi)v... 
(Egyptian story of Helen)
Eiponlvov 61 |i£V TOt)s Ip las  d . . .  (story of Helen)
...Ijjio i 61 napd ndvTa ...OndKfvrai 6t i Td A£yd|A£vaflti 
iKdoTCOV &ko$ ypdfto. (general statement of methodology)
ToOto  n iv  vuv o£rroi A lydnno i A lyouov...npoalorai 61 t i 
afrroioi Kal t^s l ^ s  6 f io s . (methodology)
Td jjilv vuv perlmpa Tfflv olscnjJidTmv afrroC T£ Apfflpcv 
6v£4idvT£« Kal oOtoI  0o)odp£voi Alyo|i£v, Td 61 auTfiv 
tiirdyaia Adyoiai luuv6avd|JUE0a. (the labyrinth) 
oUtw Tfiv |a! v KdTto n lp i otwrindTtov &Kofi irapaAapdvT£s 
Alyo(i£Vt Td 61 dvco \xiCova.. .afrrol ApffijJicv (the labyrinth)
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Book Three

3.12.1 ©%ia 6k p£ya fit6ov nv©6n€Vos napd tS v  £irix© pt©v...  
(thickness of Egyptian end Persian skulls)

3.12.4 . ..ftS o v  6e Kal fiAAa 0 |.w >iatovtoio i kv  nanpofyu.. .  (thickness
of Egyptian end Persian skulls)

3 .115.2 . .  .toO to  6k  ovSevAs out^itte©  y fv o ^ v o v  Swcq^ai 
riucoOoai... (geography of the far west of Europe)

3.117.6 . . .© s 6  ly ©  ot6a riucouoas.. .  (the river Aces)

Book Four

4.16.1-2 . . . o&Sev&s y&p 6fj auT^irre© d 6 £ v a i <|>afJi£vou Suvapai
uv0lo0ai...& A A  8aov p£v 1\\n£\s drp£K£©s £n l {JuxKp^raTov 
oto l T£ £y€v<5)ji£0a &Kofj l i iK & d a i ,  ir&v d p ^ a e ra i. (Scythia)

4.76.6 © s $  £y© f)KOV0a Tu|lV£©.. .  (Anacharsis)
4.77.1 k o it o i t iv & fj6r| rjKovaa Adyov ftAAov.. .A fyrfp fvo v...  

(Anacharsis)
4.81.1 . .  .&AA& 5ia$tfpovs Amyous H£p\ toO dpi0|jioD ffcovov 

. . . t o <j 6 v 6 e h^vto i &irl<$>aiv6v |io i ks  fr jr iv  (populationof 
Scythia)

4.81.6 Toohra 6fj ir fp l toO irAifafios toO Zku0£©v jjKovov. (population of 
Scythia)

4.95.1 (fc 61 iy ib  mivedvopai Tfflv . . .  (Salmoxis)
4.192.3 ToaaOTa \n iv  vuv ©r)p(a.. .8aov f|[ji£is larop^ovTfs  £ iil 

jiaKpdTaTOV o to l T£ ty£V<$jJi£0a ££iK^o0au (Libyananimals)

Book Five

5.9.1 }10VV0VS 61 6uV0fiav lTU0lo0ai ok^OVTas.. .  (the Sigynnee)
5.57.2 ...© s  £y© &vaifuv0av^p£vog EupioK©, fjaav  #olviK £S...

(the Gephyreei)
5.59.1 et6ov 6k  Kal carros Sa8p^\a ypdj4 UXTa.. .  ( Phoenician alphabet)

Book S ix

6.47.1 fitfiov Kal afrrteT&fA£raAAaTaDTa... (Thasien mines)
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6 .117.3 A feye iv  6k  o u t& v  u e p l to O  udO eos f jK o v a a  T O id v6 e  T iv a  
Adyov.. . tc c O tr  jjtfev 6tj E u(C t|A ov fen ve d iiq v  A lye iv.
(Epizelos)

Book Seven

7.35.1 f j6r| 61 ifxovaa ©s Kal crvyfeas... (branding of the Hellespont)
7.55.3 f j& r i 6k  fjK o u o a  K a l U o to to v  6 ia$H)vai paoiAfea v d v r ta v .  

(crossing of the Hellespont)
7.114.2 ...fenelKal ApriOTpiv.. ,TFUvedvo|Jiai... (Persian burial customs)
7. J 52.3 ey© 616$elA© Afeyeiv Td Aeydiieva, ire(6 eo6 a( ye |A€V ov

navTdiraaiv 6 <f>e(A©, Kal |io i toO to t 6  Iifo s  fex^r© fes irdvTa 
Adyov. (general statement regarding methodology)

7.166 .. .©s feoooOTO Tfl (JidxQ, &$aviaef\vai m v Q d v o \u i \ . . .
(Hamilc8r)

7.224.1 .. .Tffiv ey© ©s dvSpffiv h&im v y e v d y & v w  fenv0d|jiT|v... 
(Thermopylae)

7.239.4 ...© s ey© m»v0dvo(juu... (Demaratus’ message regarding invasion)

Book E ight

8.35.2 .. .©s ey© mivOdvopai... (Xerxes' knowledge regarding Delphi)
8.38 ...© s ey© irvyedvopai... (marvels at Delphi)

Book Nine

9.16.1 rd 6e 6e fjdr) rd  eiriAouiafjKOVOV OepodvSpou... (banquet at 
Thebes)

9.16.5 roOTa jifev toO Opxojievlov 0epadv6pov ffcovov, Kal TdSe
irpds TOVTOuai, tbs... ( banquet at Thebes)

9.84.1 .. .noAAofts 6 fe r iv a s  fjdi} Kal uavTaSairous fjtcovaa Odtfrai 
MapSdnov... ( burial of Mardonius)

9.85.3 .. .Td4>oi, to iJtovs 6 fe, <bs fey fit m>v0dvo|iai.. .Td^os, Tdv feyfi) 
&KOV© Kal... (burial at Plataea)

9.95 fj&r) 6 fe Kal TdSe fyovoa (bs 6 A n tyo vo s ...o k  fetbv EOtivCov
tia is . (Deiphonos)
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Appendix Two

Lim its of Knowledge

This appendix is a select lis ting  of passages in which Herodotus admits the
lim its  of his knowledge or Information. The selections are lim ited to those
that are clearly personal statements. Key words are indicated; the reader
should refer to the text fo r the fu ll context.

Book Ono

1.49.1 KOT& 62 rfjv A|i4>idp£(o toO pavrr|{ou vuoxpiaiv ovk k\(o 
e iire iv  0 T l . . .  (Croesus end the testing of the orecles)

1.57.1 . .  .ovk Ixa> a,Tp£6cltos f in e ly . . .  (Pelesgien language)
1.160.2 ou y&p ToOTd y £  d it f iv  a rp £k2(o?. . .  ( Pactyes)
1.1 7 1.2 . .  .d a o v  xai eycb 6 u v a r6s d ja ...(ju xK p d ra T o v  £4 ix2 a 6 a i 

OKO\j... (theCarisns)
1. 172.1 TO0TO yap oifK ?x® firpfK l̂OS 6lOKplvai...  (theCeuniens end the

Cartons)

Book Two

2.19.1 toO hotohoO 62 $d<nos n lp i oCt£ t i  t& v  I p irn  oOt£ ffAAou 
ofidfvds irapaAapdv fcdvvrioeriv. (the Nile)

2.19.3 .. .toOtojv ®v n£pi oOdcvds oti62v o'16$ T£ 2yevdpnv
napaAapdv... (theNile)

2.28.1 . ..  oOt£ Aipd© v ot»T£ EAAljvcov Tfflv 2|«>i frniKoiilvaiv 2s 
Adyous oi)6e\$ fin2ax€to  d62 va i.. .  (sources of the Nile)

2.29.1 ftAAou 62 ofcdcvds o<i62v 26vvdp,*nv nue2o0av... (sources of the 
Nile)

2.34.1 .. .In  oaov paKpdTaTOV laropeOvTa fjv l^ ix ladai, dpiyrai* 
(the Nile)
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2.43.1 toO iTlpou 51 nlpi HpaKAlos, t Av . . .ouSctfi  ̂Alyvirrov 
l6vvdo0T |v dKoOoai. (Herbies)

2.103.2 ...ouk Ix©  Iv0eOT£V drpeK lm s e ln e iv  c Itc ... (Sesotrisend 
(he origins of (he Colchians)

2 .1044  adrffiv  61 A ly u iiT (© v  Kal A l0 id ir© v  o(pk I x© e l* £ tv
A K dTepoi... (circumcision)

2.122.2 ©ti iaI vtoi el ye 6id TaOTa ApTdCouai Ix® A lyeiv... 
(Rhempslnltus)

2.130.2 a iT iv e s  (JiIvtoi e la i, ©iiK Ix©  f i l i r t f v  *A?|V. . .  ( lomb of Mycerinos’ 
daughter end the identity of the statues)

2.167.1 e l |aIv vuv K a l toO to nap A lyu irrC m v.. .o(pk I x© frrpeK l© s 
K p lv a i... (origins of Greek commercial practices)

Book Three

3.115.1 .. .nepl 8k t6 v  ev t$  SuptoirQ tS v . . . I x© f^v o(ik drpeKl©s 
A lyew  (geography of the far west of Europe)

3 .116.1 Ak©s y lv  y iv d n e v o s , ouk ix ®  o u 6 I toO to d rpeK l© s e lu a i. .. 
(gold in the far west of Europe)

Book Four

4.45.2 ou6 Ix© ouinpaAloGai kv Atcu.. .o06l tSv SioupiodvTcov rd  
o flv fya T a  Itu 0 la 0 a i.. .  (geography of Europe)

4.53.5 nouvov 61 tou tou  toO -noTOfioO Kal NeiAou oOk I x ®
T&S irq y d s ... ( the Borysthenesand the Nile)

4.81.1 nAf)8os 6k  tA  Ik u 8 I© v  o fa  olds Te lyevAjwiv drpcKl©s 
iru 0 lo 0 a i.. . (population ofScythi8)

4.180.4 A t Io io i 61 tA  ird A a i lK A aneov...o flK  Ix® e ln e lv .. .  (theAuses)
4.185.1 (Ji^xpv n lv  6 f| Tfflv ATAdvTtttv toO tcdv Ix ®  Td o tivA n a ra  Tfflv 

kv TfJ H p u n  KaToiKT)(Ji!va)v KoraAl4av» tA  6 dnA Totfrm v 
o A k It i. (tribes of the sand-belt)

4.187.2 o l ydp 6f| Tfiv A ip tf ©v.. .oOk I x® drpE K lw s toD to e lu ^ iv . . .  
(Libyan nomads)

4.187.3 el |i!v  8 id  toO to, ouk I x© drpeKl©s elnevv, vyw)pdTaroi... 
(health of the Libyans)

4.192.3 TooaOTa |l! v vuv 0iip(a. ..Aoov f||Jitfs l<rropIovTes In i 
fJlOKpdTaTOV o lo i T€ IyevA|Jie0a l4 lK lo© ai. (Libyan animus)

4.195.2 TaOTa el |ilv  I<m  dAi|0l©s oAk o l6a... ( island of Cyrauis)
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Book Five

5.9.3 . ,.8 k ® ?  61 oStov Mflj6(ov frnoiKoi yeydvaoi, ey® ply o(ik Ix®
£m$p(foaa0ai... (theSig/nrvee)

5.66.1 .. .Kal Ioay6pr)s.. .&Tdp t & dylKadey ovk Ix® $ptfoai...
(I secures)

Book S ix

6.1 4. 1 .. .oOk Ix® drpeKlwff auyypdf ai oX T ives... (Late)
6.82.1 .. .ofrre £l teu66}*£Vos ofrre el &Ai)8la A£y®v, Ix® oa^vlw s

I t lH U ... (Cleomenes)
6 .124.2 . .  ,6s ia Iv to i fly &va6l4as, oOk Ix®  irpoa® T lp®  d ir ^ tv

TOUTMV. ( the shield signal to the Persians after Marathon)
6 .137.1 ileA aayol I i r d r e  I k Tifc A rru d te . . .toOto y&p ofa I x ® 

4>pdaai, nAfjV t&  Aeydjiieva.. . ( the Pelesgians)

Book Seven

7.26.2 .. .ovk Ix® <|>pdaai... (Xerxes' reward to the test-equipped contingent)
7.54.3 toOto OUK I x® &Tp£Kl®S 6 lOKplVai o0t £ e l. . .OUT£ e l.. .

(Xerxes' sacrifice to the Hellespont)
7.60.1 .. .OVK Ix® einevv t 6  &Tp£Kls... (si2e of Xerxes' troops)
7.133.2 .. .OVK Ix® eTuai, 'nAfjV o t i. .. ( tte treatment of Xerxes’ messengers in

Athens)
7.153.3 o8ev 6 1  avTa lAape outos etcnjaaTo, toO to 61 ovk Ix® 

e lne iv . (Telines)
7.189.3 e l |aIv w y .. .ovk I x® e lire iv ... (Boreus end tte storm)

Book E ight

8.8.2 frretp n lv 6f|Tpdn(p...o(iK Ix ® flir^ lv  &Tp£Kl®s... (Skyiiies)
8.87.1 ...OVK Ix® ...e ln4 ty  &Tp£Kl®s As kd o T O l... (Salemis)
8.87.3 e l | ily  Ka( t i ydKOS.. .oO jiI vtoi I x® y£ e liid v ... (Artemisia)
8.112.2 e l 61 fiTfjnves Kal SAAo i. . . oOk Ix® e ln ^ lv  (Themistoclesandthe 

tribute exacted from tte islanders)
8.128.1 . ..SvTiva jiey Tpdiiov dpxnv, lyw ye oAk Ix® e ln e iv ... 

(betrayal of Potidesea)
8.133.1 6 n ^yp o vA 6 iJ i£ V o s lK n a 0 £ ly ...o d K lx® # d o a i... (Mys)
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Book Nine

9.18.2 o u k Ix ® 8  frrpeK&»s c ln c iv  oO tc c I.- .o C t c l . . .  (thoPhocians
end MQrdonius)

9.84.1 in  8t£V ykv  Avepmirmv, r i  frrpetcfcs ouk 2x® e ln tf v . . .  (burial 
of Merttonius' 1mm!/)

9.84.2 Sons pcvToi ?jv.. .o i Gvvapai fcrpCKIcos nvd^aOav. (burial of 
Mardonius' body)
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Appendix Three

Personal Opinion

This appendix Is a select listing of passages in which Herodotus expresses 
his own opinion or judgment about a particular matter. The passages are 
lim ited to those that are clearly expressions of personal opinion. Key words 
are listed; the reader should refer to the text for the entire context.

Book One

1.58 t&  EAAijvik&v y«Via<TQ y£v. . .cos c|ju>\ KaTa^aiverav
filva i* ( the Greek language)

1.58 upos 6t| Sv l)ju>vye 6ok& i  r b  neAaoyiKov le vo s ... (tte 
Pelasgisns)

1.97.2 ...tbs 6 ey© 6ok̂ cos |*dAi<JTa... (Deioces)
1.119.7 evOdrrev 61 l^eAAe, (bs £y© 6ok&op dACoas ©dijreiv Ta

iravTa. (burial of Harpagus' son)
1.131.1 ...tbs £|io\ 6ok^£IV( <$t i  odx dvep©uo$v£as... (Egyptian

go*)
1.137.1 a iv lffl y&v vuv t6 v 6 c  t6 v  vdjw>v, a iv im  61 Kal tovSc... 

(Persian customs)
1.143.3 ...dAAdxal vuv ^aivovTaC |io i o l uoAAol... (theionians)
1.145.1 6 v 6 6 e m  61 jjuh 6ok£ovoi irdAias iroufjaaaeai o l I©ves...

(tte I onions)
1. 152.2 ...tbs gj£v k\io\ 6 ot<eeis KaTaoxdirovs xffiv Te Evpov

frpqyfidTCOV... (Sparten rejection of Ionian appeal for aid)
1.172.1 o l 61 Kauvioi auT<$Y0oves fio K le iv  ejJioi e lo i.. .  (tteCaunians)
1.182.1 <{»aol 6£ o l outoI  ootoi, £|aoI |jî v ov moTd AlyovTes.. . 

(temple of Bel in Babylon)
1.186.1 .. .Kal fjv , <bs Eytb 6ok£©p 6xAT)p6v toO to. (Nitocris)
1.214.1 Tadnjv rfjp  |idxnv*--Kplv® lo x ^ p o r ^ ^ y e v io Q a x . . .  (Cyrus' 

battle gainst tte Massagetee)
1.214.5 ...56e jio i 6 meavtbroTos e lp irra i. (death of Cyrus)
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Book

2.41

2.5.1

2 . 10.1

2.11.3

2.15-1

2.17-1

2.25.5 

2.26.1

2.27.1
2.28.2
2.28.5

2.34.2
2.42.5

2.44.5

2.45.2

2.49.1

2.50.1
2.50.2

188

Two

d y o u a i 6 k t o c § 6 £  0 O<f>©T£pov EAAfjv©v, ljw>l 6 o K k e iv ...
(Egyptian year)
Kal d )  |to i £6 okcov  A kye iv  n e p l t t is  6 flA a y d p . . .
(Egyptian priests as sources for information on the geography of Egypt) 
. . .£ 6 4 k££ K al o u t ® jkh  e tv a i  e irticn jT o s  A ly u ir rC o ic i  
. . .k $ a iv £ T 6  (iO l £ lv a ( . . .  (geography of Egypt)
?T£pov t o io Ot o v  KdAnov Kal r f |v  A ty u ir ro v  6oKk© y e v k a O a i 
KOU... (Egypt end the gulf) '

6  . . .  fjdQ y d p  a 4 *  t 6  y e  AkATa, A? o v to I  A kyo u a i A iy u im o i
K al e jio l 6 o K le i, k a T l K ard p p u T d v ...d A A  o 0 t£  A iyv irrC o u s  
6oKk© afuxTtp A k A r a . . .e i  £ v  T|jji€i£ 6p8ffls ir£p \ uurr& v  
y iv tfoK O iiev , loaves ouk e5 4>povkou<n tr£p l A iy u i r r o v . . .T£ 
Kal avTovs Ioavas d irodefcvu iu  ouk em crrafikvous  
A o y (£ e a 8 a i. . .  (Ionianopinionregarding the delts)

8  K a l r f |v  jikv  Ioavoav yvcD(jw|v d ir iep e v , ‘tytiei? 6k £ 6 1  icq n e p l
t o u t o v  Akyo}i£V, A iyunTO V pkv i r d o a v . . .  (Herodotus' opinion 
about the delta)
o u t© t o v  t̂ Aio v  vevd|UK a tovtcdv a t n o v  e tv a i . (Nileend the 
sun)
a t r io s  6k 6  oarrds oSt o s  K a ra  y  v (6|jiqv T fjv  kjAf|v.. .  ( Nile oral 
(he sun)
T fjs  aCpQS 6k i r k p i . . . r f  jv6e ex© yv©p,Tiv, © s .. .  (Nile and the sun) 
o5 t o s 6  q jio iy e  ira {£ e iv  e 6o K ee ... ( sources ofthe Nile) 
oSt o s  |xkv 6 f| 6  y p a m ju m o n fe . . .© s  ejJik K a ra v o k e iv .. .
(sources of the Nile)
oUt © r d v  NeTAov 6 ok I©  6 id  trdoQS t ^ s . . .  (theNile)
6oKkeiv 6k tu n , K al r d  o uvo jia  A w ju o vio i dud T o 0 6e . . .
(Egyptian religious practices)
Kal 6 ok£ou<h  6k jxoi o5t o i  d p e d r a r a  EAAYjvmv n o ik e iv ,  
o v .. .  ( Heracles)
£|xol |ikv vuv 6oKkouoi T d O ra  A k y o v re s .. .o i  EAAQves.. .  
(Greek stories regarding Heracles)

■3 TjdT) £ v  6oKk£i i io i  M eAtfjiirous.. .k y ©  pkv vuv
M £ A d |iiro 6a ...o u  y d p  6f| o u ^ n e o e iv  y e  $ q o © . . . ou jikv  ou6k 
^vfja© 6 k©s  . . .  ( Melampus and the cult of Dionysus)
6 oK k© 6  £ v  } id A ia T a  dir A ty u u ro u  d m x d a i.  (names of the gods) 
. . . o&t o i  6k j io i  6oKkouai uud IleA aayfflv  d v o fia o O ^ v a i, irA^v  
!Ioaei6k© VO S* ( names of the gate)
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2.53.2-3

2.56.1

2.57.1

2.63.3

2.64.2

2.70.1

2.73.3

2.77.1

2.77.3

2 .98 .2
2.103.1

2.106.5

2.109.3
2.120.1

2.120.5

2.12 1 .£ 1
2.124.3

2.125.7

2.131.3 

2.134.1

189

...  HoloSov ydp Kal Opqpov f|AiK(T|v TfiTpaKoaCoioi crca i 
6 okI© W£U irp£apvTlpovs...ol 81 vp&repov novnTal 
A fiyd jtfvo i.. .I{w>iy£ 60K&IV, lylvovTO . ((toting of Homer end 
Hesiod)
lyft 6 rapl otfrrfflv yv6[a \v  TlfvSfi. (esteblishmentoftheorecle 
atDodone)
n£A£id8£s 81 |ioi SokI o u o i t<AT]9f|vai iipds A©6©va(©v In i  
To05£ al yuvaiK£S9 8 ld T l... (establishment of the orecle at Dodona) 
...©s ly© 6okI©, iroAAol Kal AiroevtfaKovai Ik  rfiv  
Tp©jAdr©V“ (festival of Ares)
o v to i p£v vuv Toiafrra ImAlyovTfs noid)ai Ijjtoiyf ouk 
&p£<rrd* (sexual intercourse in religious precincts)
t) 6 Sv Ijjtovyf 6ok& i  dtiarrrfrv) Airnyrjoios ctvai...
(crocodile)
toO tov 61 Alyouoi iwixavStaOai rdS f, Ip o l jaIv ofl m<rrd 
AlyovTfiS... (phoenix)
...AoyitDTaTol d a i naKp$ Tffiv lycb1? 8idn£ipav dniKdiniv. 
(judgment on the intelligence of the Egyptians)
. . .d o l |xlv ydp Kal dAA©s Aiyrfimoi n£Ta Aipuas 
UYvnp£aTOTOl...!jK>l 8oK££lv... (healthof the Egyptians)
■j] 81 I t Ip t i IldAls 6 okI£1 pov to  oCvojxa... (city of Anthylla)
Is  toA tous 81 jiov 6 ok££i Kal irpoatDTora AniKloOai b 
AlyUTfTlOS OTpctTOS. (march of Sesotris)
Ta 8 f| Kal p£T£4lT£poi Tfflv 0£Tjoa|ilv©v.. .noAAdv i l js  
&At|0£<tis AnoAfiAfiim ilvoi. (statue of Sesotris)
6oK££V 81 IJIOI lv0£UT£V y£©jA£Tpvn... (origins of geometry) 
Tdrra jilv Alyuirriwv ol Ip ifs  lAfyov, ly© 81 Adycp t$  
ii£p l EAlvijs A£xO€vtv Kal outAs npooTid£|Jiav, rd 8£
IniAfyojJlfiVOS. • • (Herodotus' opinion about the story of Helen)
...©S (ilv ly©yvcofAijv &iio$a(vo|JUU,toO 8ai|AOv(ou... (story 
of Helen)
...noifyral juvTd8£, l|Jiol |*lv oO mcrrd- (Rhempsinitus) 
...Ipyov 18v o if noAA§ T£<p lAaaaovii)s nupajjtfSos, cte IjaoI 
6 okI£IV ... (road of Cheops)
...dAAov 6 i,  cos ly©  6okI©, Iv  t$  tous ACeous Itojavov 
...ouk 6A(yov Xpdvov. (pyramid of Cheops) 
raOTa 81 A lyouai <f>Aur]piovT£S, ©s ly©  6okI© ... (tombof 
Mycerinus' daughter and the statues)
. . .t ?|v 8f| |i£T£4lT€po( $aai...ofa: 8p0% AlyOVTfiS...
(Rhodipis)
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2.137.5 uijnr)A£©v 61 Kal kriptav y£V O )ii£v© v.,.© s  £not 6 o k & i,  
pdAlOTa f| £V BoupdaTi i t 6A is . . .  (city end temply of Boubastis)

2.146.2 6 fjAa ffiv {aoi y£yov£ 8t i  Uartpov £hu© ovto  o l EAAt)V£s 
TOVTWV Td o flv fya ra  i |  Td Tfiv fiAAwv ©£fiv. ( nomes of the gods)

2.155.3 t 6  6i. pot Tffiv $av£pfiv fjv  ©Spa fjUfyiOTOv irapfxdpfvov 
4>paaa). (orecleat Bouto)

2.156.1 O&T© il£ V VUV 6 VT)&S T&V 4>av£pfiv |JlOl Tfiv 1F£pl toOto t6  
lp6v £o ti ©(DjiaaT^TOTOv, Tfiv 6£ 6fiur£p©v vf|cos f| l£j.urus 
KdAeu^VT]. ( oracle at Bouto end the island of Chemmis)

Book Three

3.2.1 A ly tJ im o i... A£yovT£s 6k Tcfirra ouk 6p©fis A£y ouoi. 
(Cambyses’ invasion of Egypt)

3.3.1 A£y£Tai 6 f  Kal o6 f  Aoyos, k\u>\ (i£v ou m©avds, ©s... 
(Cambyses' invasion of Egypt)

3.5.2 dud &  Ko6u tio s  udAios eouotjs, ©s e jio l 6 o k I£ 1. . .  (entrance 
into Egypt)

3.9.2 ofhros p£v 6 m ©av©T£pos T fiv  Ady©v fitpn^Tai, 6 f t  6£ Kal t 6 v 
fja a o v  iT l© avov.. .  (Arabian king's method of conveying water into the 
desert)

3.13.4 . .  .Td 6e uapd Kvpijvairov diriKd|Ji£va p£.p%t\st ©s q w i 
6 oK££l, OTi... (Cambyses snd the offering from Cyrene)

3.16.7 a i \Uv  vuv £K toO Afidoio? IvToAal a&rat, a l. . .o0 jiov
6 o k Io u o i dpx?|V y£v ia© a i.. .  (corpse of Amesis)

3.38.1 navTaxB Sv jio i 6f)Ad £<m  8t i  k\ndvt\ |i£ytiA © ? 6  Kafipucrq?*
( the madness of Cambyses)

3.38.4 .. .K a l 6p©fis noi 6 ok££i n (v6apos ito ifjo a t vdpiov ih£vt© v 
paaiAect <fnrjaas e tva i. (Darius' conversation about burial customs)

3.45.3 . . .d o t  6101 A^youoito u s  dn A lyunrou vitdfaat, 
IloAuKpdrEa, A£yovT£S £^iol 6o k & iv  ouk 6p© fis . (Polycrates)

3.115.1 . .  .0UT£ ydp £y©y£ evS&cojmi Hpt6avdv.. .  (geography of the rar 
west of Europe)

3.135.3 Aapfios pJkv 6 tfj, 6 o k & iv  kpioi, dn ou6£vds... (Dariusend 
Democedes)

3.137.5 Kcrrd 61 to v to  poi 6 o k & i oir£©oai.., (Democedes)
3.143.2 ou ydp 6ij, ©s o x m o x , IpouAovTO f t  vat, eAeuOepoi. (Samos)
3.146.1 Mairiv6pio? 6£ vn^Aape t 6v  Adyov, ©s jifcv £y© 6 ok£©, ouk. . .

(Samos)
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Book Four

4.5.1 .. .toO 61 Tapyvrdou tou tou tous to k la s  Alyouov eTvav, 
k\u>\ f ilv  ou niOTd AlyovTes... (origins of the Scythians)

4.11.1 E o ti 61 Kal dAAos Adyos extov S6e, t $  ivdAiora Aeyoixlvq) 
OUtAs npdoKeipai... (origins of the Scythians)

4.25.1 o l 614>oAoKpol ofrro i A lyouoi, l|w>l jxlv ou n itrrd  AlyovTes, 
otelevv Td opea a iy(no6as dv6pas... (Scythian tribes)

4.29.1 6oKlei 61 jvoi Kal to  y lvo s  Tffiv poffiv t 6 k6Aov 6 id  Tafrra ou 
^ueiVKlpea... (cattle in Scythia)

4.31.1 nepl 61 Tffiv irrepffiv Tffiv lecudav A lyouov.. .r tjv 6e Ix® nepl 
OUTfflV y  v ffip ijv  (snow mistaken for feathers in Scythia)

4.32 tbs 6 tyffi 6 okI<», ou6 oStov Alyouov ou5 lv ... (Issedonian
information about the Hyperboreans)

4.42.1 .. .eupeos 6e nlpv ou6e ou|*pdAAevv d^ii) <J>a(veTav jxov 
eXvav... (mapping of the continents)

4.42.4 Kal i-Aeyov q jio l fJî v ou nvoTd, dAAcp... (sailing around Libya)
4.46.2 t$  6k Zku6vk$ y lv e t 2v jvlv t 6 |vlyvoTov Tffiv &v6pa>in]va)v 

npTiyndrmv oo^tDTara navTcov e4eupT|Tai Tffiv T)}Jt£is i 6 ja£v, 
Ta jxIvtov SAAa ouk dyafiau (the Scythians)

4.50.2 loos 6e a le l £lev ev Te elpev Kal o loTpos Ktrrd
Tovdv6e tv , tbs ejvol 6okIcv (the Danube)

4.53.1 .. .os I otv fvlyiOTds Te fveTd IoTpov.. .Kara yvajjvas Tas 
f|[X£Tlpas... (theriverBorysthenes)

4.59.2 .. .Zeus 61 6p8dTara Kara y  v6\n\v ye tt)V  eivf|v KaAedfxe vos 
Ila n a io s ... (Scythiangods)

4.87.2 toO 61 Boondpou o x®pos t 6 v e£eu4e paovAeus Aapevos, tbs 
€|Vol 6okI£W oujvpaAAo|xlv(p... (Dsrius end the bridge at the 
Bosporus)

4.96.1 tyffi 61 nepl jvtv tou tou . ..oCtc dnvoTl© out£ ffiv nvoreuto tv  
A(i)V, 6 okI(0 61 ... (Safmoxis)

4.105.2 ...e y l p lv  vuvTtrirraAlyovTes ou ne(8ouov... (theNeuri)
4.109.1 und jaIvtov EAAfjvatv KaAlovrav Kal o l Bou6 ivov TeAovoi, 

ouk 6p8 ffis KoAeopevov. (theBudini)
4 .155.1 tbs OiipovoC Te Kal Kuprjvavov Alyouov, tbs p Ivtov eyffi 6 okI<d, 

S A A o ti... (Battus)
4.155.2 ACpues ydp pool A la pdrrov koAIouov, Kal tou tou eXveKa 

6okIco... (Battus)
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4 .167.3 ct&rn V&v w v  aVrvrj irpdoxnpa. ■ .^n^TTero 8k f| aTpaTvq, ©s 
€|«>i 8oK££lV, l i r l  Al£u©V KCtTCKrrpo^. (Pheretima end Aryandes)

4 180.4 &T£Oi<n 8 £ t 8  irdA ai.. .o k  d i t d v ,  8 okI© 8  <Bv.. .  (the 
Auses)

4.189.3 8 o k & i 8 l|«>iy£ K a l.. .6AoAuyf| £u l Ip o ta i £v0aS)Ta upfflTov 
y£v£<70ai. (Libyan/Greek exchanges)

4.198.1 8 o k & i 81 Hoi o08 dp£T?|v d v a (  T l5 ^  AipUT)... (fertilityof 
Libyan soil)

Book Five

5.3 .1 0pT){KQ)V 8£ I0VOS. • .£ i 81 U1T £vd<? dpXOlTO. • .K<*Ta yV(D|il|V 
TTjv k\ri\v. (the Thracians)

5.10 ©s 81 ©pi^iK£s A fyovoi...£[jio i \Uv w v  roSrra A£yovT£s
8 okIov01 A£y£iv ouk oiKOTa...&AAti jjioi r d  vnd t t |v  aptcTOV 
&o{sa]Ta 8 ok^£v d v a i  8 ia  Td $vx£a- (country beyond the Danube)

5.58.1 . .  .Kal 8t| Kal Yptfw iara, ouk fidvTa up lv  E AAtioi ©s epiol 
6 ok^£W ... (Phoenician alphabet)

5.67.1 ra v ra  8£t S o k& iv  ejjioC, ejxv{A££To o K A f i ia e ^ s . . .  ( reforms of 
Cleisthenes)

5.69.1 ...S o tc lav  £pol Kai ofhros uiT£pi8 ©v I© va? ... (reformsof 
Cleisthenes)

5.86.3 ...£S  oS £AK^|i£vaTd dydAfjuxTa d}Juf>OT£pa t© v to  n o if|aa i, 
£^01 \sJkv ou m a r d  A£yovT€S, dAAtp 8 £ T£<p* (origins of the 
animosity between Athens end Aegina)

5.97.2 ttoAAovs ydp oTk£ d v a i £uii£T^aT£pov SiaprfAAav f) kva, £i 
K A fo p lv fa .. .Tp£ V£ 81 pupitf8 a? A0T)vai©v.. .  (Aristegoras at 
Athens)

5.118.2 . .  .pouAal dAAav T€ itoAAai Kal dp(<m t ye  8 oK£ouaa d v a i  
qjiol I I i t© 6dp ov... (revolt in Caria)

Book S ix

6.30.1 d  p lv  vuv, . . .6  8k oOt dv ltiad£ kok&v ovSfcv 8 o k & iv  £po(, 
d flijK l... (Histeeus)

6.84.3 £|io\ 8k 6 oK££i T ia iv  toutt|V  8 KXeo\iAvt\s Ai)fiapijT<p
ItCTfiiaai. (Cleomenes)

6.95.2 . .  .6p^©p£VOV itapd T£ iKapov Kal 8 i a . . .©9  ( ilv  £|&o\ 
8ok^£IV... (DatisendArtephrenes' passage to Greece)
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6 .121.1 sfijxa 6£ |JW>1 Kal OVK Iv&KOpai t Av AAyov... (accusation against 
theAlcmaeonidse after Marathon)

Book Seven

7.3.4 GokIciv 6 i |io iv Kal ftva i to u tt^  uuoO^K'ns epaoCAevoe 
Sv E^pftqs* fj ydp ATOcraa ctxc t6  tiav Kparos. (succcessorof 
Darius)

7.20.2 otoA©v ydp Tffiv f|{A£is I6^cv tioAA§ 6f| jJteyicrros oStos 
£ y l veto . . . (size of Xerxes’ expedition)

7.24.1 tfc p£v £J.I£ cmjjLpaAAo^vov £vp(crK£iv„ ^eyaAo^poavviis 
etveKev afrrA Zip{f\g  dpvaofiv IkIAeue. .. (diggin of the cenal)

7.99.1 ...  ApT£|uavns 6 i,T ijs  (idAicnra ©ffinaTioid)(Aai... (Artemisia)
7.129.4 « m  y&p creicrp,oO Epyov, ©s ejaoI  £$a(v£TO e lva i, f j 

6 iao rao is  Tffiv op£©v. (Thessalian geography)
7.133.2 .. .&AAd toOto ov (Ha touthv tt|v alTCqv 6oke© y£V£a©ai, 

(Athenian treatment of the Persian messengers and the destruction of Athens as 
punishment; Herodotus rejects connection)

7.137.1 toBtA |io i ev Tolav ©evAtotov $a(v£Tai y£v£a0ai. (Sperthias 
aid Bulis)

7.137.2 . ..6fjAov Sv [xoi cm ©dov eylv£To to  irpfjyjxa... (Sperthias 
aid Bulis)

7 .139.1 eveoarra avayKalti k£epyo\ui\ y v6\m\v a7To6££aa©ai 
£irty©ovov [Jt£v ifpos Tffiv i?Ae6v©v &v©p©iT©v, fywos 6e, Tf) y£ 
jjioi $a(v£Tai ctvai dA-qees, ovk emajorjaco. (role of Athens)

7.168.4 .. / r d  H£p &v Kal Ey^VETO, ©s ejxol 6ok£ei. .. (Corcyreean action 
regarding Greek request for eid)

7.173.4 6ok££IV 61 (lot, &pp©60nfjVTO nd© ov... (passatTempe)
7.220.2 to u tq  Kal jiaAAov TTjv y  v©pi)v hAeiotos d jw , A£©vi&qv.. .  

(Thermopylae)
7.229.2 .. .6ok££iv £|io( ouk ftv a<fa Z irap T u fras  jjtfjviv ovfeiiCav 

ifpo0©£a©ai... (AristafemusendEurytus)
7.238.2 SfjAd |io i noAAoiai [ ilv  Kal SAAoiai T£K|iT]p(oiav...

(defilement of Leonidas’ bat/)
7.239.2 . .  .©s jjt£v £y© 6ok£©, Kal to  oTkos ejioI avm idxE Tau . . 

(Demarotus’ message regarding the invasion)

Book E iaht

8.8.2 . .  .6©iuiC© d  Td Aeydjicva Io tv  &ATi©£a.. .  (Skyiiias)
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8.8.3 . .  .n e p l fjt^vToi t o u t o u  y  vcojjw] |io i dno6e6£x0<» nAo(<p |uv 
dm ic&O ai... (Skyllios)

8.22.3 eeni<rroKA^s 6£ TaOTa S y p a f e, 6o k& iv  e jio i, en 
&fl4>OT£pa... (Themistocles’ attempt to get the Ionian and Canon contingents 
to desert Xerxes)

8.25.2 oti |a£v ofi6 £Adv6ave.. . .nepl toBs veKpods rods
£<dvtoB* Kal ydp 6 f| Kal yeAotov (viewing deed at Thermopylae)

8.30.2 e l 61 GeoaaAol Td EAAtjvttV ftfteov, As IjJtol 6 oK£eiv, 
£|rij6 l£ov Sv o l $G)K£es. (ThessaliansendPhoceeens)

8.63 TaOra 6£ QeniOTOKA^os A£yovTos dve6 i 6 doK€To
E0pipld6T|S* 60K&IV 61 |101, dpp©6tja a s ... (Themistoclesattempt 
to persuade Eurybiades to remain at Salem is)

8.66 .1  As |j£v ejio l S o k c c iv ,  o u k  eAdoooves edvTes... (numberof 
Xerxes’ troops)

8.73.3 el 6£ lAeue^ptos l 4e<m e ln d v , £k toO iiloo u  Konfnevoi 
£^Yj6 i£ov. (the behavior of certain Peloponnsian peoples Airing the war)

8.77.1 Xpnanotoi 6£ oBk 2xw dm A dye iv As ouk e lo l dA ije& s...
(oracles)

8.79.1 .. .to v  eyA vevd(UKa, nuv8 avd|Ji£VOS outoO to v  Tponov, 
Spicrrov &v6pay£v£a8 a i ev A8ifvoa i Kal 6vKaidTarov.
(Aristides)

8.103.1 ov6e ydp e l navTes K a l naaai ouvepouAeuov o u t§  i^ve iv , 
€(A€ve Sv 6ok& iv  oUto KaTappmStfcee. (Xerxes' flight)

8 .112.2 .. .6ok&o 61 T ivas Kal fiAAous 6o0vai Kal ou toutous
[XOUVOUS. (tribute exacted from the islanders by Themistocles)

8.119 o5tos 6e dAAos A^yeTai Adyos nepl toO S^pfceto vdarou,
oft6a)JiAs 2|Jtoiye mcnrds... (Xerxes’ retreat)

8.120.1 Kal As a£rrol A^youai Ap6rip lTai, AlyovTes ?|AOiye
oft6a{jiAs niOTd... (Xerxes’ retreat)

8.129.3 a lT iov 6£ toB to  AlyovTes e5 A^yeiv Ijio iy e  6ok£ouoi. (siege 
of Potidaea)

8.133 6 o k Io ) 6  iym ye nep l t ® v  napedvTmv npqy(AdT©v Kal ou k

dAArov nepv n e ^ a i . ( Mys ami the consulting of the oracles)

Book Nine

9.32.2 ...A s  6 fc eneixdoai, es n£vre nupid6as ouAAeyfjvai
elKO^co... (forcesatPlateea)

9.65.2 6A(ia 61 (aoi. . .6ok£co 6e, e i t i  nepl tA v  8e(a>v nprjyudTCDV 
6oKeeiv 6 e i , Beds... (Plateea)
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9.71.2

9.81.2 

9.! 13.2

195

$?l|A©i r i  jaov <Jt i  ndvTa uptjyuaTa rfflv pappdpcov ijprrjro
e d le p a lro v ... (Plateea)
K ai dpiOTOs e y c v c ro  |iaK p$ ApiaTd8T|jJW>s k o t&  yvw\ms r a s  
^peT^pas, o s ...  (Aristodemus end the battle of Plateea)
...8oK£to5 tfytoye ko\ tovtoioi Coeval- (division of booty after
Plateea)
t d irep Sv Kal kyivero, <k l|w l 6ok& iv , el nep... (Masistes)
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Appendix Four

Variant Versions

This appendix is a select listing of passages in which Herodotus indicates 
that he knows a variant version of a particular event. The key words are 
indicated; the reader should refer to the text for the entire context.

Book One

1.1-5.2

1.65.4

1.70.1-3

1.75.3-6

1.95.1

1.214.5

IlepoetDv \niv vuv o i Aoyioi $o(viKas alTious $ a a l...ir£ p l 
6e TTjs IoOs ouk ^{JtoAoyeovai nepa^ai ovtco 
*o(viK£S...Ta&Ta [niv vuv Ilepaai T£ Kal $o(vik£S A^yovai. 
(Phoenician 8nd Persian stories of “girl-snatchings") 
o l \&v tiv e s  irp&s to v to io i A^youai Kal $pdaai o0t$ 
Tf|v nuel-nv rb v  vOv KaT£aT£firra k^ohov Z na pm tm a i, 6 s 6 
a irro l A aK fC av^vio i Adyovoi, AuKoDpyov £niTpoir£vaavTa 
A£wp6)T£(Df &6e\$i6£ov £(duto9v paaiAcvovTOS 
ZuapTvnT^wv, £k Kpifrns &yay£a0ai Ta&ra. (origins of the 
reforms of Lycurgus)
...ofrros o Kprrrfjp oAk A h Ik e to  ks Zdp6is 6 i a lrlas  
6i$aolas Aeyo^vas TdoSe ol pi-v AaK£6aijjidvioi 
A£yovai. . .  o u t o I  6k Id juoi Afyovov. . .  ( bronze bowl given by the 
Spartans to Croesus)

6s du(K£To £ul rh v  AAuv uoTajjidv 6 Kpoloos, t6  
Jvedh-ev, 6s pfcv £y6 A£yto, k o t&  Tds lotJoas yc^pas  
6iap(pao£ rb v  OTptxrSv, 6s 6 noAAds Adyos EAAljvrov, 
0aAf)s ol 6 MiAtfaios 6i£p(pao£...ol 6k Kal t6  irapduav 
A ^youai... (crossing of the river Halys by Croesus)
...£ir«m3qji£Vos n£pl Kupov Kal Tpi4>a<?las fiAAas Adywv 
66ous <^va i. (emission by Herodotus that there ere many conflicting 
stories about Cyrus)
r a  pk v  6f| K ard rfjv  Kupov t£A£vt?|v toO plou noAAfiv Aoycov 
Afiyo^pwv 66e poi 6 meavtoraTos filpTjrai. (death of Cyrus)
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MQ.LJJYP

2.2.5 .. .S6e (ilv  yevioBax t8 v  Iplcov.. .fjKovov. BAA^ves 61
Adyovoi dAAaT£ jm ra ia  noAAd Kai 8 s yvvaiKffiv Tds 
yAtoooas 6 tFappifrixos eicrafwov... (Psammetichus' experiment) 

2.54-57 S i n ip i toO T£ Iv  EAAtjoi Kal toO Iv  Aipug
td v 6£ A iy v irr io i Aoyov Alyouai...TaOTa p lv  w v  rffiv  kv 
&npXiai Ipltov fjKovov, Td6£ 61 Aatfovafav $aa\ a l 
upo[JidvTi£S'...£y© 6  ?x® ra p l aurffivyvrnjiT ivtt]p6 £ ... 
(stories concerning the establishment of oracles at Dodona and Ammon)

2.112-20 Egyptian story of Helen offered as a more likely account than the traditional Greek
version

2.131.1 o l 61 tiv e s  A lyovo i u£pl t%  pods to u tt|s  Kai t 8 v 
koAoooSv to v 6 e. .. Adyov, 8 s MuKEpivos... (alternate stray about 
the death and burial of Mycerinus' daughter)

Book Three

3.1 -3 .. .out© p lv  w v  A lyovo i n lp o a i. A iy v m o i 61 o Ik tiie vv to i
Iappuo£a...A lyovT£s 61 TrtDra ouk 6p08s 
A£yovai...A ly£Tai 61 Kai o6e Adyos, Ip o l p lv  ouk 
ulGavds.«. (reasons for Cambyses' invasion of Egypt)

3.9.2 o5tos p lv  d m0av(DT£pos t 8 v Adyrov EipTpm, 6ei 61 Kai t 6v
fjocov mOavdv, ln £ l y£ 6f| AlyETai, ^(H ^va i. (Arabian king's 
method of conveying water to the desert)

3.16.5-7 8 s p^v to i A iyuuT io i A lyovoi, otiK Apaois flv  6  rc frra
ua6 tov, dAAd ftAAos t is  t 8 v AlyvirrCaiv.. .A lyova i ydp 
8 s ...a l p lv  vuv...dAA©s 6 airrd A iy v irr io i ospvoOv.
( Egyptian version about Amasis)

3.30.3 o 61 dvapas Is  Souoa dn£KTEiv£ 2p€p6iv, ol p lv Afiyovoi In
dyprjv l^ayaydvTa, o l 61 Is  t?|V EpvOp^v edAaooav 

npoayaydvTa KaranovTffloai. (murder of Cambyses' brother 
Smerdis)

3.32.1 -3 d p $ l61 t $  eavdrtp a&T^s 6i4ds Sanep n£pl 2plp6ios
AlyfiTai Adyos. EAAtjves p lv  A lyo u a i... A ly v im o i 61 
8 s. • • (Cambyses' murder of his sister)

3.45.1 -3 o l p lv  6f| A lyovo i tous dnonEp4>0lvTas Zaplcov.. .o l 61
A lyo uo i.. .e la l 61 o l A lyoua i... (the fate of the Samians who were 
sent by Polycrates to Egypt)
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3.47.1 koI  Iircvra tiapaoKcuaodpcvoi earpaTcvovTO AoKc6aipdvioi 
l i f l  Zdpov, As plv Zdpioi A lyouoi...As 61 AaKc6aipdvioi
X e yo vo i". (Spartan end Samian versions regarding Sparten aid in the 
expedition against Samos)

3.87 Ol p lv  6if $aoi t 6v Olpdpea toOtci ptixavlfoaoeai, ol &  
TOld6e.. .A s... (Darius' accession end his groom's tricks)

3.120-22 .. .As p lv  ol nAcDves A lyouoi.. .o l 61 cAaooovcs Alyouoi...
a lT ia i p lv 6f| afrrai 6 i$do ia i AlyovTai toO eavdTOU toO 
IIoAVKpdTCOS•.. (death of Polycrates)

Book Four

4.5-11 Qs 61 ZKuOai Alyouoi, vearraTov...Zxudai p lv 56c vucp
o$ltov t c  afrrffiv Kal Ti)s X W S  t ^ s  KOTVnepee A lyouoi,. . .  
ol t o v  I Io v to v  o Ik Io v tc s  5 6 c . . .  E o t i  61 Kal aAAos Aoyos 
Ixtov 56e, pdAiaTa Acyoplvtp o u t6 s  irpdoKeipai*...
(origins of the Scythians)

4.76.6 -77 As 6 cyA fjkouoa Tupvc© toO . .  .Kafroi Tivd fj6rj fjKovoa
Adyov dAAov uno IIcAoirtDVvnoCcov Aeyopcvov... (Anacharsis)

4.94-96 a0avari<ovoi 6c tov6c rdv Tponov.. .As eyA irvvOdvopai
Tffiv t 6v EAAt|oiiovtov Kal ndvTov olKcdvTtov EAAijvrov, 
t 6v ZaApo4iv...eyA 61 nepl p lv toutou. . .  6okI(o 61 
itoAAo io i. . .  (Salmoxis)

4.103.2 ol p lv  6fj Alyouoi As t 6 offipa.. .o l 61 koto p lv tt|v Ke<f>aAf|v
dpo Aoylouoi, to pI v to i offipa ouk AdlcoOai... (Taurien
secrifice)

4.! 50.1 Mcxpi p£v vuv toutou tou Adyou AaKc6aipdvioi er]pa(oioi
Kard Tairrd Alyouoi, t 6 61 dud toutou poOvoi Grjpdioi 55c 
yevloSai A lyouoi... ( the Therens end the colony in Libya)

4 .154.1 la v ra  616r)paioi Alyouoi, Td 6 c m  Aoiira toO Adyou 
ovp4>lpovTai ■fjdi) ©rjpoioi gupT|va(oioi. Eup^vaioi ydp Td 
nepl Bdrrov ou6apffis dpoAoylouoi ©rjpaloiai. Alyouoi 
ydp o&TtD... (the Therens era) the colony in Libya)

Book Five

5.41.3 ol 61 Kal 6i6upous Alyouoi KAcdppporov tc koI  Aecovidnv
y e v lo 0 a i... (Anexendrides end his two wives)
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5.44-45.2 t Av yp6vov 8£ toOtov, As Alyouoi ZupapiTai, o$las
...ra&Ta \x£v w v  Zupapvrai Alyouoi notf\oai A topilaTf Kai 
tous per ocutoO, KportDvifjrai 61 ou6lva o$Coi $aol 
4eivov..„Ka\ irdpean, AkotI po io C t is  nei0£Tai outAv,
TOUTOlOI npoox«»>p£eiV. (Doreius and the war between the Sybarites end 
the Crotoniates)

5.85-87 AOfivoftov plv w v  Alyouoi p£Td r?jv duafrnioiv. . ’.Aenvoftoi 
plv w v  oDt © Alyouoi y fv lo ea i, Alyivfp-ai 61 oft fjiitk 
VT)l...o4>las 61 Alyivfyrai Alyouoi, nuOoplvous Tofts 
A0Tiva{ous As plAAoifv. . .Alyfirai plv w v  fttr Apydtov...
(Athenian end Aegineten accounts of the origins of their animosity toward ore 
another)

Book S ix

6.53-54 Tcorra plv AaK£6aipovioi Alyouoi pouvoi EAAfjvmv, to6£
61 Kara r a  Aeydpeva ftn EAAfjvcov eyd ypa$a>.. .TauTa plv 
w v  Kara r a  EAAtjves Alyouoi y£y£V£T|AdyT|Taif As 616  
irapa Ifepoluv Aoyos A ly fra i, outAs o Il£po£us... ( history of 
kingship at Sparta)

6.75.3 .. .As plv ol noAAoi Alyouoi BAAtjvov, o t i .  . .As 6e 
A0Tjvc£ioi.. . Alyouoi.. .As 61 Apyeioi.. .  (death of Cleomenes)

6.84.1 Apyeioi p lv  w v  6 ia  raHrra KAeoplved <$>a<7i.. .outoi 6e
ZuapTifVrai $ a o i... (Cleomenes)

6 .137.1 -4  .. .touto ydp ouk lym 4>paaai, TfA t jv .  . .o ti Ekotoios
p lv ...l44 )0£ ...A s  61 auTol A0Tjvaioi A lyouoi...£K£ivaplv  
6f| EKaraios «&£(■£, raftra  61 A0T]vaioi Alyouoi. (expulsion 
of the Pelesgions)

Book Seven

7.55.3 ^6^ 61 TjKouoa As Kai Uototov 6iapfjvai paoiAla udvrrav. 
(crossing of tie Hellespont)

7.148-52.3 Apydoi 61 Alyouoi Td KaT lanrrofts y£vlc0ai
S6£*...aftToi p lv  ApylioiTooaftTaTOUTtov n lp i Alyouoi* 
Io n  61 dAAos Adyos Afiyopfivos dvd Tfjv EAAd6ay As 
Hlptfqs ln £ p f£ ... I t i f i  Kal TaftTa AlyeTai, As dpa A pyllo i 
fjoav ol lniKaAeodpevoi... (Argive behavior during tie war)

7.214.1 Io t i  61 I t £pos Afydpcvos Adyos, As O v rfrn s ... (claim that it 
was Onetes ret Ephialtes who showed the Persians tie hidden path at 
Thermopylae)
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7.229-32 Avo 6£ tovtcov Tffiv TpiT)Koo(©v A£yeTai EdpvTdv tc teal 
Api<yrd6‘n|ju>v...ol y£v vuv oUt © c©0f)vai A lyovai 
Apiar<J6rj|Jiov...ol 61 fiyyeAov... A^yeTai 61 Ka( dAAov 
&HOlT£jji$0cvTa fiyyeAov... (survivors of Thermopylae)

te QKJUJM

8.84.2 A0T)vaioi oBt © Alyouoi Tijs vau|jiaxfris yeveaOai tt|v 
dpxnv, AlyivfjTai 61 TTjv Kara tous AiaKt6as 
diroOTnxfjaaaav es Aiyivav, jm 'm \v etvai r f|v  fip£aoav. 
A lyrrai 61 K a iTa6e, ©s <f>dana... (salemls)

8.94.4 tovtous [a£v Tovaurn $ A tis  ix e* vnd A0T)va(©v, ou (levro i
a{rro{ ye K opivd io i 6 |JioAoy£ovoi» dAA ev np©Toioi 
a^eas... (n ight of Adeimentus)

8.118.1 I o t i  61 Kal fiAAos o6e Adyos Aeyd|*evos» ©s eirei6f| Hep^ijs
direAauv©v... (retreat of Xerxes)

Book Nine

9.74.1-2 . . .  6 Zffl^dnis Kai dpiaredaas Tdre AOri va(©v 6 i£oi)s
Adyovs Aeyojj^vovs ?x£ l* t 6v |a£v ©s. . .6  6 eTepos Tffiv 
Ady©v... (Sophanes)

9.95 fjOTj 61 xal Td6e fjxouaa As 6 A tM ovos.. .odx fcffiv EdrjvCou
ird ls . (Deiphonos)
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